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PREFACE

In line with recommendations of the Fifth Session of the FAO Conference, this report brings together
information on the general economic outlook; the outlook for individual farm, forestry, and fisheries commodi-
ties; the changing patterns of world trade; the changes in international investment; and the general state of
food and agriculture. Last year these subjects were presented in separate documents.

The World Outlook and State of Food and Agriculture - 1950 opens with an interpretive foreword by the
Director-General.

The main body.of the work falls into three sections.

Part I presents the outlook for food and agriculture for the next two years in terms of prospects for the
world as a whole, its major regions, and selected countries. In appraising demand for farm, fisheries, and
forest products it has been necessary to give considerable attention to general economic situations throughout
the world. Facts and analyses made available by member governments and by other agencies of the United
Nations provide much of the basis for this part of the report. But here, as elsewhere in the book, the responsi-
bility for conclusions is FAO's.

Part II covers the outlook for selected individual commodities for 1950/51 and 1951/52 against the back-
ground of developments during the past marketing year. The commodities dealt with include the major farm,
forest and fisheries products.

Part III reviews the developments in the demand, production, marketing and consumption of agricultural
products, the prices of farm products, and the incomes of farmers during the past crop year, 1949/50. It shows
the relation of these developments to general economic conditions and to the changing pattern of world trade.
It also considers the changes in international investment.

The tables in the Appendix summarize a few of the key facts with regard ro the world's food supply,
production, and trade in agriculture. Tables for individual commodities are not included, since they are
already available in the FAO monthly statistical bulletins and in the various commodity bulletins.'

Far-reaching economic developments have grown out of the crisis in Korea. Many aspects of the out-
look for food and agriculture have changed since last June, and still are changing. This report takes account
of major changes up to early September. It has seemed best to delay publishing the material until trends
became clearer so that as timely a study as possible might be offered for the use of next sessions of the
Council and Conference of FAO. The Foreword by the Director-General and "The Outlook in Brief" were
dispatched in advance to member governments so that they might be considered before the Council and
Conference sessions.

1
During the first eight months of 1950, commodity bulletins or reports were published on grains, sugar, wool, jute, hard
fibers, rice, cocoa, fats and oils, fertilizers, and poultry and eggs. During the rest of 1950, additional publications are
scheduled to appear on coffee, g-rains, sugar, cocoa, rice, tobacco, and fruits.
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SIC TRENDS AND ISSUES

A Fore ord by the Director-General

The crisis in Korea has had an impact on the economy of many nations which has brought about a
number of fundamental changes in the outlook for food and agriculture. Demand for agricultural products will
be stronger than had been anticipated; some of the currency impediments to international trade will be reduced.

It now appears that, at least during the next year or two, the requirements of both producing and import-
ing countries will be so substantial that the threat of unmarketable surpluses will fade. Prices co producers
will be firm or rising; in fact, some prices may go so high that large groups of consumers may be unable to
obtain all they need unless governments act to assure fair distribution and control hoarding and speculation.

These are the probabilities in the broadest terms. There are a number of exceptions applying to
individual commodities and to particular countries and regions.

This report deals with the outlook for agricultural, forestry, and fisheries products as it appeared in the
early part of September 1950. The world situation, which has changed so greatly in the past few months, still
is changing. We of the FAO secretariat have sought out the fullest information we could obtain from member
governments and other sources. But the rapid march of events continues. Recent announcements that the
United States will aim for an army of 3 million rather than 1 1million men and that some Western European
nations will quicken the pace of their rearmament are examples of unforeseen major developments, the conse-
quences of which affect the outlook for food and agriculture. Others may follow'.

Just before the Council and Conference meet later this autumn I plan to prepare a brief paper which will
take account of the newest developments and thus bring up to date my report to FAO member nations on major
trends and issues likely to arise in the field of food and agriculture.

Meanwhile, I hope that the report which follows will be useful ro member governments in forming judg-
ments as to what is likely to happen and What actions should be taken to meet the situations likely to arise.
In this interpretive foreword I shall make no attempt to restate in any detail the information contained in the
body of the report. In fact, the reader will notice that a summary of the outlook material immediately follows
this section. My only purpose here is to set down in everyday language a few of the major trends as I see
them, and to call attention to some of the immediate issues likely ro confront member governments of the Food
and Agriculture Organization.

One assumption which underlies all forecasts throughout the report must be emphasized. It is that there
will be no major, widespread war. Naturally the fighting in Korea, includinig intervention operations of the
United Nations, has been treated as one of the known factors in the situation. So have other localized
instances of hostilities or civil unrest. Recent decisions of a number of countries to put more men under arms
and generally expand military preparations also are ponderable facts and have been considered as such. But
that is all; welave gone no further in attempting to look into the future.

Though events since fighting began in Korea have profoundly modified the outlook for food and agricul-
ture and may change it still further, they have not completely altered the picture. A fundamental worldwide
trend toward continued strong demand for food has been evident for many months.

By early summer it appeared likely that the buying power of consumers and the over-all demand for food
and other agricultural products would continue through 1950/51 and 1951/52 at the generally high levels pre-
vailing during the first half of 1950. This applied to most of the deficit countries of Europe and to the export-
ing countries of the Americas and Oceania. Also, it already was apparent that total production and supplies
in 1950/51 probably would be slightly larger than last year's. In fact, buying power was expected to expand
more than supplies. This indicated rising prices with consequent difficulties for those importing nations and
groups of consumers not sharing in the general increase of purchasing power.

Both buying power and supply could be considered as favorable only in comparison with earlier years.
Supplies of food and the ability to buy it still were far below the levels required to give all of the world's
people enough to eat.



Before trouble started insl(orea, currency difficulties loomed as a great barrier to international distribu-
tion of the supplies anticipated in the year ahead. A considerable part of the probable import demand for food
and other agricultural products was expected to come from food-deficit countries with soft currencies, chiefly
in Western Europe. During the next year or two only slight increases in domestic agricultural production were
expected in most of these countries; their total demand could be met only by the addition of substantial imports.

But how? That was the dilemma.

A large part of the supplies available for export would be held in hard-currency countries; purchases
from these sources could be made only to the extent that dollars or other hard currencies could be scraped
together. Only limited export supplies were in prospect, in soft-currency producing countries, where the
currency of the nations wishing to buy would be acceptable. Thus it appeared that in one direction the food
imports of countries wishing to buy would be limited by shortage of dollars, while in the other direction they
would be limited by shortage of supplies.

Since the Korean fighting began a number of countries have announced that they will sharply increase
their military expenditures. It may well be that total military expenditures in 1950/51 and 1951/52 will be
even greater than the amounts mentioned officially thus far. This increased spending by governments probably
will be large enough to have a significant effect on the domestic and internal economies of a large part of the
world. In many countries of Western Europe and the Western Hemisphere, where the prospect already was for
continued high employment and consumer purchasing power, increased spending would bring still higher levels
of economic activity and purchasing power, together with the danger of a return of inflationary pressures,
which had begun to subside. In other countries, such as Belgium, Western Germany, and Japan, where there
had been considerable unemployment and signs of deflation, higher employment and increased purchasing
power are now in prospect.

It is likely that the recent developments will to some extent reduce the international currency difficul-
ties. On the whole there will be more dollars around the world than had been expected, although some
countries will feel the effects of this far more than others. As a result, world trade in food and other agricul-
tural products should be stimulated.

The greatly expanded mutual defense and military assistance programs of the United States will directly
increase the number of dollars available in many other countries. Far more important is the prospective effect
of the whole United States armament program on that country's own economy and in tum upon the world economy.
Assuming an annual rate of military spending of about $30,000 million by the middle of 1951 -- and that is a
conservat;ve figure -- the gross national income of the United States may approach an annual rate of $300,000
million before the end of 1950 and go higher by the middle of 1951. The record level thus far is the anntial
rate of $270,000 million attained in the second quarter of 1950. As a consequence, the demand for imports
into the United States of manufactured goods, raw materials, and foodstuffs should tend to rise appreciably.
For the next two years at least, the amount of dollars available to the rest of the world should continue to
increase.

It is already clear that many countries will not be able to expand supplies of export commodities
sufficiently ro meet the expected import demands of the United States. Many of the foodstuffs and raw
materials from Latin America, the Near East, and the Far East talce time to produce; output cannot be raised
quickly. Many Western European countries will find it hard to increase exports of manufactured goods beyond
a certain point because already they have virtual full employment and must meet the added requirements of
their own military programs.

If in the next few years prices in the United States should rise more than prices elsewhere, there would
be a continuing incentive to other countries to produce more for export to the United States and to limit their
purchases from it. The effect on world trade would be much the same as that of the devaluations of 1949.
Dollar earnings would be increased, although it is likely that the physical difficulties of expanding production
and uncertainty as to the duration of such a strong United States demand would set a top limit to this
development.

To sum up the impact of events since the Korean outbreak upon the outlook for food and agriculture, it
appears that:
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There has been no significant change in the prospects for food and agricultural production and
supplies in 1950/51. They still are expected to be slightly larger than last year's.

Widespread expansion of military programs will lift purchasing power and intensify in many countries
the already strong prospective total demand for food and other agricultural products o-ver the next MO
years.
The volume of international trade will rise and its general pattern should tend to improve. Higher
import demands and military-aid expenditures of the United States will lead to an appreciable
increase in the dollars available throughout che world for purchases of goods, including agricultural
products, from the United States, Canada, and other countries. As a less direct result, trade among
countries outside the dollar area will tend ro rise and become better balanced. The extent and
duration of these gains will depend largely on the extent to which soft-currency countries can expand
tsheir production and exports, cope with price increases of goods they must buy for dollars, and main-
tain relatively stable don) estic economies.

These developments will to a considerable degree help move the level and pattern of world trade in the
direction required for a longer-term solution of international trade and payment difficulties. This appea.rs to
be true even after full allowance for the added difficulties co be encountered by a number of countries,
particularly those in soft-currency areas.

It seems that bitter fighting on a peninsula of Asia and world-wide increases in economically unproduc-
tive armaments will do more to improve certain aspects of the international distribution of food than all of the
direct efforts made since 1946. This is not a flattering commentary on international statesmanship. But by
all-means let us take full advantage of this by-product of a troubled situation, and hope that in the future we
can do better in developing methods that will work in an atmosphere of international good will.

Even the briefest glance at the situation and outlook suggest a large number of specific problems likely
to be encountered in the months ahead. I shall mention here only a few of the broader issues which seem most
urgent and most likely to call for consideration by che Council of FAO at its next session.

Distribution of scarce commodities. Demand for products directly related to military mobilization has
been intensified since fighting began in Korea. In the agricultural field, wool and rubber have been the major
commodities affected. Prices of the two prod-acts already have risen dangerously, and further United States
purchases are expected to push them still higher. Rice also has been affected, and, to a lesser extent,
cotton, coffee, and cocoa. Within the next few months some other commodities may feel che pressure of
stronger demand. It is not possible to increase supplies of these scarce products in the immediate future;
the only course is to make the best use of the quantities that are available. Governments already are
discussing with each other the possibilities of controlling the movement of certain scarce commodities
through international action. If international allocations are re-established, questions will arise as to what
products should be controlled and what machinery would be best for administering the controls. For instance,
how much could be accomplished through an organization like the International Emergency Food Committee of
the FAO Council, how much through individual commodity arrangements? Or should other kinds of organiza-
tion be considered? The part that FAO itself might play is especially pertinent in che light of the long delay
in establishing the International Trade Organization. If commodity arrangements are felt desirable, should
FAO call for comModity conferences in its field? Mutual consideration of the whole problem also might
help to clear up some questions concerning the internal action by which governments can safeguard consumers
against excessive price rises and unequal distribution.

Directed increases in production. Measures to improve, distribution of scarce supplies are emergency
expedients at best. The long-range aim must be ro raise production to the levels required, but here some
stubborn difficulties stand in the way. Aside from rice and cotton, the agricultural commodities already
affected by the current upsurge in demand all take a long time to produce; output cannot be materially in
creased from one year to the next. Invorting nations and individual consumers need more of these scarce
products and they also need protection against che unreasonable prices and lopsided distribution that result
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from scarcity. Farmers and other primary producers will gladly produce more, but under the economic systems
prevailing in nearly all FAO member countries they cannot increase output without the assurance of a fair
retum when their products come to market. Here again basic questions arise. Under the circumstances, what
justification is there in urging expanded production of scarce commodities of which the added output would be
obtained from three to seven years hence? What safeguards to producers would be needed to make this kind of
recommendation effective? Could sufficient national or international price guarantees be given? To what
extent could commodity arrangements be used to supply the needed safeguards, to consumers as well as
producers?

As to the commodities for which extreme scarcity is not in immediate prospect ir seems likely that
national stockpiles will diminish rapidly. What production policies seem best for cereals, livestock products,
cotton, tobacco, and other commodities in this group?

3. Related Issues. Two other immediate issues are suggested by recent events. One is the likelihood
that the United Nations, having undertaken military action in Korea, can be expected also to take responsi-
bility for relief and rehabilitation and that the specialized agencies may be called upon for work in their
respective fields. The second is the clearly shown need to forestall war or civil disturbance by vigorous
agricultural programs before, rather than after, the crisis begins. Land reform, for instance, is a basic
problem in most of Asia. Should FAO make preliminary studies with a view to drawing up programs of action
in consultation with governments concerned? How can technical assistance programs be shaped so that their
benefits will not be withheld from people on the land through unjust and inefficient systems of landhol.2'ng?
Other long-term trends and issues have a bearing on the immediate questions concerning supply and distribu-
tion of farm, fisheries, and forest products. The extent to which expanded armament programs and their
con sequences will ease the dollar shortage and thus stimulate and redirect world trade has already been noted.
So has the need for a more permanent method of expanding trade and, in fact, general economic activity around
the world. The new technical assistance program should be a powerful force, both in the immediate future and
for the long pull, in increasing the production and dollar-earning capacities of the less developed countries
and thus contributing to a larger and more balanced world output and trade. The present regular programs of
FAO are working, of course, to the same ends. Also of great possible significance for the long run are current
plans for our co-operation with the United Nations Secretariat in broad new studies of economic factors under-
lying international trade and payments.

I have mentioned only a few of the immediate issues as I see them. The familiar, continuing problems
remain. The slight gains in prospect for supplies and distribution of food are tiny- in comparison with nutri-
tional needs. The progress that has been made since the war in raising levels of production and consumption
has been greatest in the parts of the world that had the highest living standards before the war. The parts of
the world that have had the lowest living standards face most of the problems they faced before the war,
frequently in intensified form.

During the past five years developments in world trade, international investment, and general relations
among nations have not borne out the high expectations of international action held at Quebec when FAO was
founded. Instead, the drift has been in the other direction. National considerations usually have outweighed
the international approach. The world is strained by tensions, divided by political and economic cleavages.

But despite the changes in world conditions and the limitations of many of its own programs, FAO still
is on the right track. The need is as great now as it was in 1945 to increase the production and consumption
of food and agricultural products and to improve the living levels of millions of the producers of these products.

4
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H E T L 0 0 K U4 BRIEF

A Surnmary of the Situation and Prospects by Areas and by Commodities*

The world food supply for 1950/51, from indications in early September 1950, is likely to be only slightly
better in quantity and nutritive value than in the preceding year. Lumber and pulp production probably will
continue to increase. Fiber production will be somewhat smaller.

The increase in food crop production will barely keep pace with population growth. Increases in the out-
put of meat ànd livestock products may be somewhat greater than for crops. Fish production may be curtailed.
In all, world food supplies per caput will be larger, but the gain slight; there may be none in some of the regions
where improvement is needed most.

Levels of econornic activity in most countries will be higher in 1950/51 than in 1949/50. With expanding
employment, income, and purchasing power, the demandl for farm, forestry, and fisheries products will continue
generally high and rising, except possibly in the Near East and the Far East. With very limited increases in
production, the demand for food and agricultural products will tend to run ahead of supply.

There will be a continued expansion in the volume and some improvement in the patterns of internati-:-Ial
trade in 1950/51. In part these will result from a marked increase in dollars available to many countries be-
cause of intensified U. S. economic activity and import demands. Effective demand for internationally traded
food and agricultural commodities will continue to rise. Thus, larger trade in agricultural commodities may be
expected, with increased exports from both soft- and hard-currency countries.

Viewing the supply and demand situations together, it is clear that prices will continue to rise, and prob-
lems of distribution may reappear. Governments may have to take steps to prevent the withholding of stocks
from regular channels, and to assure the equitable distribution of foodstuffs to consumers at reasonable prices.

OUTLOOK BY REGIONS

North America (Canada and the United States.) Prospects are for about the sarne size of wheat crop as
last year, maize production only slighdy smaller than last year's bumper crop, and for a substantial reduction
in cotton production. Combined food supplies for consumption per caput will be somewhat larger than last
year. Industrial activity and demand for agricultural products, both domestically produced and imported, will
continue to increase, supported by expanding defense expenditures, and will be significantly higher in 1950/51
and 1951/52 than in 1949/50. The value of raw material imports will probably continue to rise rapidly. With
improved markets for exports and rising internal prices, farmers' real income should cease to decline, and may
tend to increase somewhat.

Western Europe. Conditions are generally favorable for good grain and sugar crops in 1950, and for in-
creased production of meat and livestock products, though meat output will still be slightly below prewar.
Demand for farm products will probably continue to rise, with continued emphasis on expanding domestic food
production and obtaining food imports from soft-currency regions. Real income to farmers will generally con-
tinue to expand, with the likelihood of higher prices to consumers, modified by price controls or government
subsidies.

*This summary covers the material presented in more detail in Part I of this Report (Outlook for Food and Agriculture:
World and Regional Aspects) and Part II (Outlook for Selected Commodities: Farm, Fisheries, and Forestry Products).

1The term "demand" is used in this report in the sense of the intensity of desire to buy (for consumption, export, or
stocks) backed by the means and the readiness to buy. An increase in demand means that more can be sold at the same
price, or, if sufficiently large quantities are not available, that prices will rise; a fall in demand means that less can be
sold at the same price, or, if the same qu.tritity is available, that prices will fall. Effective price control or rationin
can, of course, prevent or modify these re tctions to changes in demand.



Eastern Europe and Soviet Union In spite of the severe drought damage to the 1950 maize crop in the
Danube basin, agricultural production in the region as a whole is likely to show an increase over last year
National plans call for substancial increases in industrial production and consumers real income. With the ex-
ception of-07e Da,.upe countries, Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia, farmers' real income seems likely to in-
crease as well in 1950/51,

Latin America. Expanding agricultural production should keep pace with che rapid growth of population,
but consumption levels per caput will probably show little increase in 1950/51. Expanding domestic markets
may absorb the increasing farm output in most countries, with a good income to farmers and possibly rising
prices co consumers. Countries largely dependent on exports to dollar areas will benefit from the rising import
demands in North America. Continued European demands for non-dollar foodstuffs and raw materials may en-
courage an expansion of production for export from Argentina and other countries.

Africa. In areas affected by drought last year, prospects for food production in 1950/51 are better than in
1949/50. Generally throughout the region, production of food crops for domestic consumption expands but
slowly, largely because of continued emphasis On production of cash crops for export. A gradual increase in
dernand and in the levels of farmers' real income seems likely.

Near East. A_gricultural supplies in 1950/51 are likely to be larger, with an improved harvest of most
crops, particularly cereals. Demand prospects are mixed: domestic economic stagnation is restricting internal
demand in many countries, and increasing trade barriers are restricting intraregional trade. Export markets
outside of the region will tend co be better. Farm prospects for production and income are brighter in Turkey
and in Israel.

Far East. Barring further unfavorable weather, crop production in 1950/51 may increase slightly, but any
anticipated increase would leave per caput food supplies below the prewar level. Reported midsummer floods
in China, however, indicate that improvement, if any, in wheat, rice, and secondary crops, will be less than
expected. The probable loss of a substantial portion of the Korean rice crop will create a serious domestic
supply shortage, in addition to wiping out any possible exportable surplus such as Korea had last year. Con-
tinued unsettled conditions will keep buying power low and impede transport and distribution in a number of
other Asian countries. Better prospects may be expected, however, for industrial and agricultural activity and
income in the Indian subcontinent, Indonesia, and Japan. Commercial agricultural producers in Asian exporting
countries have gained froni the expansion of import demand in North America, and in soma cases have gained
from changes in the terms of trade following devaluation. These developments will probably continue.

Oceuniakgricultural production is likely to continue high, with a 1950/51 wool ad dairy output larger
than last year's. The demand for farm products, both for export and for dornestie consumption, will continue to
increase. Export demands should continue active for all available products except possibly butter. The pro-
spe.ct is for rising industrial activity, consumer prices, and domestic income, including farm income, in 1950/51
and 1951/52.

OUTLOOK FOR WORLD TRADE

Total volume of world trade may expand by more than one-tenth in 1950/51. Agricultural exports may ex-
parid, but not in the same degree. The expansion should come from both the dollar and non-dollar exporting
regions. A large part of recent agricultural exports from hard-currency countries has been financed by United
States dollar contributions. United tates import values are increasing substantially. Dollar earnings will
rise because of increased armaments expenditures by the United States. This will ease the pressure of dollar
shortages, and modify the previous plans of many countries for further cuts in their purchases from hard-currency
area's during 1950/51.

To correct the dollar deficit in Europe's balance of payments, Europe needs Lo reduce its direct dollar def-
icit with the United States and Canada. This probably could be acuomplished more through reducing imports
from those countries than through expanding exports. Europe also needs ro expand exports to other overseas
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countries so as to establish a surplus with them and thus earn dollars from them with which to pay North Amer-
ica, rather than malcing them net dollar payments, as is now the case. That would mean greatly- expanding
Europe's trade with the other non-dollar regions. The inability of some primary producing countries to increase
rapidly their exports of certain raw materials, especially of farm products, to both dollar and non-dollar areas
may be the limiting factor in such an expansion. Trade between non-dollar countries, however, may continue
to expand more rapidly than trade transacted in hard currencies. Intraregional trade will probably continue to
expand in Asia, but its further expansion seems unlikely in Latin America, while east-west trade in Europe
seems likely to lag behind that of Europe as a whole.

OUTLOOK FOR SELECTED COMMODITIES

Farm Products

Grains. Grain production fell in 1949/50, mostly in maize, wheat exports were materially lower, and
U. S. stocks of wheat increased substantially. Under the International Wheat Agreement, half of world wheat
exports moved at prices below free market prices., The outlook for 1950/51 is for grain crops possibly some-
what larger than last year's in the Northern Hemisphere. Exportable supplies will be at least as large as
those of 1949/50. And, while until recently, lower imports were expected in 1950/51, increasing dollar avail-
abilities may modify the outlook.

Rice. World production in 1949/50 nearly equaled prewar levels. World consumption per
caput continued low, and world trade was only two-fifths of prewar volume. In 1950/51, increased output seems
likely in the Far East. Rice supplies will continue short compared to other grains, and relatively high prices
will probably continue, especially in soft-currency countries, while imports and consumption of wheat will con-
tinue high in countries which earlier had depended largely on rice.

Livestocic products. Production of meat and livestock products increased materially in Europe in 1949/50,
especially in milk and pork. Production continued high in other important producing regions; in Argentina,
drought forced unusually heavy livestock slaughter. Present indications point to a further substantial increase
in 1950/51 output of meat and dairy products in Europe, and of continued high levels of output in most other
major producing areas. Prices of livestock have declined from previous very high levels, but are still general-
ly remunerative to producers. Demand for meat and livestock products, and international trade in these pro-
ducts, may increase further as a result of the increasing tempo of world economic activity.

Fats and oils. Production continued to expand in 1949, consumption rose nearer to prewar-levels, and
prices declined sharply, especially in exporting countries in the dollar area. In non-dollar regions, however,
supplies continued relatively short, and prices in national currencies remained far above, prewar levels. World
production and consumption seem likely to increase further in 1950, with the increase largely occurring in the
regions where supplies are shortest relative to prewar. Since the middle of 1950 prices have turned sharply up-
ward under the initial impact of precautionary reserve buying and stronger purchasing power in some countries.
Demand seems likely to increase in both hard- and soft-currency areas, and some of the latter will probably be
able to finance larger purchases of fats from dollar regions than hitherto seemed likely.

Sugar. Production and consumption have risen steadily and seem likely to continue to do so. All regions
shared in the increased output in 1949/50, and present indications for 1950/51 are for a substantially larger
crop. To date, expanding world consumption has kept pace with expanding production, and much more could be
consumed if remaining rationing schemes were relaxed or very high internal prices were reduced. The increas-
ed availability of dollars expected to result from acc.eleration of the United States armament program will no
doubt facilitate maintenance of purchases of sugar from dollar areas.

Citrus fruit. World production declined slightly in 1949, chiefly as the result of a drop in grapefruit out-
put in the United States. World trade increased, with most European countries except the United Kingdom in-
creasing citrus takings. Since devaluation, the ability of United States exports to compete in the European
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market has been further reduced despite substantial export subsidies. With the liberalization of trade between
soft-currency countries, international trade may rise further, while the rapidly expanding market for frozen juice
concentrates in the United States seems likely to offset without difficulty the effects of any further decline in
that country's exports.

Dried fruit. Production of raisins and figs declined in 1949/50, buc that of currants anci prunes increased
slightly. Total internacional trade fell, principally because of sharp reductions in United States exports, de-
spite heavy export subsidies; trade 'among soft-currency countries expanded. Prices declined somewhat (in
dollars) from their previous very high levels in Mediterranean countries, but advanced in the United States.
Turkey and Greece partially restored their prewar output, arid Germany re-entered the market as a large r11-

potter. Although production prospects for 1950/51 are still uncertain, the trend is upward. Trade within Europe
may expand further as a result of a general reduction in restrictions on dried fruir imports from soft-currency
areas.

Coffee. Consumption again exceeded production in 1949, the remaining Brazilian Government DNC
stocks were used up, leaving only normal working stocks, and prices soared to very high levels. Production
may be slightly lower in 1950/51, and world imports for consumption will likely be 5 to 10 percent below last
year. rProduction prospects are somewhat better for 1951/52. Coffee prices and incomes of coffee-exporting
countries will continue high, while producers take the time required to expand production,

Tea. World production increased only slightly in 1949, but world trade rose sharply with increased tak-
ings, especially by the United Kingdom. Prices rose until November. 1-,dications for 1950/51 are for further
increases in output. Continued gradual increases in acreage and production in the major exporting countries
are provided for by the renewed Interim Producers Agreement, and provision is also made for restored
Indonesian production. Tea consumption seems likely to rise further in 1950/51 and following years, in view
of the short coffee supplies and rising consumers' incomes.

Cocoa. Supplies are still quite short, the intensity of demand is increasing steadily, and carryover stocks
are much reduced. No material change in production is expected in 1950/51; the swollen shoot disease in West
Africa still is seriously affecting production. Production is tending to increase slowly, but nesv plantings are
as yet much too small to catch up with the enlarged and expanding postwar demands The increase in demand
may be fuither intensified by developments since the Korean outbreak. Producers and governments have been
hesitant to expand production, fearing a repetition of the distressed conditions following the 1929 collapse.

Tobacco. World production declined slightly in 1949, mainly in China, but exceeded the prewar average
by 10 percent. Trade increased sharply and exceeded the prewar level, with soft-currency countries increasing
exports more than hard-currency areas, and with United States exports continuing heavily dependent on ECA
financing. Prices were generally firm. Demand for tobacco is ex-pected CO continue expanding in 1950, espe-
cially in the United States. Before the economic developments arising out of the Korean hostilities, it was ex-
pected that United States exports would decrease slightly in 1950. It now seems that they may be relatively
well maintained in 1950/51 and 1951/52, while production and trade among soft-currency countries will continue
to grow.

Rubber. Sharply increased prices have stimulated output of natural rubber, especially in Indonesia and
Borneo, but these gains may be offset Eo SOM e extent by the increasingly precarious situation in Indochina and
by the uncertain outlook for other strategically vulnerable supply areas. World supply of new rubber is being
increased by the rapid reactivation and expansion of synthetic rubber production in the United Stares. A
cushion is also provided by the existence of certain stockpile reserves, but the supply for civilian uses is
likely to remain tight. Natural rubber prices in the U. S. advanced 73 percent from June to early September, to
three times the fixed price for GR-S synthetic. Because of the military importance of natural rubber, questions
have been raised conceming the control of shipments by destination. These matters are being currently review-
ed in intergovernmental discussions.



Cotton. The world cotton situation is undergoing a radical change. In contrast to the position a y-ear

ago, when a considerable surplus of American cotton was in prospect, the world is now faced with a 'very tight
supply position. Prices in the new season opened about 20 percent above the August 1949 level, and in the
U. S. increased another 10 percent by early September. With a reduction of nearly two-fifths in the United
States crop, the expected 10 to 15 percent expansion in aggregate production of other countries will still leave
world production about 13 percent below the 1949/50 level. World consumption in 1950/51 will not be signifi-
cantly larger than in the preceding year. In contrast to that period, when production exceeded consumption by
5 percent, use in 1950/51 may exceed output by about 10 percent, leaving a world carryover as of 1 August
1951 nearly 3 million bales less than a year earlier. World production in 1951/52 is expected to benefit ma-
terially from the prospective lifting of acreage restrictions in the U. S. and the stimulus of high prices. If

adequate supplies are available, a substantial rise of world cotton consumption in the 1951/52 season is like-
ly, in consequence of the expected rapid advance in industrial production and consumers' demand.

Wool. With growing military requirements superimposed on a tight world market for civilian uses, problems
of world wool supply have become a matter of serious concern. Stocks held in all hands as of mid-1950 were
down ro little more than working stock requirements. Since then, the continuing strength of civilian demand
and the greatly increased defense requirements have caused wool prices to rise to levels far in excess of all
previous records. When this review was written, the possibility of a system of international allocations for raw
wool was being reviewed in intergovernmental discussions. If these discussions resulted in plans for interna-
tional action, the proposals were to be placed before a meeting of the International Wool Study Group in early
October.

Hord fibers. Aggregate output in 1951 may increase by about 10 percent and approach the prewar level,
though abaca production is likely to remain far below the prewar average. Prices in the first half of 1950,
while below the 1949 peaks, continued over three times the prewar average for both abaca and sisal. Except
for a short-lived boom in the abaca market in early August, price increases in hard fibers since the Korean war
have generally been around 10 percent. Since demand is likely to increase more rapidly than output in the near
future, owing to expanding military and rearmament programs, a very tight position may develop in these fibers.

Jute. The chronic postwar shortage of jute was intensified in 1949/50 by the disruption of Indo-Pakistan
trade after Indian devaluation. The trade deadlock was at least temporarily broken in late April 1950. During
the recent years of food shortage and high prices for rice, jute farmers have diverted a considerable portion of
their lands to rice. World jute production in 1950/51, though probably substantially larger than in 1949/50,
probably will still be considerably below the prewar average. With short-run demand likely to be strengthened
considerably by expanding industrial demand, the world jute position is likely to continue tight. Interconti-
nental trade in the fiber may be larger, however, though still below prewar.

Fisheries Products

Total production in 1949 continued at the high levels of 1948, although it was slightly lower in some
regions; prices generally declined as a result of sharper competition from other foodstuffs. Accordingly, a
greater part of the landings was diverted from the fresh fish trade to salting and to oil and meal reduction.
The quantities of fresh and frozen fish marketed showed a decline in the early part of 1950 as a result of a de-
crease in demand. Production of salted cod and allied species might increase during 1950. The decline in
the production of salted herring which occurred in 1949 might continue during 1950. The output of high-priced
canned products from sardine and salmon will depend upon the abundance and availability of these species.
Production of canned tuna, which reached a record in 1949, might show a slight increase in 1950. With general-
ly higher consumer incomes in 1950/51 and 1951/52, and intensified demands for most foodstuffs, the demand
for fisheries products should tend to strengthen, with prices holding or rising somewhat in some products.

Forestry Products

Softwood lumber. World production was slightly srnsaller in 1949, but consumption was maintained at about
the previous level, depleting stocks somewhat. World trade increased slightly, with great activity in
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intra-European trade, but exports from Canada to other continents, notably Europe and South America, declined
considerably. In 1950 and 1951, world consumption will probably be larger. Construction activity in the United
States and Canada is expected to remain strong, with firm or rising prices. Trade will expand, especially be-
tween Canada and the United States. It is not believed that European production over the longer trend will rise
to meet expected expansion in consumption, and increased European imports from other regions will be required.

Wood pulp and newsprint. Production and consumption of wood pulp was slightly reduced in 1949, and
prices were lower. Consumption and prices both rose in 1950. Exports were somewhat higher in 1949 than in
1948, despite a drop in Canada's exports. International trade rose sharply in early 1950, with improving eco-
nomic conditions; later in the year supplies became harder to obtain. North American and European production
of newsprint expanded, the former attaining a new high level in 1949. Consumption also increased in North
America and Europe, and dollar prices were firm despite the business recession in the first half of 1949.
Canadian exports were largely to the United States.

Production and consumption of wood pulp and newsprint will probably continue to expand in 1950 and
1951. International trade also is likely to expand, with Europe supplying an increased share of overseas
markets.
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PART I. OUTLOOK FOP AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

World and Regional Aspects

WORLD OUTLOOK

The world's food supply for the year 1950/51 (July through June) seems likely to be slightly larger and
of higher nutritive value than in 1949/50, judging from crop conditions and prospects as they appear in mid-
September 1950.The demand for farm products also has good prospects for continued expansion in 1950/51.
Recovery from the 1949 recession in U. S. production and imports, and greatly expanded armaments expendi-
tures, have removed that threat to continued economic progress elsewhere. Crop production, especially of rice
and bread grains, seems likely to increase about enough to keep pace with growing population; the output of
meat and livestock products is likely to expand considerably more. Fish production may be relatively well
maintained, while lumber and pulp production will probably continue to grow.

OUTLOOK BY REGIONS

North Americo

United States of America. Agricultural and food supplies for domestic consumption will be maintained
despite prospective reductions in the 1950 crops of wheat, maize, cotton, and other products. Livestock out-
put continues to expand. The demand for farm products, both domestically produced and imported, is expected
to be higher in 1950/51 and 1951/52 than in 1949/50. With rising domestic and export demands and a renewed
expansion of output, farm incomes and the real purchasing power of farmers should turn up, and rise through
1950/51 and 1951/52. Imports of raw materials will probably continue to rise, with 1950/51 and 1951/52 im-
port values substantially exceeding those for 1949/50.

The latest official report estimates that total 1950 wheat production in the United States is down about
12 percent from the 1949 crop. Indicated maize production is somewhat smaller than the 1949 bumper crop.

The number of cattle and swine on farms has increased. Meat production may be slightly higher in
1950/51 than during the previous year for beef and veal, somewhat lower for mutton and lamb, but considerably
higher for pork. The 1950 spring pig crop is estimated at 6 percent above that of 1949. Output of milk and
dairy products will also probably exceed that of 1949, while egg production is running 6 percent above last
year. Combined food supplies per caput may be somewhat larger than last year.

Before the outbreak in Korea, economic conditions in the U. S. indicated a continued rise in the demand
for agricultural products, both domestic and imported, in 1950/51, with the possibility of a slight slackening
in 1951/52. This prospect was based on the expectation of continued high levels of public expenditures, of
housing construction, and of automobile sales in 1950/51, more than offsetting an expected slight
contraction in private investment in plant and equipment. The possibility of a downturn
in housing in 1951/52 and a more marked contraction in automobile sales are not likely to be offset by
expansion in other industries.

UN intervention in the Korean war and the expanded U. S. defense program to back it up has created a
new economic situation. The expected increase of roughly $20,000 million in defense expenditures ensures
that full employment will be maintained and that demand will rise through 1950/51 and 1951/52. This program
also restores the danger of continued inflationary pressure. The gross national income of the United States
may approach an annual rate of $300,000 million before the end of 1950, and exceed that rate by the middle of
1951; as compared with the record rate of $270,000 million in the second quarter of 1950.

1Midyear Economic Report of the President (Washington, July 1950) pp. 1-18, 40-47.
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Limitation of construction and automobile production, controls on prices and credit, allocation or priority
systems for steel and other scarce materials, and increased taxes have been proposed, discussed, or author-
ized. How soon or how extensively such controls may be applied, and how successful they will be in meeting
the difficulties of superimposing a partial war economy on a booming peacetime economy cannot yet be judged.
In the absence of controls, U. S. wholesale prices advanced 6 percent between early July and September, 1950.
With the projected defense program carried through, an expanding economy will continue in the United States
through 1951/52, with such modifications in the demand for particular products as the developing political and
military situation may create.

Farm incomes in the United States were sharply reduced in 1949, and prices of farm products fell to below
100 percent of "parity" for the first time since 1941. The improved domestic buying power, renewed expansion
of output, and higher prices, will create a sustained or rising real farm income in 1950/51 and 1951/52.

With expanding U. S. industrial activity and consumers' incomes in 1950/51 and 1951/52, and with high
demands for products like rubber because of military needs, imports of raw materials will probably continue to
increase in quantity and even more in value, assuring expanding dollar export markets for farmers in other
countries.

Canada Despite some reduction in beef production, food supplies per caput for domestic consurnption in
1950/51 are expected to average about the sarne as last year. Domestic demand for farm products should con-
tinue high, with employment, industrial output, income, and effective demand running above last year during
ihe remainder of 1950 and in 1951.

s.Vheat production in 1950 may be above last year's, despite a slight reduction in acreage. Reductions are
expected in mutton and lamb and possibly in beef production, but there is a considerable increase in pork pro-
duction. Inspected hog slaughter during the first three months of 1950 was 19 percent above the corresponding
period of 1949. Domestic consumption of pork during the same period was about 25 percent above last year,
largely as a result of reduced export outlets. Similarly, domestic consumption of eggs has increased in recent
months, following termination of the British egg contract. The 1950 chick-hatch is about 14 percent below that
of 1949, which may lead to reduced output of eggs as well as poultry. Dairy production will probably be about
the same as in 1949.

Public expenditures are expected to exceed tax collections, in contrast to last year, when expenditures
were below collections. At midyear 1950 the rate of gross capital investment was estimated to be substantial-
ly above that of 1949,2 and some increase in inventories may take place. In consequence, the level of gross
national income will increase materially in 1950/51.

The effort of European countries to cut down on dollar imports had threatened to affect somewhat the de-
mand for Canadian exports, as indicated by the one-third reduction of exports to these countries in the first
five months of 1950 compared to the same months of 1949, but the increase in dollar availabilities in 1950/5 1
and 1951/52 will probably lead to an improvement in demand for Canadian exports. Exports of forest products
to the United States, which were suprisingly well maintained in 1949 despite the U. S. recession, will probably
increase further.

Western Europ e

Prospects for wheat and rye are reasonably favorable, with combined production about equal to last
year's. The area under wheat is now estimated to be about 2.5 percent up from last year, and that under rye
to be down 2 percent. Carryover stocks of bread grains may be somewhat larger. Prospects for sugar are
optimistic, with a substantial export surplus (150,000 to 200,000 metric tons) probable in France, and a reduc-
tion in Western German import needs of about 200,000 metric tons, due to a 20 percent increase in area.

Livestock numbers have increased continuously, and the output of livestock products in 1950/51 may be
'about 10 to 12 percent in 1949/50. Meat output will still be 5 percent below prewar, but milk production will
be slightly above. Excluding Germany, milk supplies per caput will equal prewar, and will exceed prewar in
Norway, France, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.

2Private and Public lrzvestrnent in Canada, Mid-Year Survey, 1950, (Ottawa: Department of Trade and Commerce,
30 June 1950.)
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United Kingdom Indications are that livestock production and sales of livestock and livestock products
will continue to increase in 1950/51. The 1950 wheat crop seems likely to exceed last year's, and prospects
for other crops were favorable.

The value of gross national production is expected co be appreciably larger in 1950 than in 1949. Expend-
iture for consumption is expected to rise correspondingly. Agricultural prices may show a further rise during
1950 and maintain or improve their position in relation to industrial prices, producing a further substantial rise
in farm income in 1950/51. Increased military expenditures make it clear that this upward trend in industry and
agriculture will continue into 1951/52.

Official U. K. estimates on gross national production in 1950, released before the outbreak of hostilities
in Korea, assumed little further increase in workers, but a gain of about 2.5 percent in output per worker (some-
what under the 4-percent gain in 1949), and a slight rise in prices despite continued restraints.3 Thus far in
1950, production and efficiency have increased more than expected, indicating that the gain in efficiency in
1950 might equal that of last year, and produce an even greater rise in income than anticipated.

With additional military expenditures, national income in 1950 will be appreciably greater than in 1949.
Part of the buying power for increased production was expected (before the Korean outbreak) to come from ex-
port sales increasing much more than expenditures for imports; part was to come from larger public expendi-
tures without correspondingly increased tax collections. The greater demand from these two factors was
expected to more than offset a slight decrease in expenditures for plant, equipment, and other goods for domes-
tic capital formation. Consumption expenditures viere also expected to rise, but no more than total income.
With the additional developments since July, the expansionary forces may be appreciably larger in 1950/51 than
in 1949, with a resulting marked inflationary pressure, increased demands for wage increases, and a possible
rise in prices.

In addition to its own projected balance-of-payments surplus, the general U. K. financial position has
been strengthened by the improved dollar-earning power of the sterling area. In addition to the favorable
domestic factors already mentioned, the steady growth in the general European economy, expanding markets
for U. K. exports in non-dollar countries, increased dollar exports because of devaluation, and the rise in im-
port demands in the U. S. which will follow in the increased U. S. military expenditures all indicate that the
upward trend in British industrial activity and income will probably continue for the next few years.

With continuing growth in U. K.'s domestic buying power, there will be a pressure towards agricultural
prices (other than subsidized prices) showing a further rise during 1950, improving their position relative co in-
dustrial prices, especially if rationing or price controls are eased. With continued normal weather in the
1950/51 year, farm income will probably be substantially larger than in 1949/50.

Continental Western Earope. Conditions are favorable for good grain and sugar crops and for increased
production of meat and livestock products.

Domestic demand for farm products seems likely to rise substantially in 1950/5 1, as a result of increased
military expenditures, industrial production, and cOnsumers' income, with a further rise likely in 195 1/52. Al-
most complete elimination of price or rationing controls has added co the intensity of market demands for farm
products, and is probably resulting in a less equitable distribution of the available supplies. Devaluation in-
creased the pressure to expand food production in most devalued countries, and may tend to raise farm income
more rapidly than incomes of other groups.

There is the possibility that a few countries may find it difficult to market their full supplies of certain
livestock products, especially dairy products: Milk production is increasing in France, but consurners do not
favor increased use of liquid milk. Butter consumption is declining in the Netherlands, in competition with
margarine of excellent quality, which is available at a considerably lower price. Thus, greater quantities of
dairy products, particularly cheese, will be available for export in Europe. Two countries, Sweden and Finland,,
may become more important as exporters of livestock products. If the output of pork continues to increase at
the present rate, farmers in some countries, where the purchasing power of large groups is very limited, may
have difficulties in increasing sales.

In most countries of Western Europe, where future increases in output must depend primarily on increases
in productivity (owing to the lack of any substantial reserve of manpower), industrial production is expected to

3Econornic Survey for 1950 (London: I-1M Stationery Office, Cmd. 7915, March 1950.)
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increase at least 5 or 6 percent between 1949/50 and 1950/51.4 In Belgium, Germany, and Italycountries
with excess manpower or substantial unemploymenta more rapid increase could occur. Such an increase may
be stimulated by generally enlarged defense programs.

Devaluation has tended to raise the cost of food imports into Europe and to make it even more necessary
to produce as much food domestically as is economically feasible. For a considerable time after devaluation,
prices of wheat, butter, and probably some other foods were lower (in dollars) in several European food-import-
ing countries than in some exporting countries overseas. To encourage increased domestic food production and
to reduce imports at high prices, these countries may raise prices to their own farmers. Except where offset by
changes in price controls or other special arrangements, this would tend to raise farm income in comparison
with that of other groups, and to encourage further expansion of food production in European food-importing
countries.

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union

Agricultural production in 1950/51 will probably show an over-all increase over last year in spite of the
severely drought-damaged maize crop in the Danube basin. Substantial increases in industrial production and
consumers' real income are called for by national plans, which may, however, be altered appreciably.

Established plans in Eastern Europe call for continuous increases in total agricultural production, with
production of grain 10 to 15 percent above 1949, of sugar 10 percent, and of livestock still higher percentages.
In view of below-average 1950 crops in the Danube countries, it seems unlikely that these targets will be at-
tained in 1951, except in Czechoslovakia and Poland. Should the need for foreign exchange to carry out indus-
trial development or increased military production necessitate placing more food on export markets, requiring
maintenance of present low nutritional levels, food distribution controls might have to be reimposed or
strengthened.

In the Soviet Union, official reports indicate that the goals set for major crops in 1950 may be realized,
with grain production reaching 127 million tons as compared to 124 million last year and 119 million in 1940.
This would provide potential grain exports of possibly 3 million tons in 1950/51. Livestock production, which
still shows a serious lag, seems likely to be appreciably improved in 1950. For the 1950/51 consumption year,
continued improvement in the food situation appears likely, with larger supplies of meat, milk, fats and oilsall
badly needed to improve the balance of the average Russian diet.

Potential buying power for agricultural products in Eastern Europe will continue to grow in 1950 and 1951
if planned yearly increases are realized, ranging from 10 to 18 percent in national incomes and 15 to 25 percent
in industrial output above the prevailing very low levels. Wages, which have recently increased more rapidly
than productivity in some countries of the region, may not advance in proportion to productivity next year.
Food supplies, except cereals and potatoes, are not yet adequate to satisfy consumer demands at controlled
prices. The result is that prospective increases in food production could be readily absorbed at existing prices
or at higher prices if controls were abandoned.

Prospects are broadly similar in the Soviet Union, with substantial increases in industrial output projected
for 1950 and 1951. In recent years the Soviet Union has distributed increases in real buying power mostly in
the form of reduced prices for products and in enlarged supplies at fixed prices. Prices, especially those of
nonrationed goods, however, both in the Soviet Union and in the countries of Eastern Europe, are still generally
far above the levels in most countries.

Latin America

The production of food, of industrial products for domestic consumption, and the volume of international
trade will all probably rise over the next two years. Per caput supplies of food in 1950/51 will probably be
about the same as in 1949/50 for most countries of the region. The gradual expansion in production facilities,
both agricultural and industrial, should provide work for the growing population, increase industrial output per
caput, and stimulate a still larger inflow of investments to most parts of the region. Farmers' real income will
probably continue to grow.

4Economic Commission for Europe, Economic Survey for 1950.
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With normal weather conditions, 28 million metric tons of cereals (wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize) may be
produced in 1950/51, 15 percent above last year's poor crop.

Argentina's production of wheat for 1950 is estimated to be 5 percent greater than in 1949. This indicates
an increase of 50 percent in the amount of wheat which could be exported. But production in the other Latin
American countries taken together is estimated to be 8 percent lower than in 1949. Thus,,if the available sup-
ply in these countries is to be maintained at the same per caput level as in 1949, their imPorts would have to
be substantially larger than in 1949.

Owing to the almost complete failure of the current Argentine maize crop, it is expected that none will be
available for export during 1950. This will seriously affect non-dollar coarse-grain supplies for Europe in
1950/51. A record rice crop is now being harvested, more than twice prewar, and continued high production is
being sought. Sugar production has been at high levels, and so have exports, especially since the Korean out-
break.

production and export of meat from Argentina and Uruguay in 195 0/51 will be reduced below those of last
year by severe droughts in 1949/50. In other countries, livestock numbers are gradually increasing. Average
per caput domestic consumption of meat and livestock products will at least be maintained in 1950/51.

The improved financial position of several countries, resulting from rising demand in North America and
Europe and from rising or well-sustained prices of most export products, should be supporting factors in
1950/5 1 and 195 1/52. Latin America has improved its dollar position by restricting imports while continuing
exports, and has regained its prewar position as a net earner of dollars.

The Argentine foreign-payments position has been temporarily eased by a dollar loan. Production for the
internal market has been expanding steadily. Although Argentina has announced a plan to place more emphasis
on stimulating agriculture, and government controls on prices and the distribution of farm products have been
relaxed somewhat, it is too early to judge what effect these actions may have on farm production for export.

Africa

Prospects for food production in 1950 in the region as a whole are better than in 1949, when severe
droughts reduced production in South, Central, and parts of West Africa. Meat production, however, is still
outstripped by demand, which has greatly increased with European immigration and the rising urbanization of
natives. Competition of such cash crops as tobacco and oilseeds with crops for domestic consurnption is like-
ly to remain serious, aggravated by the postdevaluation increase in prices of export products and the strong
demand for these products in the non-dollar area.

In French North Africa, cereals production seems likely to be slightly below the excellent 1949 crop.
Pasturage throughout this region is reported to be excellent. A record rice crop is reported in French West
Africa. In the Gold Coast, active measures are being taken to increase food production and stocks to combat
rising food prices in urban areas. In South and Central Africa, 1950 cereals production will probably be well
above the previous drought-stricken year and will about cover the cereals requirements.

Removal of restrictions on the manufacture and sale of white margarine in the Union of South Africa may
increase consumption of locally produced oilseeds. The various agricultural development schemes appear to
be making slow but steady progress, except the East African Oilseeds Production Scheme, which again has
been delayed by drought.

In the Union of South Africa, production of mineral and manufactured products, stimulated by devaluation,
is expected to rise steadily, and farm income will be substantially higher. In the rest of Africa, including both
the regions of commercial and of self-sufficient agriculture, only a gradual increase in the real income of agri-
culture seems likely, though the inflationary effects of devaluation may produce a substantial increase in
money income.

Near East

Improved harvests, particularly of cereals, are expected to increase the 1950/51 supply of agricultural
products in the region as a whole. Except in countries where devaluation may increase returns to producers of
export crops, the prospects for dern and are generally uncertain, because of internal economic stagnation in
most countries.

Increased grain crops are expected in 1950, except in Lebanon and Egypt. Wheat sowings are no longer
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enforced in Egypt and cotton has expanded greatly at the expense of wheat. Average consumption of cereals in
Egypt during 1950/51 may be reduced unless more can be irnported. In Iraq, combined barley, wheat, and rice
production is expected to be about one-fifth above last year's. Iran's wheat and barley crops are expected to-
gether to increase by about one-third. In Israel, the agricultural targets for 1951 aim at doubling the cultivated
area of 1949, but, with a swollen population and a tight food supply, food rationing is likely to continue.

Recent trends toward rising trade barriers, declining investment, and economic stagnation in many
countries may continue, unless reversed by the temporary market for exports outside the region. These trends
are illustrated by Egypt's difficulties in disposing of surplus rice; the accumulation of pulse and oilseeds
stocks in Turkey; Iran's difficulties in selling exports since the devaluation in other countries; Iraq's recently
imposed customs duties on both imports and exports and its ban on imports of edible oilseeds and vegetable
oils; and the dissolution in March 1950 of the Syro-Lebanese customs union.

The volume of agricultural production promises to be higher in 1950 than in 1949, and might expand further
in the next few years. However, low internal markets may cause surpluses and further drops in agricultural
prices, while prices for farm requisites may remain relatively high as governments continue to restrict their im-
ports to save foreign exchange.

Turkey has better prospects than most other countries of the region and is vigorously expanding its pro-
duction and economic activity, while Egypt may benefit from a rising demand for its cotton exports.

Far East

Barring further unfavorable weather conditions later in the main crop areas, production in 1950/51 may be
somewhat above 1949/50. Per caput food consumption, however, will still remain below prewar. The outlook
for a good export demand is much brighter, but internal demand for commercial crops is uncertain. In the Indian
sub-continent, in Indonesia, in Japan, and perhaps in China there are possibilities for more rapid improvement
in industrial and agricultural activity and incomes. In some other regions guerrilla warfare still limits economic
progress, and the Korean war is causing heavy destruction and disruption of production.

The expectation of slightly better Asian food supplies in 1950/51 is based on:
Large crops in Thailand and the Philippine Republic. The Philippine Islands, however, will need to

continue some rice imports this year to bring per caput consumption up to prewar levels. The 1950/51 sugar
crop in the Philippines is expected to be more than 25 percent larger, increasing exportable supplies to near
their prewar average.

Expected increases in food crops for domestic use and export in Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaya, and Pakistan. India is expected to eliminate most of its former grain imports by a substantial increase
in the production of domestic food grains. The other countries in this group, however, are expected to continue
food imports at about the same level as last year.

The possibility of increased production in 1950/51 over 1949/50 in Burma and about the same level
of production in Indochina, despite continued civil disorders in these areas. Producrinn in these two rice-
exporting countries, however, will still be substantially below prewar.

On the other hand, in spite of an active campaign to increase food production in China, reported midsum-
mer floods in Northern Anhwei Province, Kiangsu, and other areas indicate that the improvement, if any, in
wheat, rice, and secondary crops will be less than hoped for. And, the probable loss of a substantial portion
of the Korean rice crop will create a serious domestic supply shortage in addition to wiping out any possible
exportable surplus such as Korea had last year.

Fnless disturbances growing out of the hostilities in Korea disrupt shipments from other countries, the
demand for farm products in 1950/51 and 1951/52 will be aided by the expanding demand for raw-material ex-
ports both to dollar and non-dollar countries. Subject to the same limitations, trade should expand within Asia,
especially between Japan and other Asiatic countries.

The end of civil war on the Chinese maintand and improved economic relations between India and Pakistan
indicate the possibility of_more rapid improvement in production and trade in these countries.

Declining U. S. economic aid to Japan and che Philippines has created problems of readjustment for these
countries. Upset conditions, guerilla activities or open warfare in extended regions of Asia, continue to hamper
economic progress. The increase in industrial output is slow in most countries. In the leading industrial
countries (Japan and India) much re-equipment and readjustment to changed markets is needed for further sub-
stantial growth.
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Aside from the regions dealing in commercial exports, agriculture and food consumption in Asia is often a
matter of local self-sufficiencyhandicraft products are exchanged for food in the local markets. Given securi-
ty and order, production and consumption can expand in these regions with little regard to the world economic

situation. Similarly, crop failures and famines can occur in specific areas without neighboring areas being able
to help because of lack of transportation. Production and standards of living can increase as rapidly as invest-
ment and economic development can provide new facilities for transport, communications, and commerce. But,
political and economic insecurity have limited investment and development as well as production.

Oceania

Australia. Agricultural production seems likely to be on about the same high level as last year, with wool
and dairy production inc-reasing appreciably. The demaad for farm products, both for export and for domestic
consumption, will continue to increase, with active export demands for all available products, except possibly
butter. High and rising industrial activity and income are expected, with the prospect that farm income will in-
crease substantially both in money and in real terms.

Grain acreages for the 1950/51 harvest are expect2d to be about the same as last year, and moisture con-
ditions so far have been favorable. Livestock nurnbers have been increasing gradually in sheep and dairy
cattle, but declining in beef cattle. With favorable pastures, production of milk and dairy products is likely to
increase about 5 to 10 percent in 1950/51, and the wool clip is expected to be larger, with sales at higher

prices than in 1949.
Sugar production also is expected to rise further, as a result of profitable assured prices under a new

seven-year purchasing agreement with the United Kingdom.
Australia is one of the great potential sources of increased non-dollar raw-material exports. It has gained

sharply from improved terms of trade since devaluation. With stable government, highly developed agriculture,
rapidly expanding population (the result of natural increase and immigration) and modern industry, it is growing
steadily in production and standard of living. Australia's close ties with Western Europe, its forward sales
contracts, and its price-stabilization measures all help ro assure markets for its expanding production.

Grain export prices have risen in Australia until they are now about in line with prices in other exporting
regions,but weighted average prices paid to farmers are about one-quarter lower because of contributions to the
stabilization fund and because prices for domestic consumption are below those of world markets. Meat prices
are still relatively low under the advance purchase contracts, but wool prices are very attractive. Under these
conditions, the incentive to Australian farmers to expand wool output is larger than to expand wheat or meat.
Given continued favorable rainfall and weather conditions, Australian farmers seem sure of several years of

even greater prosperity than in recent years.

New Zealand. The government is encouraging expansion of crop production by increasing producer prices
and lifting price controls. Livestock numbers are increasing, and dairy production ,will probably continue to in-
crease in 1950/51.

PROSPECTIVE WORLD TRADE, 1950/51 AND/951/52

Prospects are good for an expansion in total world trade over the next year or two. The total volume of
trade, which was slightly decreased by the reduced volume of U. S. imports in 1949, will probably be over 10
percent larger in 1950/51, and should continue to increase in 1951/52. Agricultural exporting countries in the
non-dollar regions have expanding export markets in general, with attractive prices for their products compared
to those of industrial products offered in repayment. And farm-product exports from the dollar regions should
increase as dollar availabilities rise with expanded U. S. military expenditures and general imports.

Farm products make up a substantial portion of the raw materials imported by Europe from dollar countries.
A large and increasing proportion of those imports has been financed by ERP and other dollar contributions.
Dollar scarcities have put increased pressure on European countries to cut their imports from dollar countries,
especially in 1949; the cuts were carried out and inten.sified by import controls and devaluation. Further re-
ductions had been planned for 1950/51. As matters now stand, however, dollar returns from exports to the
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United States and other hard-currency countries will be appteciably larger in 1950/51, and there may also be
considerable dollar earnings in connection with the expanded military assistance program. These dollar
availabilities should lessen the pressure for saving dollars and modify the determination of many countries to
make further cuts in their purchases from hard-currency areas.

U. S. appropriations for various aid programs in 1950/51, including ERP, are close to $4,000 million,
plus almost $250 million unspent from the previous year's appropriation. This total comes to within $500 million
of actual U. S. foreign-aid disbursements in 1949/50. Including disbursements out of an additional $4,000
million for mutual defense assistance, combined total U. S. expenditures abroad in 1950/51 may be up to or
above those of 1949/50,

U. S. imports in the first half of 1950 exceeded the value of those in the first half of 1949 by 10 percent.
Import values will increase further in 1950/51, and may exceed those of 1949/50 by $1,000 to $2,000 million
by 1951/52. Loans by the International Bank and the Export-Import Bank in 1950 have been running above
those of a year earlier, and this increase may continue into 1950/51. Altogether, total dollars available from
all sources in 1950/51 may be substantially larger than in 1949/50. While this may be offset to some extent
by higher prices of U. S. exports,the total pressure of dollar shortages may be definitely less in 1950/51 than in 1949/50.

Trade between non-dollar countries will probably continue to expand. The improved intra-European pay-
ments scheme, coupled with a further decrease of quantitative trade restrictions, should enhance the prospects
of continuing the still rapidly growing intra-European trade.

A major factor influencing the future of intra-European trade is Germany, which reappeared towards the
end of 1949 as a major importer of European supplies, predominantly foodstuffs. Germany had a heavy trade
deficit in 1949, and early 1950 figures indicate a sharp curtailment of German imports from the U. S., while
other imports continued to expand. Industrial exports froto Germany to European countries, which rose only
moderately in 1949, increased strongly in the first quarter of 1950.

The volume of imports of Eastern European countries and the U. S. S. R. from Western Europe increased
somewhat more rapidly in 1949 than did trade within Europe as a whole, but reached only 63 percent of prewar,
as compared to 88 percent of prewar for total European trade.5 The prospects of removing obstacles to east-
west trade in Europe are rather_gloomy.

Intra-Asian trade shows some signs of further expansion, with the easing of tension between India and
Pakistan and greater supplies coming from the recovering Japanese industrial production if political or
military disturbances elsewhere do not prevent.

Trade among the Latin American countries was traditionally quite small but increased sharply during the
war period and remained at a somewhat higher level through 1948. A sharp contraction occurred in 1949, mostly
owing to Argentina's import restrictions. In 1950/51, domestic supplies of food will be somewhat larger and
dollar availabilities will be substantially larger because of improved export markets. In consequence, the
region will probably continue to depend largely upon imports from outside the region, rather than appreciably
expanding intraregional trade.

Trade between metropolitan areas in Etrope and their dependencies, particularly in Africa, should con-
tinue to improve as the dependent territories expand their raw-material exports. The Union of South Africa,
on the other hand, although greatly profiting from higher gold prices ( in terms of sterling), intends to hold
down imports to 20 percent below the level of the first half of 1949 and to keep imports from hard-currency
sources even lower.

Within the framework of an expanding world trade, trade in agricultural products is likely to increase also,
but less rapidly than the total. Before the Korean development, many importing countries were planning to
reduce food imports and to depend more on domestic production co maintain consumption. This applied
generally to bread grains and sugar in Western Europe and to rice in India, Indonesia, the Philippines, and
even China. In addition, Western European countries planned to import more coarse grains and to expand
bread-grain imports from soft-currency areas. Lessening dollar shortages may modify some of diese programs.

The same general pattern of expanding world trade will probably continue in 1951/52, if political or
military disturbances do not intervene. The physical ability of non-dollar exporting areas to satisfy the
expanding raw-material needs of Europe may, however, be a limiting factor in the growth of trade.

Immediately before the Korean war, two basic adjustments appeared necessary if international trade

5ECE, Economic Suruey of Europe in 1949 (Geneva, May 1950), pp. 75 and 90.
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difficulties, particularly the dollar shortage, were to be overcome. The first adjustment was for Western
Furope to reduce its direct dollar deficit with the U. S. It seemed that this would be done more by reducing
imports from than by expanding exports to the United States. Secondly, it appeared essential that Western
Europe expand its exports to other overseas countries so as to remove the need for making net dollar pay-
ments, and come to earn dollars from such countries. This last adjustment may well be aided appreciably by
the economic developments arising out of expanded armament programs. On the one hand, the raw-material
and agricultural exporting countries should be earning more dollars because of higher U. S. imports and
prices; and, on the other, these countries may look to Western Europe for more industrial goods, as U. S.
prices becotne comparatively higher and as the U.S. milita.ry program ctrtails the amou_nt of such goods avail-
able for export.

The first adjustment may be modified, since Western Europe may now be able to expand its exports to the
United States to a greater extent than was thought feasible earlier. But, the curtailment of Europe's imports
from the United States would s till be limited by the inability of non-dollar countries to expand their exports,
especially of food and other agricultural products.

Substantial expansion of dollar investment in underdeveloped countries would enable Europe, through
triangular or multilateral trade, to continue more of its imports of raw materials from dollar countries, thus
creating another possible solition to the longer-term economic problem. No sign of a substantial expansion of
international dollar investment, however, is yet in sight.
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PART II. OUTLOOK FOR SELECTED COMMODITIES

FARM PRODUCTS

Grains

The principal features of the grain year July 1949/June 1950, as compared with 1948/49, were (1) a
slight decline in total world production, most of it occurring in the world maize output, largely owing to
reduced crops in the United States; (2) a reduction in the volume of grain exports, owing for the most part to
a substantial contraction in wheat shipments from the United States; (3) an increase in end-of-season stocks
in the United States, particularly of wheat, but li,cle net change in wheat stocks, and a decrease in coarse-
grain stocks in the other major exporting couni.e. ; (4) relatively little change in terms of U. S. dollars in the
prices of "free" wheat (i.e., wheat sold outsicie the International Wheat Agreement); and (5) the first year's
operation of the International Wheat Agreement, under which about half of the total world wheat exports moved
at a price significantly below the free-market price.

Production. The main difference in production between 1949 and 1948 occurred in North America, where
all grain crops were smaller; the decline, however, was from the exceptionally high levels of 1948, and the
total harvest was still considerably above prewar leve- . In Europe the grain crops, particularly bread grains,
made another advance without quite recovering the prewar average. Not all countries shared in this improve-
ment, but there were notable increases in some of the principal grain-importing countries, especially Western
Germany and Italy, while France for the first time since the war became a net exporter of wheat. In Asia,
increases in India and Pakistan were more than offset by reductions in China and Turkey. In South America
there was little change in wheat output and a decline in coarse-grain production owing to an unusually poor
maize harvest in Argentina. In Africa there was little net change. In Oceania, bread-grain results were
satisfactory. Australia harvesting its third su cessive good wheat crop, while coarse-grain output was well
maintained. In the U. S. S. R. it was reporten that total grain production increased again in 1949 and that
bread-grain areas are now larger than in 1934-38.

For t world as a whole (excluding the U. S. S. R.), total grain production, despite a decline of about
5 percent from the 1948 level, was some 12 percent better than the 1934-38 average. While this net improvement
carried the world total above earlier prewar years, production in the postwar years in all regions except North
America has been smaller than the prewar average (or only slightly better), resulting in a less satisfactory
balance of production with regional requirements.

International Trade. Total grain shipments declined from 38.1 to 35.8 million tons. Exports of wheat and
wheat flour fell from 27.0 to 23.0 million tons, almost 15 percent. Wheat shipments from the United States were
reduced by 40 percent, other sources showing a slight net increase. Coarse-grain exports increased from 10.2
to 11.4 million tons, sources other than the four major exporters increasing their shipments by 2 million tons.

On the import side, decreased takings by European countries account for nearly all the contraction in
trade. This decline resulted from an increase in European bread-grain production in 1949 and the somewhat
more adequate stock position resulting from the high imports of the preceding year. It was to be expected that
purchases would be reduced first from hard-currency sources.

Asia showed only a slight decline in its 1949/50 imports, though it was anticipated that better supplies
of rice and efforts to _stretch domestic grain supplies in some countries would result in an appreciable reduction
from the 1948/49 level. Imports into Africa were somewhat smaller in 1949/50, owing to better crop results in
North Africa, which, after several years of net imports, again became a grain exporter. In the remaining
regions, changes were relatively small.
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Carryover Stocks. On 1 July 1950, stocks of wheat in the four principal exporting countries were estimat-
ed at 783 million bushels (21.3 million metric tons), an increase of 15 percent over the previous year, owing
largely ro an increase of 109 million bushels (2.9 million tons) in U.S. carryover stocks.

Wheat stocks have been increasing since the postwar grain scarcity and were larger at the end of the
1949/50 crop year than at any year-end since 1933, except for the war years, when the curtailment of trade
caused heavy accumulations. This increase, and in particular the addition made in 1949/50, had been regard-
ed by some observers, before the outbreak in Korea, as the sign of a return to wheat surpluses characteristic
of many years in the thirties. There are, however, several qualifying features in the current situation which
differentiate it from the prewar period. Among these are the larger volume of international trade in wheat
since World War II and the limited extent of stock rebuilding in importing countries. The bulk of the carryover
is in the United States, stocks elsewhere being of moderate volume and scarcely large enough to provide
against reduced harvests. Most of the United States carryover is owned or controlled by the Government as
part of its price-support program, and does not have a depressing influence on prices. Finally, even if
United States wheat exports should continue to decline, it seems unlikely, owing to the smaller 1950 crop,
that U. S. stocks will be increased in 1950/51.

Stocks of coarse grains in the four major exporting countries on 1 July 1950 were somewhat smaller than
a year earlier, but very large in relation to che volume of trade in recent years. The bulk of these supplies
(mostly maize) is also in the United States, in government-controlled stocks. Supplies of coarse-grains other
than maize (and particularly of maize in Argentina) were smaller than a year earlier.

Prices. Average prices of wheat in 1949/50 were not xvidely different from those of 1948/49 in North
America. In the United States, the determining factor was the support price which, in years of adequate supply
such as 1948/49 and 1949/50, serves as a floor. Since the United States is the largest exporter of wheat,
U. S. price support also has an important influence on world wheat prices. In Canada, too, there was little
change, in terms of local currency, in average prices for the two years, although, in terms of United States
currency, Canadian wheat since devaluation has been at a discount. Australian "free" wheat export prices,
in terms of Australian pounds, have advanced substantially since devaluation, but were firm in terms of
United States dollars . In Argentina, export prices reported for transactions in 1949/50 closely approximated
free-wheat prices for export from other sources.

Much of the wheat exported in the past year was so/d either under bilateral agreements or under the
International Wheat Agreement at prices different from those in open-market quotations. The selling price for
Wheat Agreement wheat was, for the most part, the maximum in the price range specified in the Agreement
US $1.80 per bushel. In the United States, this involved a government subsidy to the export rate of 50 cents
or more per bushel. In the other exporting countries, no special arrangements were required, since export
sales are made by goverment selling agencies.

In the majority of importing countries, wholesale or producers' prices of wheat and other grains continued
to be fixed by governments. In general, these official prices were about the same as in 1948/49.

7'he International WIteat Agreement. The Wheat Agreement, concluded in 1949, went into operation on
1 August 1949. The total number of countries adhering to the Agreement, including those which have joined
since its operations began, reached 43 in mid-1950; 4 were exporting members and 39 importing members.
Total quotas of exports and imports accepted by member countries for 1949/50 amounted to about 14.3 million
tons. Actual transactions in the first full year of operations were expected co total nearly 12 million tons,
representing about 52 percent of total world wheat exports in 1949/50. Transactions were generally made at
the maximum of the Agreement's specified price range (I1S S1.80). This level is significantly below the export
price for non-Agreement wheat, so it can he assumed that member importers benefited substantially though
it is impossible to say at what level wheat would have been traded without the Agreement.

The exchange problem is reflected in IWA operations. Soft-currency exporters (Australia and France)
were able to export virtually their entire quotas, while about 30 percent of the United States quota and 10
percent of the Canadian quota remained unsold at the end of the first year. The currency issue may be
expected to have an important bearing on the future working of the Agreement: Importer members were
reluctant co accept new accessions with large import quotas unless accompanied by limitation on the proportion
of new quotas to be filled from soft-currency sources.
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Outlook for 1950/51. The 1950 bread-grain harvest of the Northern Hemisphere will apparently show litt/e
cha.nge from that of 1949. The United States wheat crop is estimated to be only slightly above the 1,000-millierr-
bushel mark, following planned restriction in acreage and a less favorable winter, but this decline was largely
offset by the sharply increased Canadian wheat crop. In other regions, the reports point to crops as large or
larger than those of the previous year. Preliminary indications from Europe suggest some expansion in area;
crop conditions in all the principal regions of the continent appear to have been favorable, but late reports
indicate some decline in condition because of excessive rain. In Asia, crops in India and Pakistan are reported
to be about the same as last year, while Turkey, a deficit country in 1949/50, and other Near Eastern countries
have good crops. In Argentina, government encouragement and a higher price for wheat growers have resulted
in a significantly larger area planted. In Australia, reports on sowings indicate an acreage only slightly below
last year's.

Owing to the increased carryover in the United States, a larger Canadian crop, and increased acreage in
the Southern Hemisphere, it is likely that exportable supplies of bread-grain in the four major exporting countries
will be somewhat larger than those of a year ago and ample in relation to probable import requirements. Pro-
spective supplies of coarse grains are also large, but with a high concentration in the United States. Owing to
its poor maize crop, Argentina will have little or none for export until the next crop becomes available after
April 1951. Coarse-grain export possibilities from the Danube countries have been reduced by drought.

Prospects for grain trade in 1950/51 are not yet clearly defined. Before the Korean outbreak, some further
contraction in wheat exports was expected, particularly from hard-currency sources, on the assumption that
general economic and currency conditions would prove broadly similar to those of 1949/50, with possibly some
curtailment of United States financing of food exports, and that harvest prospects in importing countries would
be realized. On the other hand, any price change in favor of grain importers, or the improved availability of
hard currency, might have been expected to produce a ready response in larger shipments. Coarse-grain demand,
in these circumstances, however, would probably prove more elastic than that for wheat. The principal operative
price factor, however, is the United States support price for 1950 crops, which has been determined at a level
fractionally higher than that of 1949. The support price, together with the restrictive provisions against dis-
posal of government-held stocks, pointed toward the maintenance for some time of present levels. Legislative
changes embodying a modification of present export policies, such as a subsidy program going beyond that now
associated with Wheat Agreement sales or a widening of export financing by the United States, might have
affected profoundly the volume of exports, but it appeared unlikely that such changes could occur in time to
have any substantial effect on 1950/51 movements.

The Korean hostilities, and the consequent changes in the world economic situation, may modify these
earlier expectations. Importing countries may increase imports to increase their security stocks. No significant
buying for this purpose has yet come to light in the grain market, though stock levels in importing countries are
still below what was previously regarded as normal. Increased import requirements might also be created by
reduced domestic bread-grain procurement in importing countries, such as could result from a tendency among
producers to retain larger quantities on farms in anticipation of higher prices or for livestock feeding. Improving
dollar availabilities may also increase the willingness of Western European countries to buy from hard-currency
exporters.

These factors are now latent in the world grain market; their strength will be determined by developments
in the general international situation.

Rice

World rice production was about back to che prewar level in 1949/50, with increased areas and production
in India, partial crop failure in China, and bumper crops in Malaya, the Philippines, and Thailand, but world
consumption per caput continued low. Because of the low level of supplies in Southeast Asia, world foreign
trade in rice remained at about two-fifths of the prewar volume. With rice continuing far more expensive than
wheat, Far Eastern imports of wheat were maintained at high levels despite currency difficulties, while net
imports of rice into the Far East almost disappeared. Increased Far Eastern production and imports of wheat
and coarse grains, however, compensated partially for the decline in the region's per caput rice supplies in
relation to the prewar per caput level of consumption.

In India, weather in most areas was favorable and a country-wide food-production campaign was conducted.
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Rice production increased, although apparently not to the same extent that the rice area was expanded.
Certain basic changes in India's crop-reporting system, however, have made its statistics of current production
not strictly comparable with those for previous years.

In the absence of official crop statistics, the extent of rice losses in certain provinces of continental
China, due to adverse weather, floods, and civil war, cannot be ascertained with any degree of accuracy, but
famine conditions were reported over wide areas.

Postwar recovery of production in the "rice bowl" areas of Southeast Asia suffered a setback in 1949/50.
In Burma, normally the largest rice-exporting country in the world, the continuation of political unrest and
military operations have adversely affected this year's harvest. In Indochina, where conditions are similar to
those of Burma, production remained well below prewar. Unsettled conditions prevailing in the interior of
Burma and Indochina account for the provisional nature of the current harvest estimates of these two countries.
Nevertheless, it would appear reasonable to assume that the crop decreases in Burma have outweighed the
production gain in Thailand, which harvested another bumper crop in 1949/50.

Record crops are reported to have been harvested in the United States and in Colombia, Mexico, and
several other Latin American countries. Production gains in the rice-surplus countries of the Western Hemis-
phere have been greater than crop reductions in Egypt and Italy, brought about by a lessening of the area
planted.

Although world exportable rice supplies in 1950 may exceed the 3.5 million tons exported in the preceding
year, high prices and payment difficulties may limit 1950 world exports to about the 1949 level, with the volume
of rice supplies entering international trade remaining, for three years running (1947-49), practically static at a
level 60 percent below prewar. The proportion of world output entering international trade may be only 4 percent
in 1950, as compared with the prewar average of 9 percent. Despite the serious shrinkage in volume, the value
of world rice exports is likely to remain at least twice as high as prewar.

The Far East's share in world exports of rice rose steadily from 63 percent in 1947 to 71 percent in 1949,
whereas imports within the region reached a peak in 1948 and declined thereafter. Although the volume of rice
trade was well below the reasonable requirements of the region's growing population, the year 1949 marked the
beginning of a transition from the previously existing seller's market.

Present indications are that, with the recently reported improvement of the internal situation in Burma,
exports of rice from Southeast Asia in 1950 may be maintained at the previous year's level of 2.5 million metric
tons. If that happens, exportable supplies of rice in the Far East would more or less balance with the current-
ly estimated regional import requirements. This precarious balance may, however, be upset by direct and in-
direct effects of the Korean conflict. Although the Korean people are accustomed to a mixed-cereal diet, rice
needs in South Korea may be quite considerable in the coming winter. However, the Korean conflict has
seriously inflated prices and caused widespread hoarding of marketable rice supplies. Food-deficit countries
of the Far East are likely to be faced with increasing difficulties in the coming months in procuring rice imports
to meet their ration commitments. If these trends continue unchecked, Far Eastern import requirements may-
exceed rice supplies available for export in 1950.

Major changes in the direction of international rice trade in 1950 may be attributed to the drastic reduction
of India's import demand, the virtual withdrawal of China as an important buyer of the Southeast Asia surplus,
and the entry of Japan into the Far Eastern rice market for substantial imports. The improved position of
domestic rice supplies, as well as the prospect of securing adequate imports of wheat on relatively advantageous
terms, enabled India to limit its rice imports in the first half of 1950 to small shipments from Burma and Thailand.
On the other hand, in order to reduce its dependence on American cereal supplies, Japan found it necessary to
get substantial rice imports from Thailand and Burma in exchange for industrial products. The probability of
Japan's supplanting India as the world's largest importer of rice in 1950 has not only reduced the likelihonc' of
undisposable rice surpluses accumulating in the Far East, but also even before the outbreak in Korea, helped
to maintain export prices of rice in the Far East at their postwar peak. These factors may be a step in
the development of a new pattern of foreign trade in Asia.

Outside Asia, reduced import demar,d has reportedly led to a piling up of rice stocks in the exporting
countries, especially where payments in c'ollars and other hard currencies are required. Substantial gains in
exportable supplies in the Western Hemisphere have also cause.' a reduction of price quotations in both the
Western Hemisphere and the Near East. Nevertheless, export prices of common qualities of rice in terms of
U. S. dollars remain well above the ruling prices of wheat in the world markets, running about one and a half
to two times wheat prices.
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In the Far East, the landed cost of imported wheat, irrespective of source, continues well below that of
rice imported from within the region. The wide price disparity,plus the shortage of foreign exchange, contribut-
ed in 1949 to record imports (6.7 million tons) of wheat and coarse grains into the food-deficit countries of the
region. Although prices favor wheat imports, the balance-of-payments problem imposes a limit on supplies that
can be purchased from Western Hemisphere sources.

Domestic prices of rice, especially where controlled, are also below export prices. The rice-importing
countries using rationed distribution have paid heavy subsidies to equalize retail prices of domestic and im-
ported rice.

Outlook for 1950/51 and 1951/52. Barring widespread crop failure in any of the major rice-producing
countries, world production may exceed prewar in 1950/51 qnd continue to expand in 1951/52. However, rice
will probably continue relatively short compared with other grains, and relatively high prices for rice will
probably continue, especially in soft-currency countries.

The expansion of rice area in India by extension of irrigation, double-cropping, and reclamation of culti-
vable wasteland is likely to continue in the coming years. Production may also show a corresponding increase.
The partial Chinese crop failure in 1949/50, coup,.ed with cessation of military operations on the mainland of
China, has reportedly stimulated increased sowing of rice in 1950/51, but severe floods have again been re-
ported in some of the producing areas. Press reports indicate that steps have been taken to bring immediately
under the plow all available fallow or cultivable wasteland in the country. In coming years there may be an ex-
pansion of production in Indonesia, Malaya, the Philippine;, and a further shift from jute to rice in Eastern
Bengal (Pakistan).

Rice area in Thailand has been increasing at a greater rate than production. Any further expansion of
area and yield in this country depends upon the development of transport facilities and water-control systems.
Recovery of rice area and production in Burma, Indochina, ana Korea is highly problematical as long as civil
conflict continues.

The Korean conflict and the uncertain Far Eastern sttuition probably will reverse the trend toward rice
acreage restriction in non-Asiatic exporting countries, which until recently were faced with the difficulties of
surplus disposal. In Brazil, the largest producer in the Western Hemisphere, production of rice may continue to
increase, but only a small proportion of the output is likely to be made available for export.

The low level of supplies in the "rice bowl" areas of Southeast Asia; high export prices of rice, and
limited foreign exchange resources for purchase of cereals from the Western Hemisphere are all tending to
accelerate national self-sufficiency programs in the Far East. These programs aim at holding down rice con-
sumption to the current level until domestic production can be increased by further expansion of rice area and
by raising yields through a large number of relatively minor irrigation and land-improvement projects. India has,
in fact, set a definite target for the attainment of self-sufficiency in food grains after 1951, though selective
imports to build up domestic reserves may continue for some time thereafter.

Rehabilitation of the rice industry of Southeast Asia depends on the dessation of military operations and
on the restoration of law and order in rural areas. Mere recovery of production in the surplus areas would not,
however, be enough to restore the international rice trade to its prewar level. Domestic consumption in these
countries is increasing with the high rate of population growth. Production would have to expand well above
the prewar average and rice would need to sell at prices competitive with wheat before international trade could
be restored to the prewar volume. The food-deficit countries of the Far East cannot restore their per caput rice
consumption to the prewar level with anything like the prewar scale of imports. Expanded domestic supplies of
rice and other cereals has therefore become a matter of highest priority in national economic planning. In fact,
some of these countries have already embarked on large-scale irrigation and land-improveme-nt projects, which
are likely to be completed and productive in the not too distant future.

Livestock Products

The most notable change in the livestock situation during the past year has been the marked increase in
output of livestock products chiefly milk and pig meat in most European countries. This increase was
achieved as a result of good pasture conditions and price relationships favorable to producers. In other im-
portant livestock areas there has been generally a continued high level of output. Argentina suffered a setback
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from drought, and liquidated some livestock in late 1949 and early 1950. This measure temporarily increased
meat output but reduced subsequent production.

eat. On a world-wide basis, production of meat in the past year was significantly above the volume pro-
duced in 1948. The major increase was in European countries, where pig production was rapidly accelerated
as more concentrate feeds became available from domestic production and imports. In Western and Central
Europe, total production of meat in 1949 was about 20 percent above the previous year; the increase in pig meat
alone amounted to 45 percent. The expansion was particularly outstanding in Belgium, Denmark, Netherlands,
and Western Germany, where the gains over 1948 ranged from one-fourth to one-half. Yet, meat output in
Western and Central Europe in 1949 was still only about 80 percent of the prewar volume. Western Germany
and Austria, each with an output in 1949 less than 60 percent of prewar, had the lowest output in the group
relative to prewar volume.

Less information is available from Eastern Europe, but apparently favorable feed supplies have also
encouraged a rapid expansion in pig meat there. In Poland and Czechoslovakia, pork output was about 30 to
40 percent above the preceding year, and in all the Eastern European countries (excluding U. S. S. R.) produc-
tion of total meat in 1949 appears to have been about three-quarters of prewar.

In the principal meat-producing areas outside of Europe, high levels of output were generally sustained.
Production of all meat in the United States was up slightly over 1948, whereas in Canada there was a small
decrease. In both of these countries, however, production continued about 35 percent greater than the prewar
volume.

Production of meat in Australia in 1949 was slightly higher than a year earlier, and about at the prewar
volume; New Zealand's output has changed very little in the last three years, but is 10 to 15 percent above
prewar.

In the major meat-producing countries of South America (Argentina and Brazil), production in 1949 re-
mained at about the 1948 level, but in Uruguay there was a substantial increase. Drought conditions in both
Argentina and Uruguay in late 1949 caused considerable liquidation of livestock, which temporarily increased
slaughter and meat production to a higher than normal level.

Dairy Products. As with meat, the major.gains in milk production in 1949 were in Europe. Pastures were
excellent during most of 1949 and concentrate feeds were more readily available than in any other postwar year.
As a result, output of milk in the Western and Central European countries increased by 16 percent over 1948
and was near the prewar volume. The increase was especially notable in Belgium, Denmark, Netherlands, and
Western Germany, where the average gain in 1949 milk output was abouc 20 percent above 1948. From the
scanty data for Eastern European countries it appears that production has made remarkable gains in the past
two or three years under the stimulus of good feed supply and price relationships favorable to producers.

In the United States and Canada, the output of milk in 1949 was about 3 percent higher than the previous
year and was about 15 percent above prewar. Australia and New Zealand also showed gains over 1948, and the
volume was somewhat above the prewar volume.

During the war and immediately following, governments emphasized greater consumption of liquid milk,
and nearly all the important milk-producing countries in recent years have had a larger proportion of their total
milk supply consumed in fluid form. Manufactured dairy products, however, are increasing from the low levels
of the early postwar years. The increase in butter output has been fairly general among the major milk-produc-
ing countries. In 1949 the Western and Central European countries produced 20 percent more butter than in
1948 (about one-half of the average increase in milk production in these countries was converted to butter);
the increase in the United States and Canada amounted to 10 percent. Australia and New Zealand had a smaller
increase, 5 or 6 percent in 1949 over the previous year. Production of butter in Western and Central European
countries and in the United States and Canada in 1949 was, however, still 15 to 20 percent below the prewar
volume.

Cheese output also expanded in 1949, exceeding the prewar level in important milk-producing countries.
In general, since the war, cheese production has expanded more rapidly than butter, but recently butter output
has been increasing at a faster rate than cheese. Other manufactured products, such as condensed and dried
milk, also had an expanded output.
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Trade. International trade in total meat in 1949 was only slightly above 1948 and considerably below the
prewar volume. Increased exports by some of the surplus-producing European countries were almost wholly
offset by the decline in Argentine exports. The result is, for example, that imports of meat of all kinds into
the United Kingdom in 1949, although at the 1948 level, were only about 70 percent of prewar and of 1947.
Trade in dairy products, on the other hand, was generally higher in 1949 than in the previous year, chiefly as a
result of increased exports of butter and cheese from Denmark and the Netherlands. The Netherlands also
showed a substantial increase in the export of processed milk, which largely offset the decline in exports of
canned and dried whole milk from the United States.

Outlook. The first half of 1950 was an exceptionally good feed year in most of the important livestock-
producing countries. Indications point to a substantial gain in the 1950 output of livestock products, both
meat and dairy products, in European countries and continued high levels of output in most other areas. Prices
of livestock products have declined from previous very high levels, but are still generally remunerative to
producers; in some countries they advanced again after the outbreak in Korea.

In the Western and Central European countries, 1950 meat production is likely to be about 10 percent
above 1949 and about 85 percent of the prewar volume. Milk production in this area is expanding rapidly and
will be somewhat above the prewar level in most countries. Some small expansion in meat and milk output is
expected in the United States and Canada. The situation is similar in Oceania; New Zealand is having one of
its best years with respect to dairy production.

Because of the increased output of livestock products expected this year, some expansion in the volume
of trade is likely. The principal increase in exports will come from Denmark and the Netherlands, both of
which are expanding their trade in bacon and dairy products. In the countries outside Europe, no change is
likely in the volume of exports. This is particularly true of Australia and New Zealand'. In Argentina there is
likely to be a decline in total meat export. In Canada, exports of beef and veal to the United States are ex-
pected to rise considerably above 1949.

The United States Government has accumulated rather large quantities of dairy products and dried eggs,
purchased in the course of maintaining agricultural price supports. Because of exchange difficulties and
relatively high prices, these products have had no ready demand in other countries. The United States has
sold some of them at concession prices and has disposed of sizable quantities through school-lunch programs
and similar outlets, but it appears that the volume on hand at the end of 1950 will be very large.

The longer-range outlook points toward further expansion in the production of trade in livestock products.
Prospective programs for extensive armament in many parts of the world, with fuller employment and generally
expected higher consumer purchasing power, will increase the demand for most foods and especially for the
principal livestock products. Prices, which have been generally favorable to livestock producers, are expected
to remain remunerative for some time. This should encourage a higher output of meat, milk, and poultry
products in most areas.

Rising national income and imports in the United States and U.S. help to Western Europe will tend to in-
crease dollar availability in soft-currency areas. This is not likely to result in substantial exports of livestock
products from North America, but it may enable Western European countries to maintain their imports of sub-
stantial quantities of feed grains frorn dollar areas, thus making possible a continued expansion in livestock
products in countries where a high level of livestock output depends on feed from outside sources.

It would seem that any increase in demand for dairy products in North America or Western Europe is
likely to be concentrated more on fluid milk, cheese, and possibly ice cream, than on butter. This would tend
to reduce the proportion of milk going into butter, and this factor, together with some strengthening in the
demand for butter itself, should remove the difficulties of marketing butter at satisfactory prices, which, just
before the Korean outbreak, seemed to be increasing in the United States, Canada, and some Western European
countries. Once the U.S. works off its older stocks of government-held butter and dried skim milk there is a
strong possibility that goverrment-held stocks of these products will not be burdensome in the foreseeable
future.

Increased economic activity in a large number of countries will likely bring about some increase in the
volume of livestock products entering international trade. There is the possibility of increased shipments of
certain types of meat and cheese from soft-currency to hard-currency areas, particularly if U.S. prices should
rise faster than those in some of the Western European exporting countries. On an over-all basis, however, it
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seems to be doubtful that the volume of meat in international trade in the next few years will reach the prewar
level; it is almost certain that the butter trade will remain below prewar volume for some time to come. In
such major non-European exporting countries as Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, and Uruguay, the volume
of meat or dairy exports is not expected in the next few years to average much above the current level. And,
there is the possibility that the rapidly increasing population in Australia may cause some decline in its ex-
port of livestock products.

Fats and Oils

World production of fats and oils continued to expand in the 1949 calendar year. Consumption was nearer
prewar levels than in 1948, and prices declined sharply in the early months, especially in dollar exporting
regions.

Major increases occurred in Western European production, in U.S. production and exports, and in export
supplies from Africa and Indonesia. Despite a reduced output of olive oil in Southern Europe, of linseed in
Argentina, and of vegetable oils in India and Pakistan, total world production excluding U.S.S.R. was up more
than 3 percent. With about the same addition to stocks as in 1948, consumption also increased about 3 percent,
bringing world per caput supplies up to about 93 percent of prewar, but these supplies were still very unevenly
located as compared with prewar consumption patterns. Exports from the United States ard other hard-currency
areas continued far above prewar, and exports from soft-currency exporting areas were still, in the aggregate,
much below the prewar volume. Except for the temporary setback in the olive-oil producing regions, per caput
consumption generally increased in 1949 and by the end of the year was approaching prewar levels, except in
Central Europe, the Mediterranean Basin, and Japan.

With increasing world supplies and a temporary decline in demand and imports in the United States, prices
of oils ard oilseeds fell sharply from the second half of 1948 to the middle of 1949 in such markets as Malaya,
the Philippines, and the United States. After stabilizing somewhat, prices (in dollar terms) firmed or rose
after devaluation for copra and coconut oil, but stayed fairly stable to the errl of the year for most other oils.
The 1948/49 price declines in soft-currency countries were generally less marked than in those with harder
currencies.

At the time of devaluation, prices of fats in the dollar markets were in general about 50 percent below
those of fats produced in soft-currency areas (reflecting the tighter supply position in the latter, relative to
effective international demands). Devaluation had no noticeable effect on prices of soft-currency supplies,
since probably less than 5 percent of these are now shipped to dollar areas. Supplies from dollar countries,
however, automatically became dearer in terms of the devalued soft currencies, thus closing most of the gap
which had previously existed between the two types of market.

After devaluation, there was a certain amount of fluctuation in prices of soft-currency supplies, with an
initial slight downward tendency in whale oil and palm oil (reversed during the spring of 1950), and a slight
upward tendency in copra and some other products. In the second quarter of 1950, U.S. prices showed a marked
increase, and reached levels by mid-1950 higher than those in the spring of 1949, particularly in soybeans.
This partly reflected stronger consumer demand but was largely speculative and it is believed that most market
requirements had been covered for the 1949/50 marketing season at a somewhat lower price level.

The relative scarcity of fats and oils in importing soft-currency regions was reflected in price levels in
the first half of 1950. In general, prices of soft-currency supplies of fats and oils as such (not necessarily
including raw materials) in domestic currencies were five to six times the immediate prewar level, whereas
prices in the United States before the July rise were only 50 percent over the 1935-39 average for fats and oils
and about twice the prewar average for butter. Prices of actual oilseeds and copra (percent terms),however,
were two to three times prewar inthe U.S. and Argentina, and nearly four times prewar in the Philippines.
These higher seed prices reflected the stronger oilcake market.

(The six years prior to the war were rather abnormal for fats and oils, owing to the U.S. droughts of 1934
and 1936; if 1924-28 is regarded as a more normal price period, 13rices in 1949 for soft-currency oilseeds and
fats showed increases of 100 to 150 percent, compared with those within the U.S.A. of 25 to 100 percent).

During the first six months of 1950, fat consumption was generally maintained at about the levels reached
by the end of 1949, the principal exceptions being the United Kingdom, where edible-fat rations were sub-
stantially increased and the decision was announced to terminate linseed-oil allocation and soap rationing
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during the summer, and the Mediterranean region, where good olive-oil production in 1949/50 was sufficient to
cover an increase in consumption and some reduction in the regional net import balance in fats and oils as a
whole. This over-all improvement in supplies was achieved in spite of a modest decline in European purchases
of dollar fats, which was more than offset by better indigenous production of animal fats and vegetable oil,
together with a slight net increase in imports from the non-dollar area, mainly Argentina. The removal of fat
rationing in Germany late in 1949 resulted in little increase in consumption, which remained at about half the
prewar per caput level owing to the high retail prices of fats, soap, etc., relative to the generally low level of
real wages arid income.

Heavy stocks in Argentina (principally of linseed and oil), accumulated from 1947 onwards, were carried
forward into 1950/51. Linseed oil and butter stocks have grown considerably in the United States and Canada,
but total holdings of other items are still much below the prewar level. United Kingdom and continental
European stocks are being steadily restored to somewhere near the prewar levels.

Current Situation and Further Outloolc. Before the outbreak of hostilities in Korea, the outlook for 1950/51
seemed to be a dualism of inadequate supplies with continued high prices in the soft-currency areas and of
ample-to-surplus supply conditions in the dollar area, where prices of most fats and oils were below general
agricultural price levels. The smaller 1950/51 ECA appropriations, only partly offset by reductions in the
dollar gap, presaged a contracting demand for dollar fats by the soft-currency areas. This would, it appeared,
lead to "surplus" or curtailment of production in North America and the Philippines, to still higher prices in
most importing countries, and to the further expansion of oilseed production in Europe and some other regions
where it would normally be regarded as anuneconomic use of agricultural resources. This would pose difficult
problems of future agricultural development and the use of scarce foreign exchange. Urnless domestic produc-
tion of fats were thus further stimulated, or heavy allocations of hard currency were made for the purchase of
dollar fats, many soft-currency countries seemed to face the prospect within the next twelve to eighteen months
of either reimposing rationing or of letting retail prices rise steeply, restricting supplies to the majority of less
affluent consumers.

The outlook has now been changed by international developments following the Korea hostilities. As re-
gards demand, there was a considerable amount of immediate precautionary buying by final consumers rather
than by manufacturers and distributors. This initial nervousness has subsided but buying interest remains
strong, reflecting the generally expected upswing in purchasing power. Prices of most fats and oils on both
sides of the Atlantic in early September were about 30 percent above the June levels, the principal exception
being soybeans, the price of which had previously risen sharply. So far there has been little evidence of
strategic stockpiling, but increased procurement of oils with a high glycerine content (coconut, palm, etc.) and
of special industrial oils (castor, rape, etc.) is likely to take place when markets have become adjusted to the
new conditions.

There is no great change in the supply outlook, since the heavy prospective increase in the U.S. soybean
crop arrl the more modest increase in pig-farrowings and lard production have about offset the heavy cut in U.S.
production of cottonseed and groundnuts and the smaller increases lately reported in Indian groundnut production.
The announcement of an estimated heavy increase in U.S. soybean production caused no real price drop in U.S.
markets, indicating the strength of the demand.

Of equal if not more significance is the probability of larger dollar availabilities abroad than seemed
possible before July, which might enable some soft-currency countries to purchase larger quantities of dollar
fats, despite the 1950/51 cuts in ECA appropriations.

This might reduce the incentive to expand oilseed production in soft-currency importing countries and,
combined with the stronger internal U.S. demand, might greatly expand the total demands on American and other
dollar supply sources. Prospective supplies of hard-currency oilseeds and other fats and oils may be none too
large to meet such a total requirement, even after allowing for a drop in consumer purchases on account of the
increase in prices that may take place.

Sugar

The world sugar economy has been dominated by two distinct trends. Production increased steadily during
the past few years and indications are that the increase will continue. An annual world production of 36 to 38
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million metric tons within a few years is quite possible, as compared with 31.3 million metric tons (in terms of
raw sugar, and excluding the U.S.S.R.) in 1949/50. The demand for and consumption of sugar have risen
steadily in many parts of the world, and no end of the increase is in sight. A substantial demand for refined
sugar has developed in many areas in which the prewar consumption was very low and consisted mainly of
primitive types. In consequence of these developments, the world sugar industry -- including hundreds of
thousands of farmers and agricultural laborers is even more vulnerable than before the war. Its economic
stability depends increasingly on the maintenance of an expanding world economy and on a solution of the
international monetary and financial disequilibrium.

Review of 1949/50. The production of sugar during the year 1949/50 is likely to reach 31.3 million
metric tons (raw value), as compared with 30.7 million tons in 1948/49 and the prewar average of 26.2 million
tons (all three figures exclusive of the U.S.S.R.). All continents shared in the production increase. European
production rose, notwithstanding the disastrous drought in Britain and France. In Asia, crops were generally
favorable. The Latin American total was lifted by the extremely favorable outturn in Cuba.

Outlook. Although it is still too early to forecast production, weather conditions to date have been
generally favorable, and present indications are that production in 1950/51 will be considerably higher than
last year. Indeed, it is not impossible that world production may exceed the 1949/50 outturn by 1 to 1.5
million metric tons.

The area devoted to sugar beets and cane has expanded, and newer and better-yielding varieties are being
constantly introduced. Scientific production techniques are spreading, probably at a faster pace than in prewar
years. In the United States of America, improved profitability of sugar beets as compared with competitive
crops has resulted in a very large increase in the beet area. United States beet-sugar production may, in 1950,
reach 1.6 million tons (the maximum quota established by the Sugar Act of 1948) for the first time since 1947/48
and for the second time since 1940. Many European countries have expanded the area planted to
sugar beets. In some places--notably in Germany, Austria, and some Eastern European countries--
the expansion is substantial. European countries which greatly expanded their sugar beet area in
1949/50 have generally maintained the increased acreage.

Further efforts to ircrease sugar production are being made by some countries in all continents, which
until now have depended on imported supplies to meet certain percentages of consumption: Western Germany
plans to double its 1949/50 production in a few years; in Switzerland, agitation continues for construction of a
second beet factory; the Netherlands hopes to attain self-sufficiency; a new beet-sugar factory will be opened
soon in Canada; new factories are being constructed in Near Eastern countries and in some territories of the
Far East; and further gradual but steady expansion in sugar production is scheduled to take place in many
Latin American sugar-deficit countries.

Expansion programs have also been developed by many exporting countries. In Cuba, there appears to
have been much more planting and replanting of new cane varieties than has been generally recognized. Given
average weather conditions in 1950/51, Cuba is likely to produce a larger crop than that of 1949/50. Production
is recovering also, although very slightly, in Java. A large expansion program has been launched by the Gov-
ernment of the Dominican Republic, which hopes to develop exports of 700,000 tons within a few years (as
compared with actual exports of about 400,000 tons in 1949/50. Haiti hopes to increase production for export,
as do Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Mexico, Poland, etc.

Stimulated by the assurance until 1958 of an annual market for a minimum 2.4 million metric tons in the
U.K., a large proportion at "remunerative prices," British Commonwealth and colonial areas are now making
preparations for a great expansion of production. Despite the many difficulties in milting so great an expansion,
the program cannot be dismissed as completely visionary. Instead of providing a market for about 900,000 tons
of "free" supplies, as the U.K. group of countries did in 1949/50, they might thus eventually become practic-
ally self-sufficient, unless consumption were allowed to rise. Even in the United States, both in Puerto Rico
and on the mainland, pressure is increasing to raise the ceiling on home production established by the Sugar
Act of 1948. Puerto Rico did in fact produce 200,000 tons above its quota in 1949, which was sold to Germany
tuxler the ERP.

Until now the demand for sugar has outstripped the increase in production. Indeed, there has been an
unsatisfied effective demand for 1 to 2 million tons, which has necessitated rationing in some countries. The
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U.K. alone could consume at least half a million tons more than it has had available in recent years. Sugar
rationing has had to be introduced or re-established during the past 12 months in a number of Far Eastern
countries, notably in India, Java, and Malaya. In India, the shortage of refined sugar has been severe. Con-
sumption has increased substantially in almost all Latin American countries, in Africa, and in many other
countries in which per caput consumption was always very low, such as Egypt, Mexico, the Union of South
Africa, and various British colonial territories. (On the other hand, experience seems to indicate that per
caput consumption of sugar tends to stabilize at 40 to 50 kilograms, and is affected very slightly thereafter
even by substantial increases in national income.)

Further increases in consumption will depend on the expansionor at least the maintenanceof the current
level of international trade in sugar. No doubt the overwhelming majority of countries could become self-
sufficient, but at an uru-easonable cost. Despite enormous technical advances in the production of sugar from
beets, the specialized cane-producing countries can still produce sugar more efficiently and more economically.

Whether the current level of international trade in sugar will be maintained or expanded will depend on
demandon the maintenance of full employment throughout the World, on an expanding world economy, and on
solution of the basic exchange problems which have plagued the globe since World War II. Until now adequate
financial resources have been found to finance international sugar trade in a volume larger than prewar, not-
withstanding the fact that a greatly increased percentage of sugar exports came from dollar countries. After
July 1950, the demand for dollar sugar was stimulated by the outbreak of hostilities in Korea and prices rose
to the highest level in almost 30 years. The rearmament program in the United States, since it is likely to
lead to larger exports of dollars, will no doubt facilitate the maintenance of a high level of sugar imports from
dollar producing countries.

In spite of the improved demand position for the next two years, previous national policies relating to
sugar suggest governments believe that there may be some future difficulty in disposing of export supplies,
especially in dollar exporting regions. The new draft World Sugar Agreement designed to prevent a collapse
of world prices if surplus unmarketable stocks should appear, is now under study by governments.

Citrus Fruit

World citrus production, which in 1948 reached a level of about 35 percent over the prewar average
for oranges and grapefruit and 10 percent above prewar for lemons and limes, declined about 3 percent in 1949.
There was little decline in orange and lemon output, but the severe decrease in grapefruit production because
of frost damage in the United States cut the world total substantially. Exports and imports expanded con-
siderably, however, as most European countries except the United Kingdom increased their imports. With the
liberalization of trade among soft-currency countries the outlook for further increase in citrus trade is favor-
able. Prices have been increasing in 1949 and in the 1949/50 season.

Production. The aggregate 1949 production of oranges, tangerines, and clementines in the major pro-
ducing and exporting countries was only about 1 percent below the 1948 crop, and about 2 percent below the
1946-49 average. Production in the United States increased about 3 percent and was 85 percent above pre-
war. Of the other important producers, Argentina, Brazil, French Morocco, and Mexico increased production
in 1949, whereas Algeria, Israel, Italy, and Spain had a decline, mainly because of frost damage in the early
part of the production yeas. Also Australia, Japan, and the Union of South Africa had lower production. Com-
pared with prewar, Israel, Italy, Japan, Spain, and the Union of South Africa were below average, whereas
Brazil had some increase and Algeria, Australia, and French Morocco had considerable increase.

Grapefruit production was much lower than in 1948 and far below the 1946-48 average. United States
production was only 27 percent above prewar, whereas its production in 1946/47 was more than 100 percent
above prewar. Of other important producers, Israel had a 10-percent increase over 1948 and the Union of South
Africa a 20-percent decline. Production in Israel was slightly above the prewar average in undivided Palestine
and South African production was slightly below the prewar average.

Lemon and lime production declined in 1949, mainly in Greece, Italy, and Mexico. Increased U.S. pro-
duction was about one-fifth above prewar, whereas Italy, the most important exporter of lemons, produced
about two-thirds of the prewar average.
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international Trade. The quantity of fresh citrus moving in international trade was considerably higher
in 1949 for oranges and lemons, with increases of about 14 percent and 22 percent. In grapefruit, however,
there was a decline of more than 20 percent.

There was a remarkable increase in total orange imports into Western Europe, in spite of the cut in U.K.
imports which declined further in early 1950. France is now the major importer, with more than a 50-percent
increase in imports over the preceding year. Germany increased imports from insignificant quantities in 1948
to about the prewar level. If this expansion continues, it will be a stabilizing factor for the Mediterranean
citrus industry. Israel, North Africa, and Spain noticeably increased exports whereas the United States, with a
further 25-percent decline, had the lowest exports of any postwar year.

Grapefruit production in Israel remained rather low. United States exports declined, but were still more
than 50 peicent above prewar. Only South Africa was able to increase exports.

The total export of lemons increased comparatively more than that of oranges. United States export de-
clined further, to only one-fourth of the prewar average, whereas increased Italian exports brought that country's
total exports up to about 85 percent of prewar. A reduction in the United States import tariff for lemons in
early 1950, as a result of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), may lead to a further increase
in Italy's export of lemons to the United States.

The United Kingdom i_s still the most important export market for grapefruit; France and Germany are the
most important for lemons. The only important export market for U.S. citrus fruit now seems to be Canada,
which in 1949 took 76 percent of U.S. orange exports.

A United States export subsidy, covering fresh oranges and orange juice and amounting to about 50 per-
cent of the f.o.b. price since November 1949, or $2.2 million, has failed to maintain the European market. The
foreign demand for orange juice from the United States is more likely to be maintained than that for fresh
oranges, but total exports were 11 percent lower in November-April 1949/50 than in the same season last year.

United States exports, even before the 1949 decline, absorbed only about 6 percent of the production of
oranges, 5 percent of grapefruit, and 1.5 percent of lemons, but rapidly increasing consumption in the domestic
market, mainly in the form of concentrated and frozen canned juice, has offset declining exports. This new
production has increased tremendously since- its start only five years ago. The proportion of the total orange
crop going into frozen concentrates increased between 1948/49 and 1949/50 from 10 percent to 20 percent. The
conventional-canning industry (producing the unfrozen product) absorbed slightly less than the year before, but
the percentage marketed as fresh fruit declined. sharply.

In soft-currency countries citrus prices, except those for tangerines, were firm through 1949 and 1949/50,
compared with the 1948/49 season. The United Kingdom average unit value of import was about 3 percent
higher for oranges, including mandarins, in 1949, and 9 percent for grapefruit. The trend was about the same
for import from all supplying countries. Italian export prices in lire for the 1949/50 season were higher for all
citrus except tangerines. Prices were higher in other markets than in the United Kingdom.

After devaluation, the United States' ability to compete in the European market was further reduced. In
Switzerland, with unchanged dollar rates, oranges and grapefruit from the United States cost more than fruit
from other competing exporters, even after allowance for the U.S. export subsidy.

Outlook, 1950/51. It is too early to predict the supplies for the 1950/51 season as the yields still may
be affected by weather, and are fluctuating heavily from year to year, but available information seems to indi-
cate continued expansion of production in Italy, North Africa, and Spain, and successful efforts in Israel to
restore production. The Union of South Africa expects a considerable increase in production this year. The
United States crop condition as of 1 September 1950 is slightly below average, but considerably above last
year for oranges, grapefruit, and lemons. Prices are expected to be firm.

If production in the Mediterranean area, in Brazil, and in South Africa follows the trend during the last
few years, the high level of international trade in citrus fruit reached during 1949 should be maintained and
eventually increased. The liberalization of trade in Europe under the OEEC agreement has removed trade
barriers which have been particularly restrictive on citrus fruit. Under quantitative import control, many
importing countries had considered citrus fruit less essential than other food, particularly because of an in-
creased indigenous production of other fruits. The United Kingdom ended bulk purchases through the Ministry
of Food early in May 1950, and unrestricted import from soft-currency countries is now permitted through
commercial channels. The immediate effect was a considerable increase in prices, particularly of oranges, but
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as imports increase prices are expected to decline. Orange prices,' however, will probably remain higher than
)efore the control was lifted. Meantime, the United Kingdom is attempting to make itself independent of
dollar supplies of citrus juices. New processing plants have been established in the West Indies, and a ten-
year contract was signed this year with Jamaica for 2,750 tons annually of concentrated sweet orange juice.
Similar but smaller contracts are being negotiated with Trinidad and British Honduras.

Expansion in French North Africa in citrus production is important primarily to the French market, since
current prices make competition difficult outside rhe French metropolitan area. Production in 1950/51 is
expected to be substantially above last year, and it is planned by 1954 to reach about 400,000 tons in
Algeria and 300,000 tons in Morocco, as against 185,000 and 120,000 tons last year.

Israel's citrus program includes an export subsidy and appropriations for the rehabilitation of groves and
the improvement of water supplies. About 2,000 hectares of land will be leased to private farmers for culti-
vation of new groves, and the government will contribute to the payment of union wages to orchard workers.
Two new 4,000-ton fruit vessels have been ordered, and modernized equipment has been purchased for use in
the groves.

The demand for citrus should increase with further recovery of European production and trade, and home
consumption in the exporting countries is also likely to expand.

Dried Fruit

Production of raisins and figs declined moderately in 1949/50, but output of currants and prunes was
slightly higher. Quantities of dried fruits moving in international trade declined, owing to sharp reductions
in U.S. exports and despite heavy export subsidies. Trade expanded among soft-currency countries, with
raisin exports from Turkey and Greece passing the postwar average, and Germany re-entering the dried fruit
market as a large buyer. Prices increased in the United States under a new controlled marketing system, but
in Europe, where they had earlier been very high, they declined in dollars. The 1950/51 outlook is for
gradually increasing world production if weather conditions continue favorable. European consumption may
rise as a result of the general reduction of restrictions on dried-fruit imports, but restoration to earlier con-
sumption levels may be slow. The most important varieties of dried fruit moving in international trade are
raisins, prunes, figs, and dates, with apples, apricots, and peaches accounting for only a small fraction of
world trade.

Production in 1949/50. Production of raisins and figs was, respectively, about 5 and 10 percent below
the 1948 level, whereas production of currants and prunes was slightly above the previous year. Raisin pro-
duction in the United States, by far the largest producer, was more than 10 percent above the 1948 level, but
production in Australia, Iran, and Turkey was lower. In Greece there was an increase in production of raisins
and currants. United States production of prunes and figs was little changed. Unofficial figures for che Balkan
countries indicate further, recovery of prune production which, however, is still only about 50 percent of prewar.
There was a very great decline in Turkish production of figs: 50 percent of the fig trees were destroyed in the
severe winter of 1948/49, and production was the lowest in 25 years. Date production increased more than 20
percent in Iran, whereas in Iraq, a major producer and exporter, production declined 40 percent and export 20
percent.

International Trade and Prices. The quantity of dried fruit moving in international trade in 1949 was
considerably lower than the year before. The United States had considerable difficulty in finding outlets for
these products, which before the war were largely exported to the European market. U.S. exports of raisins
declined from 120,000 metric tons to 72,000 metric tons, of prunes from 135,000 to 57,000 metric tons.

Australia increased raisin exports to Canada by reducing the quantities shipped to the United Kingdom
under the sales agreement. This was approved by the United Kingdom in the general interest of increasing
Commonwealth dollar earnings. Turkey's fig exports declined as a result of low production, but exports to the
United States increased. Greece and Turkey considerably increased export of raisinsTurkey by more than
50 percent, Greece by 20 percentlifting their raisin exports above the prewar average. Greece also increased
its export of currants, but this trade has only reached 70 percent of prewar. For the first time since the war,
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Germany took large quantities of dried fruit from Turkey and Greece. However, Turkish raisin stocks have
been increasing, and prices droppedon Sultanas #9 to $200 per ton, f.o.b., in April 1950, as compared to
$270 before devaluation. Prices in sterling, however, went up in the same period from 68/- to 72/- per cwt.
Prices of the 1950 crop, after progressive advances, reached a peak late in August of $303 per ton (108/- per
cwt.) for Sultanas #9, but later declined somewhat. Greek export prices in the 1949/50 season were about 20
percent below 1948/49 prices, on a dollar basis. The average export price for raisins to markets other than the
United Kingdom was £78 per ton ($218), whereas the price agreed upon in the bulk-purchase agreement with the
United Kingdom for 40,640 tons was £65 per ton ($182).

Prices in the United States market for 1949 averaged somewhat higher than in 1948, and increased during
the year, mainly as a result of the controlled marketing of fruits, government purchases for export under the
ECA program, subsidies for export, and diversion of surplus fruit into noncommercial channels. With the ex-
port premiums paid during a part of the 1949/50 year, however, U.S. prices on dried fruit c.i.f. Europe are lower
than those from several Mediterranean countries.

The United States' controlled marketing system was established in 1949 for raisins, prunes, and figs, and
a similar system has been proposed in 1950 for dates. Of the total production of Thompson seedless and
Sultana raisins, 45 percent of production was permitted to move freely, whereas 20 percent was transferred to a
reserve pool and 35 percent to a surplus pool for noncommercial disposal. The ordinary market has been able
to absorb more than the free quantity and the reserve pool has gradually been released. The United Kingdom
purchased 22,000 metric tons of raisins from the surplus pool in the spring of 1950, with 50 percent of the
price paid by the United States Government as an export subsidy. An agreement with Western Germany to buy
the remaining 9,000 tons of the surplus pool with United States subsidy will clear the surplus pool before the
new marketing season in the fall of 1950. The United Kingdom Government has also purchased 7,000 tons of
prunes from the surplus pool, in addition to more than 11,000 tons of the 1948 crop of small prunes held by the
Commodity Credit Corporation. Total U.S. export subsidies for dried fruit in the financial year ending 30 June
1950 amounted to $9.5 million. In the 1949/50 season approximately 29 percent of the total U.S. dried fruit
pack has been moved under a government-financed program. For 1948/49 and 1947/48 the percentages were
28 and 47.

Outlook for 1950/51 and Later. In 1950/51 U.S. prune and raisin production may be little changed. There
are no indications as yet of the 1950/51 crop in the Mediterranean area, but, except for possible changes in
wearher conditions, the trend is upward. Australian raisin production is expected to be 25 percent above the
low 1949 production but 14 percent below the 1944-48 average. The South African prune crop is known to be
less than half of last year's. The forecast for Iraq's date crop is favorable.

As a result of the Annecy Tariff Agreement, tariffs for dried fruit have been reduced in several countries,
and the West European trade liberalization may have the same stimulating effect on these imports from the
Mediterranean area as it has had on citrus fruits. Canada, as of 1 July 1950, transferred imports of dried fruit
from the "prohibited list" to quota list, permitting imports up to 44 percent of those in 1946/47. The duty on
date imports has been cancelled. United Kingdom imports in the first five months of 1950 were extremely low
in dates, prunes, and raisins, but higher than last year in currants and figs.

With the trend in production indicating further expansion outside the United States, there has been some
concern about the future of marketing. Consumption of dried fruits has been declining somewhat since the war;
in most European countries consumption has been extremely low because of import controls and shortage of
foreign currencies; there is undoubtedly a latent demand which may be effective as trade restrictions are
further abolished. It is dubious whether the United States will be able to maintain its European market, which
in prewar years absorbed a considerable proportion of total production. The small commercial export to Europe
during the last years has only been made possible by ECA financing or heavy export subsidies, which have
made U.S. export prices rather attractive in spite of the general shortage of dollars.

Should the availability of dollars increase during the next five or ten years, there is likely to be a growing
competition in the dried fruit trade. Exporting countries in the soft-currency area will be unlikely to continue
receiving the comparatively high returns of the postwar years. Unless they can increase efficiency and reduce
the costs of production and marketing, several Mediterranean exporters may find it difficult to compete with
U.S. prices in a free world market.
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Coffee

Since the war, world consumption of coffee has outrun production. Demand has been met only by drawing
on Brazil's accumulated government stocks. These were estimated at some 500,000 metric tons in September
1945; they shrank to 127,000 metric tons by the end of 1948 and were exhausted by the end of 1949. World
imports in 1949 were nearly 5.5 percent above 1948, while the crop was 5 percent below the preceding year.
Prices advanced very sharply in the fall of 1949 as the shortness of supplies became evident, but declined
slightly late in the year.

Postwar world production shows a decline from prewar of about 15 percent, mainly as a result of reduced
output in Brazil and to a lesser extent in Indonesia, third largest producer in the prewar years. Since the war
Brazil's output has represented about 50 percent of global production, compared with over 60 percent before
the war. Outside Brazil, postwar production has increased one-fourth over 1934-38.

World production in 1949/50 is expected to amount to some 2.1 million metric tons or some 5 percent less
than the 1948/49 crop, which was 8 percent higher than the previous crop.

World imports in 1949 of coffee for consumption approximated 2.0 million metric tons. For the first time
in the history of the coffee industry they were valued at slightly over $1,000 million.1 Imports into Europe
increased considerably above the previous year and represented nearly 25 percent of the world total. Never-
theless, consumption in 1949 was still only 70 percent of prewar. Imports to the United States rose by about
5 percent as compared with 1948 and reached 1.3 million metric tons, or 66 percent of the world total, valued
at nearly $800 million. Imports increased slightly also in South and Central America. In the African region,
on the other hand, imports in 1949 were less than in 1948. In Asia and Oceania total imports in 1949 were
nearly the same as in 1948 52,000 metric tons), though Australia showed a decrease pf 10 percent.

World prices were maintained at about the same levels as in 1948 until the summer months of 1949, when
first estimates indicated a possible drop in the 1949/50 output as a result of unfavorable weather conditions,
mainly in Brazil. Prices started to move slowly upward, from 26.80 U.S. cents a pound for Santos 4 in May to
29.90 in September. When no rain fell until about mid-Octobergood rains are necessary in the months of
August, September, and October to produce good floweringBrazilian growers believe the 1950/51 crop would
be a complete failure. (As things turned out, no such disaster occurred, lout output was relatively low.) At
the same time, the final liquidation of the Brazilian Government DNC stocks was announced. In addition to
hoarding, other factors that contributed to the rapid rise of coffee prices in the fall of 1949 were the damage
caused by a severe drought to the coffee crop in British East Africa and heavy rains and floods in other
coffee-producing areas, notably Haiti and Guatemala. Aware of the tight supply-demand situation, roasters
nevertheless postponed buying, hoping, since England and numerous other countries had devalued their
currencies in September 1949, that Brazil might follow suit, which would have meant far lower dollar prices
for coffee. When the Bank of Brazil finally gave out its buying rate for soft currencies, the last prop was
taken away and heavy buying started. From September to October Santos 4 increased 18 percent and in No-
vember jumped ,another 41 percent over the preceding month, with December showing a decline of 2 percent
over November.

However, during December 1949 world imports, particularly to the United States, increased. Although prices
receded somewhat in the closing days of 1949, Santos 4 spot prices in the last quarter of 1949 had climbed to an
average of 44.40 U. S. cents per pound, or nearly one-fourth above the 1948 prices over the corresponding
period. The yearly average during 1949, amounting to 31.76 cents a pound, represented an increase of 15 per-
cent over the 1948 average (retail price rose nearly 7 percent). Consumption again exceeded production in
1949 and could be met only by a further reduction of stocks (some 17 percent) in importing and exporting
countries, largely Brazil.

World imports for the first half of 1950 were about 15 percent below the import levels for the same period
in 1949. Imports into Europe, where coffee still is rationed in many countries, showed an indicative upward
trend as compared to the first six months of 1949, in spite of devaluation and the rise in prices. Marked
increases in imports occurred in Finland, France, Italy, and the Netherlands. On the other hand, imports de-
clined into the Scandinavian countries, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Portugal, and Spain. In the Western Hemis-
phere, imports into the United States over the first six months in 1950 declined some 25 percent, and into Canada

1Net at point of origin; no freight, insurance or other charges.
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14 percent, as against a remarkable increase in Argentina. Although imports into Anglo-Egyptian Sudan,
Egypt, and South Africa declined substantially during the first six months of 1950, imports into the African
region as a whole increased 10 to 15 percent over the first half of 1949, because of an unusual increase in
Algeria. Imports into Asia and Oceania declined about 20 percent.

Prices for the first six months of 1950 averaged 47.35 U. S. cents per pound for Santos 4, New York spot,
which was slightly below the average for December 1949, although nearly 60 percent above the average for the
corresponding period in 1949.

Outlook, 1950/51. World production in 1950/51 may be slightly below that of 1949/50. Weather conditions
to date in some major producing areas have been rather unfavorable; increased crops, however, are expected in
other producing areas, notably the African.

Even with the prevailing high prices it will take a considerable period before growers can expand pro-
duction oil a large scale. In Brazilbecause of limited availibility of desirable new land for plantingincreased
production must be largely based on reuse of old land, which is less productive than new land and augments
production costs. New plantings of some significance have been undertaken in the state of Parana, Brazil,
the Dominican Republic, and the Belgian Congo (8,000 hectares in 1946). Great strides have been made by
Mexico and Colombia toward increasing yields, and significant research has been undertaken in other areas CO
develop better-yielding varieties.

World imports of coffee in 1950 probably will show a decline of 5 to 10 percent from the previous year.
Imports into the United States likely will be maintained at a level of 10 percent or more below imports in
1949. Nevertheless, with coffee prices during 1950 expected to average some 60 percent above 1949 levels,
dollar earnings in the Western Hemisphere from sales to the United States alone'likely will soar to well over
the $1,000 million mark at point of origin, plus additional dollar revenues from other hard-currency importers.
Contrary to 1949, when profits mainly accrued to the middlemen, in 1950 and thereafter growers and laborers
will benefit to a larger extent. Imports into Europe during 1950 may well advance to a rate near 10 percent
above those of 1949. Imports into all other areas are expected to fall off somewhat.

World economic developments since the outbreak of hostilities in Korea are likely to counteract to some
extent the reluctance of some consurners to buy as much coffee as usual, which developed after the price
increases in 1950. In view of the decline in prospective current supplies, the anticipated consumption in
1950 will necessitate drawing further on current working stocks in importing and exporting countries. During
1949/50 the working stocks in exporting countries declined by an estimated 20 percent, to around 550,000
metric tons. Reliable figures on stocks in importing countries are not obtainable, but indications are that
they also were drawn upon.

Production prospects for 1951/52 appear to be better. After two years of rather unfavorable weather and
low yields, production in Brazil and Colombia should show some recovery, while surveys in Africa indicate a
possible increase in output of about 20 percent as compared with 1949/50.

Higher demands for coffee are likely to develop both from civilian and military sources and the volume
of imports may again approach the 1949 level.

In the producing areas at largeparticularly in the Western Hemispherewithout major changes in areas
under coffee cultivation, production will mainly depend on weather conditions and improved cultivation
practices.

Tea

Total world production of tea, estimated at 500,000 metric tons in 1949, increased only slightly as com-
pared to 1948. World trade in tea, however, was about 25 perc ent higher than in the previous year. Tea
prices increased considerably from March to November 1949, but declined after December 1949.

Production in India and Ceylon, the world's two dominant producers, continued in 1949 the high record
level of 1948, with output in India 4 percent over 1948. Production in Pakistan increased by 5 percent. In
Indonesia, the third important exporting country in prewar years, 1949 production doubled that of 1948, but still
amounted to only one-third of prewar. Production in Japan was up 20 percent over 1948. For China no re-
liable information is available, while in Thailand-there was a significant decline because of unfavorable
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weather. In British East Africa, production apparently increased somewhat over 1948. Exports of the four
major producers in 1949 amounted to 392,000 metric tons.

All major importers increased their takings in 1949, the increases ranging from 4 percent in the United
States up to 20 percent in Canada. The 15-percent increase in U.K. imports, however, absorbed 65 percent
of the total trade expansion. U.K. imports exceeded estimated consumption by about 24,000 tons, which must
have been added to the stocks. Although Indonesia and Japan made the largest relative increase in exports,
the largest part of the increase, 63,000 tons, came from India. The increased Indian exports
reflected improved quality and restored India as the chief supplier of the United States. The
increase in Indian exports ro the United Kingdom, however, exceeded the total exports to the
United States.

Auction prices in Calcutta for export leaf increased by 43 percent from January to November 1949, while
in Colombo the price for high-grown leaf almost doubled during the same peri5d. In both cases the sharpest
increases took place in the weeks preceding devaluation. In December, prices started to decline and continued
downward through the first five months of 1950, nearly eliminating the gains made during 1949. In July 1950,
prices were again increasing, both at Calcutt'à and Colombo. Wholesale prices in New York increased slightly
during 1949, reaching a maximum in August. Since then, however, there has been a steady decline until July
1950.

Outlook. Preliminary indications are that the 1950/51 crop in India, Indonesia, and Pakistan will be
even higher than last year. The upward trend in production will continue over the next years. Indonesia's
output is expected to be at prewar levels by 1954-73,000 tons as against 22,000 tons in 1949.

The renewed Interim Producers Agreement, signed in April 1950 and valid until 1955, increased the
permitted national area in tea by 4 percent above the old agreement and by 5 percent during the period the
agreement is in effect.

Little is known about development plans for tea production in Africa, China, and Japan. As a result of
the Interim Producers Agreement among Ceylon, India, Indonesia, and Pakistan, export of seed to countries
other than those participating has been prohibited, and this may limit African development. Production in
Japan should continue its upward trend of the past years until it reaches prewar levels.

The total volume of trade is expected to expand considerably. The renewed agreement provides for
export quotas allowing an 18-percent increase in 1950/51 over the actual total 1949 exports of the four par-
ticipants. Indonesian export in 1949 was, however, only 20 percent of its permitted quota, whereas export
from India exceeded its quota.

India has renewed the Tea Pact with the United Kingdom, providing for bulk purchases in 1950/51.
The quantity agreed upon is reported to be 124,738 metric tons (13 percent less than 1949 exports), which may
be increased by 10 percent if supply is ample and of good quality. The price is to be fourpence per pound
more than last year. The bulk-purchase agreement between Ceylon and the United Kingdom was renewed in
May 1950 for the current year. As in the agreement with India, the price has been fixed at an additional
fourpence per pound over the 1949 contract price. The quantities to be delivered were set at 50,000 tons for
delivery up to 31 March 1951 (export to the United Kingdom in calendar 1949 was 55,000 tons).

Announcement by the United Kingdom Government that the International Tea Auction in London will be
reopened soon has met witn little satisfaction in Ceylon and India. Since the war interrupted the London
auctions, exporters in Asia have sold directly to the importers in the dollar areas, bringing dollar earnings
to the producing countries. The trade in India and in Ceylon had hoped to develop a tea market for their own
area, and they fear the re-establishment of the London market may reduce their dollar earnings.

The renewed Interim Producers' Agreement is more liberal on permitted production and exports. Its main
aim seems to be to make sure that Ceylon, India, and Pakistan refrain from overexpanding production during
the period necessary for Indonesian output to recover from war destruction. Production quotas seem otherwise
to ensure ample supplies even if demand for tea should increase somewhat in the next few years.

Tea consumption shows little response to price changes, depending mainly on consumption habits and the
availability of other beverages, mainly coffee, at reasonable prices. With coffee supplies short, coffee prices
high and still going up, and with buying power of consurners increasing, tea consumption in 1950/51 should
increase further unless the current level of British rations (reduced 20 percent on 16 July 1950) is continued.
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Cocoa

Supplies are still quite short, compared with the increased demand. After a larger crop in 1948/49,
production fell slightly in 1949/50. On the basis of early weather reports, no substantial change in production
seems likely in 1950/51. However, carryover,stocks are much reduced from a year ago; and, with increasing
demand from both developed and partially developed countries, prices seem likely co continue relatively
highfar above prewar averages for several years. Production is expanding slowly, but new plantings are yet
too small to compensate fully for the ravages of disease in British West Africa and to catch up with enlarged
and expanding demands.

The period of shortage, which began during the war years, has not yet ended; comparatively tight supply
cond tions will probably continue for some years. Programs to increase production are on a comparatively
small scale and will not come into full bearing for some years. During the cocoa year 1948/49, weather
conditions were exceptionally favorable in almost all producing areas, and the production of cocoa beans rose
to 761,500 metric tons as compared with 621,800 in the previous year and with the prewar average of 733,200.
British West Africa contributed the lion's share of the increaseits production rose from 305,900 to 394,500
metric tons, almost as high as the prewar maximum. During 1949/50, however, world production declined to
about 740,000 metric tons, though weather conditions in most of the producing areas were generally not favor-
able. In British West Africa the output of cocoa beans dropped to less than 360,000 tons. The rains came
at the right time and in sufficient abundance, but other climatic conditions were not so favorable.

No useful estimate of production during 1950/51 could be made when this survey was prepared. However,
weather conditions during the spring and summer of 1950 were generally favorable in almost all producing
areas, and average yieldsor slightly better were in prospect in early September for the cocoa year 1950/51.
There is no reason to anticipate substantial changes from the production pattern of 1949/50.

Unlike the situation at the beginning of the 1949/50 crop year, however, when Brazil held stocks
amounting to about 20,000 tons, carryover stocks in the producing-exporting countries in October 1950 at the
beginning of the 1950/51 crop year, will be negligible. Marketing authorities of British West Afti.ca will have
practically no carryover, nor is any likely from the midterm Brazilian crop. In fact, it was inadequate supplies
from this Brazilian crop that gave initial impetus to the steep rise in prices of cocoa beans during the summer
of 1950.

The demand for cocoa beans continues high. Consumption has risen in the tropical and subtropical pro-
ducing countries, most of which consumed very little before the war. As in the case of other semiluxury foods,
the consumption of cocoa products has risen also in underdeveloped and in many partially developed countries,
which during the last few years have enjoyed fuller employment, higher wages, and higher prices for their
export commodities. The economic forces tending to increase consumption are also operating in many European
countries, except in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, where supplies are kept down by import restrictions.
In the U.S.A., consumption is likely to be higher during calendar 1950 as compared with the previous year,
even though manufacturers have learned to economize on cocoa beans in the preparation of confectionery
products because prices of cocoa beans have been higher than of the other ingredients. In the U.K., however,
consumption of cocoa beans may decline somewhat, because of the greater availability of other ingredients for
the manuf acture of confectionery. Cocoa requirements for increased armed forces in several countries will
strengthen still further the demand for cocoa.

Consumption during the next year or year and a half will probably be limited largely by the availability
of supply. Indications developed in midsummer 1950 that cocoa beans might be priced out of a part of the
market, not so much from the standpoint of consumers as from the standpoint of the governmental authorities
responsible for finding the foreign exchange with which to pay for imports of cocoa beans and products. There
was still a premium on sales of cocoa in pounds sterling, amounting co about £40 per ton, even though many
cocoa-importing countries were also finding sterling short as well as dollars.

Production is not likely to increase appreciably in the near future. In.West Africa the spread of the
swollen shoot disease, which has affected tens of millions of trees, is now under better control but is not yet
checked. Since the inauguration of a system to compensate farmers for cutting out all diseased trees, native
growers have shown much greater willingness to co-operate with the agricultural authorities, but the disease
is still spreading. However, it is probable that the amount of planting and replanting of new trees has been
greater than the authorities had estimated. Some new planting has taken place in Ceylon, French Africa, and
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Liberia. Slightly more encouraging is the outlook for production in Latin America, where high prices since
1947 have provided the financial resources for both governments and farmers to take better care of trees to
make new plantings. Research on better-yielding varieties, on the application of fertilizers, on techniques for
combating pests and diseases have been carried on in numerous research centers. Plantations neglected
during the thirties have been revived and returned to production, and transportation facilities and marketing
techniques have improved.

While prices have been very remunerative to producers since the end of the war, there is, nevertheless,
considerable reluctance to expand production. British authorities have investigated the possibility of develop-
ing production in new areas, but most governments and private capital have shown little interest in launching
major production projects. Memories are still vivid of the 1930's,when cocoa beans sold on world markets for
6 to 10 cents a pound, and so are fears of another period of overproduction and price collapse.

Tobacco

World production of tobacco in 1949, though somewhat below 1948, still exceeded prewar by about 10
percent. World trade increased sharply in 1949 and is well above prewar, with soft-currency countries increas-
ing exports more than hard-currency areas. United States'tobacco exports, which still make up a substantial
portion of Europe's supplies, continued to lean heavily upon ECA financing. Europe's dependence on
United States supplies was somewhat reduced, however, notably in the United Kingdom.

Prices were firm through 1949, remaining high on Oriental and flue-cured types from non-dollar areas.
United States export prices remained stable, but average U.S. import prices declined. Producing regions in
soft-currency areas are planning expanded production to meet the high demand for their tobacco, while export
demand for U.S. tobacco may be maintained with improved dollar availabilities abroad. Difficulties in rapidly
expanded production of high-quality cigarette leaf, particularly of the flue-cured type, limit the ability of
soft-currency importing countries to make the mselves independent of American and Canadian supplies.

The decline in production was mostly in China, where, according to unofficial estimates, output went
down about 25 percent. In spite of increased production in India and Indonesia, the Asiatic region had a total
decline of 15 percent. Production in North America was unchanged, whereas Latin America increased pro-
duction about 6 percent. Europe (including Turkey) and Africa show an increase of 12 percent above the
1948 level. Expansion took place mainly in areas from which Europe is attempting to obtain soft-currency
supplies. Greece, India, Korea, Southern Rhodesia, and Turkey all increased production more or less sub-
stantially, through higher yields and larger area planted. Cuba, a hard-currency country, also increased its
area and production.

Output of flue-cured tob..cco, in high demand for the increasing cigarette market, declined in 1949 com-
paratively more than total tobacco production. This was mainly owing to the sharp decline in China and
moderate declines in Brazil and Italy. Flue-cured production increased in Canada, Korea, Rhodesia, Taiwan
(Formosa), and the United States, main suppliers of the European market.

The 1949 increase in trade amounted to about 115,000 tons, of which 33,000 tons were supplied by the
United States and Canada, 12,000 tons by the major Latin American exporters (Brazil, Cuba, and the Dominican
Republic), and about 50,000 tons by exporters in the soft-currency area, such as Algeria, Greece, India, Indo-
nesia, Nyasaland, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, and Turkey, the rest coming from several minor exporting
countries. Turkey increased its exports 60 percent, Algeria and Greece 50 percent, Brazil and India 20
percent. Indonesia, which increased its exports fourfold, has reached only a fraction of its prewar level.
Italy increased its exports sevenfold and found a market in the U.S.S.R.

In spice of the dollar shortage, the United States increased exports of leaf tobacco nearly 17 percent, and
supplied more than one-third of total world exports. This brought the quantity of U.S. exports above the
1934-38 average and close to the average of 1924-28. Of the United States export of manufactured tobacco in

1949, 73 percent by value went to ECA countries in Western Europe. The proportion of such exports paid for
by ECA was 86 percent in 1949, and, over the period from the beginning of Marshall Plan help in 1948 until the
end of 1949, 74 percent. U.S. exports to Germany increased from a value of 88 million in 1948 to $33 million

in 1949.
China, still in 1948 the second most important outlet for United States exports in quantity (but a smaller
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proportion in value because of the civil war) absorbed in 1949 only a slight fraction.
The United Kingdom, the world's largest importer, in spite of ECA grants, made further progress in

1949 in substituting leaf imports from soft-currency countries. The total import into the United Kingdom
in 1949 was 135,000 tons as against 126,000 tons in 1948. The United States' share continued to decrease, a
trend observable since 1946. The share from Commonwealth sources increased steadily to 40 percent in weight
of all imports in 1949, as against 28 percent in 1947, but the manufacturers remain largely dependent on sup-
plies from the United States and Canada. If, as is thought, dollar availabilities are improved, these sources
may be relatively well maintained.

United States imports of leaf tobacco in 1949 increased only slightly in quantity, while the value declined.
More than half of the import consisted of the Oriental-type cigarette leaf tobacco, with no change in the
quantity of that type imported.

Tobacco consumption in many regions has been restricted by rationing and by exceptionally high prices
for the manufactured products, reflecting high taxes and currency shortages. Governments' interest in the high
revenue from tobacco taxes may interest some of them in keeping tobacco consumption up and in allocating
as much foreign currency for import as possible, in the light of other needs. The per caput consumption of
cigarettes in the United States is even higher than in war time, whereas the demand for other manufactured
tobacco products has declined. Total tobacco consumption per caput in the United States is one-third above
the prewar average.

Tobacco prices were generally higher in 1949. United Kingdom average import values in pence per pound
increased substantially above the 1948 averages for all major countries of origin. The increases ranged from
6 to 8 percent for Empire tobacco and from 15 to 25 percent for Canadian, Turkish, and U.S. tobacco. The
greater part of the U.K. import was contracted for before devaluation. British wholesale prices for Rhodesian
tobacco increased slightly in October 1949, whereas wholesale prices for Nyasaland tobacco remained un-
changed. For Indian tobacco there was no increase until April 1950.

Prices in the United States continued firm, at levels established by price-support programs. The average
value in cents per pound of all manufactured tobacco exported was little changed from 1948. Export unit
values for flue-ctu-ed types were also unchanged. Unit values for Burley tobacco were slightly lower, for
cigar leaf there was a considerable decline, but for Maryland tobacco and certain other types there was an
increase. Average unit values of United States imports were also lower.

In spite of Turkey's maintenance of the dollar exchange rate, wholesale tobacco prices in Turkey and the
average unit values of exports continued to increase after the sterling devaluation.

Outlook for 1950 and Later. Demand for tobacco is expected to continue strong in the United States in
1950, with domestic consumption of cigarettes further expanded, but exports may be slightly lower for un-
manufactured tobacco and substantially lower for manufactured tobacco, particularly cigarettes. Price supports
for the 1950 U.S. crop will be somewhat higher than in 1949, for most types. Reduction in exports to Western
Europe, which usually has taken three-fourths of the total United States export, may be offset by rising dollar
earnings from other sources.

The dollar allocation for United Kingdom imports of tobacco in 1949/50 amounted to $93.5 million as
against $46.8 million in 1948/49; for 1950/51 and 1951/52 tobacco imports from dollar countries are,
according to the present program, fixed at 868.6 million, but may be revised upward if dollar availabilities
increase.

Expanded production in soft-currency countries is expected to continue, particularly in Southern Rhodesia,
where the 1949/50 crop is reported to be 25 percent above that of 1948/49. The long-term agreement of
1947 between the Southern Rhodesia Tobacco Marketing Board and the United Kingdom was extended in the
spring of 1950 for a further -"ear, through 1954. The United Kingdom has agreed to buy two-thirds of the crop,
up to a 140-million-pound crop. In addition, the Board of Trade has agreed to buy, for the years 1955-56, not
less than 75 million pounds annually. The agreement does not establish prices, but it is expected that
the average market price for the 1950 sales might be about 3 shillings per pound-3 or 4 pence higher than the
1948/49 average. The prices in 1949 were already above the comparable prices from the dollar area, in some
cases even after devaluation. An important factor in Rhodesia's ability to compete with U.S. flue-cured to-
bacco is the possibility of improving the quality of Rhodesian tobacco. Progress has already been made, and
much effort is being spent on research to improve the growing and processing of the leaf.

For future developments in trade it is significant to notice that Brazil and Turkey, during 1949 and
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1950, have agreed to more barter arrangements in tobacco. The Brazilian export to Germany was made on barter
terms and similar arrangements have been negotiated with the Netherlands and Spain. Brazil expects, by such
arrangements, to market all available surplus leaf.

Official sources in the United States have expressed some concern that the present price-support program
may "price United States products out of the world market." This program may stimulate other countries to
expand their production to fill at least a part of the markets previously supplied by the United States. Past
experience in exporting tobacco, as well as other price-supported commodities, indicates that such markets
once lost are difficult to regain.

Rubber

Current problems of N-voi Id rubber supply and distribution are intensified by the strategic import-
ance of the commodity and by the concentration of natural rubber production in the Far East. Sharply increased
prices have stimulated output, especially in Indonesia and Borneo, but these gains may be offset to some ex-
tent by the increasingly precarious situation in Indochina and by the uncertain outlook for other strategically
vulnerable supply areas. World supply of new rubber is being increased by the rapid reactivation and expansion
of synthetic rubber production in the United States. A cushion is also provided by the existence of certain
stockpile reserves, but the rubber supply situation for civilian uses is likely to remain tight. New York quota-
tions for natural rubber in early September were about 75 percent above the June average, and approximately
three times the U. S. Government selling price for GR-S synthetic, which has remained unchanged at 18.5
cents a pound. Because of the military importance of natural rubber, questions have been raised concerning
the control of shipments by destination. These matters are being currently reviewed in intergovernmental dis-
cussions.

World Supp/y and Distribution. At the Seventh Meeting of the International Rubber Study Group in May
1950, it was estimated that world production of natural rubber in 1950 would reach 1.63 million metric tons,
or about 8 percent more than in 1949, with most of the increase coming from Indonesia. Small increases were
also expected in some other countries, in view of the stimulus of high prices. In the light of latest reports,
Indonesian production in 1950 will be even higher than expected at the Study Group Meeting, and there has
also been some further improvement in Borneo. In Malaya, rubber production has not been seriously affected
by internal political strife, but it has not been stepped up, on the other hand, as a result of higher prices.
Production on Malayan estates has been influenced by bad weather and by some difficulties encountered in
retaining estate laborers, some of whom were induced to cash in on the good market by shifting to work on
smallholders' plantations on a sharecropping basis. Output in Indochina in the past three years has remained
at less than half the potencial production, and some further deterioration may well take place during the
remainder of 1950. World production of natural rubber in 1950 is now estimated at about 1.73 million metric
tons, i. e. approximately 14 percent more than in 1949.

The Study Group's May estimate of world consumption of new rubber in 1950 was set at 1.95 million metric
tons 1.49 million tons natural and 465,000 tons synthetic rubber. In the light of subsequent developments,
this estimate appears too conservative. In particular, its estimate of 1.04 million tons of new rubber consunv-
tion in the United States may be exceeded by a considerable margin. Even prior to the Korean development,
consumption was exceeding earlier expectations, owing to the unprecedented boom in the automotive industry
and record tire production. United States consumption in 1950 is now tentatively estimated at about 1.16
million metric tons and would have been even higher if additional consumption for military purposes had not
been offset by some curtailment of civilian uses. Usage of natural rubber in the United States may exceed the
Study Group's estimate of some 600,000 tons, despite the stepping up of synthetic rubber production. Aggregate
consumption of new rubber in the rest of the world is also likely to exceed the 915,000 metric tons estimated
by the Study Group in May. The estimated consumption remains unchanged for Italy and also for France, where
processing capacity appears limited, but in the United Kingdom and in Canada consumption is expected to
exceed previous estimates. German stocks are low and the country must now compete for new supplies at high
prices. Russian buying appears to have been stepped up since the middle of the year. On balance, a tentative
estimate of world consumption of new rubber in 1950 is now set at more than 2 million metric tons.

Before the outbreak in Korea, the dollar price of RSS natural rubber was about 70 percent above the pre-
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devaluation level and twice the 1934-38 average. Prices soared in July, reaching a peak on 8 August of 65.5
cents per pound, or more than twice the June average. New York quotations in early September were about 75
percent above the June average, and approximately three times the U. S. Government selling price for GR-S
synthetic, which has remained unchanged at 18.5 cents per pound.

Frospects for 1951 and Beyond. Looking at the prospects for world productive capacity of natural
rubber in 1951 and beyond, it is apparent that the only territories from which substantially greater outputs
may be expected are Indonesia and Indochina. The productive capacity of Indonesia is considerably in excess
of the estimated output of approximately 580,000 to 600,000 metric tons in 1950. Assuming conditions general-
ly favorable to continuous production,. Indonesian shipments could gradually be increased substantially over
the 1950 estimate. A return to more peaceful conditions in Indochina could result in doubling its current
output, but this would mean an addition of only about 50,000 tons to the annual world supply of natural rubber.
While substantial increases may be expected from Indonesia and less substantial ones from some other
territories, there are on the other hand territories where production may tend to decline, owing to increasing
age of the planted areas or to the cutting out of old areas for replanting. In general, new plantings and re-
planting with high-yielding strains are likely to proceed at a slow rate. In estate production, investors are
generally anxious to draw full dividends rather than to reinvest their earnings on estates under conditions of
political uncertainty. As regards smallholders, it is difficult at all times for them to afford the investment
involved in replanting high-yielding strains. Moreover, both estates' and smallholders' incentives to replant
have now been lowered by increasingly profitable returns obtainable from tapping existing trees. Taking
everything into consideration it is difficult to foresee a world productive capacity for natural rubber in excess
of, say, 1.90 million tons during the next few years.

In regard to the future world consumption of new rubber (natural and synthetic), the prospects are for
marked expansion if political tensions persist, or for a continuing increase if there should be a peaceful
expanding world economy. Assuming peaceful expansion, consumption in accepted usage should increase in
accordance with rising real incomes of consumers and even more in the potential expansion of new uses. The
two most promising new fields for peacetime expansion are in foam-rubber goods and rubber roadways. Total
peacetime consumption of new rubber over the next few years could well be in excess of 2 million tons a year.

Cotto n

The world cotton situation is undergoing a radical change. In contrast to the position a year ago, when
a considerable surplus of American cotton was in prospect, the world is now faced with a very tight supply
position. Prices in the new season opened about 20 percent above the August 1949 level, and increased
another 10 percent by early September. With a reduction of nearly two-fifths in the United States crop, the
expected 10-to-15-percent expansion in aggregate production of other countries will still leave world production
about 13 percent below the 1949/50 level. Unlike the previous season, when production exceeded consumption
by 5 percent, consumption in 1950/51 may exceed output by about 10 percent, leaving world carryover at 1
August 1951 nearly 3 million bales1 less than a year earlier.

Situation and Outlook. The cotton supply situation is dominated by the unexpectedly large reduction in
the United States crop. When acreage controls were reintroduced for the 1950/51 season, the scheduled reduc-
tion in area was 22 percent. The actual reduction has proved much heavier. According to the third official
crop report, the area for harvest in 1950/51 is estimated at 32 percent smaller than the area actually harvested
a year earlier, while production was estimated at nearly 40 percent less than in 1949/50. The estimated total
U. S. supply for 1950/51, including a carryover of just over 6.5 million bales, is approximately 16.5 million
bales, or about 5 million bales less than in 1949/50, and only 1.5 to 2.0 million bales more than total dis-
appearance in 1949/50.

About one-third of the U.S. crop reduction may be offset by an expected expansion of 10 to 15 percent of
aggregate output in all other countries. Such ex,Dansion may result from the campaign for increased production

*Prepared in co-operation with the International Cotton Advisory Committee.
1Bales of approximately 217 kg. (478 lbs.), net weight.
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in India, the more extensive planting of higher-yielding varieties in Pakistan, the resumption of upward trends
in Egypt and perhaps in Brazil, further advances in Mexican and other Latin American and African areas, and
intensified production efforts in China and the Soviet Union. On the basis of these assumptions, the share of
the United States in world production would be just over 35 percent, whereas its prewar ratio was around 40
percent.

' Just two months before the beginning of the current season (i. e., before the release of the first official
U. S. crop estimate), it wa s thought, on supply grounds at least, that world cotton consumption in 1950/51
might increase by about 1 million bales to a total of 30 million bales. Most of the increase was expected to
occur in the major producing countries. Although some decrease was expected in United States exports from
the unusally high 1949/50 level of approximately 6 million bales, it was anticipated that this might be offset
by an increase in aggregate exports from other countries. Thus, a slight increase in European consumption and
further recovery in Japanese consumption seemed feasible.

Expansion in military and defense programs will no doubt mean a substantial new demand for cotton
textiles. At the same time, deterioration in the world supply position and the upward trend in prices in the
current cotton year will serve as a brake on total demand. In early September, cotton was placed under export
control in the United States in order to permit the Government to determine the magnitude of American defense
requirements for cotton. Based on present indications, it is considered doubtful that world cotton exports in
1950/51 will exceed 11 million bales, as compared with over 12 million in 1949/50. In the circumstances,
prospects for increasing aggregate consumption of cotton in the major importing countries may depend on
depleting their rather meager stocks. In the United States, there is already evidence of expanded consumption
as a result of much higher demand for military and civilian uses. In India, consumption is expected to benefit
from increased domestic production. Consumption in China and in the Soviet Union also seems likely to expand
in response to larger cotton supplies in both countries. At present it looks as if world consumption of cotton
in 1950/51 may be somewhat less than 30 million bales, but even at the preceding season's consumption level
of 29 million bales, world stocks would have to be drawn down by nearly 3 million bales.

World cotton prices have advanced sharply since early in July, mainly because of the deterioration in the
U. S. crop outlook, although part of the inflationary pressure has come from strengthened demand following the
outbreak in Korea. By early August, cotton quotations in the United States markets were generally about 20
percent higher than a year earlier. Prices of Brazilian cotton had risen even more than those of most other
growths, and Sao Paulo Type 5 was selling at 4.5 cents a pound more than U. S. middling, 15/16", as against
1.2 cents more in August 1949. Prices of Egyptian Ashmouni, good, which had risen out of proportion to all
other cottons in the spring of 1950, owing to special short-term factors, became subject to a maximum price
limitation in June. On 9 September spot prices for U. S. middling, 15/16':averaged 40.94 cents a pound, com-
pared with 31.83 in 1949/50 and 11.18 for 1934-38.

Loan support rates for the 1950/51 crop in the United States have been fixed at 90 percent of parity as
of 15 July, giving a support price of 29.45 cents a pound for middling, 15/16", as compared with 29.43 in
1949/50. In view of the current level of market prices it seems very unlikely, however, that any appreciable
quantity of cotton vvill move into the loan program in the current season. Indeed, most of the supplies which
went into the loan program during the past season have since been repossessed by the growers, and between
mid-July and early September, CCC had sold at market prices upwa rds of 2 million bales of the 1948 pooled
stocks, totaling just over 3 million bales.

In 1951/52, the U. S. support price under existing legislation will shift to a sliding-scale basis and may
be fixed anywhere between 80 and 90 percent of parity, depending upon the relationship of supply to require-
ments. On the question of acreage control, the Secretary of Agriculture will have declared by 15 October
whether the 1950/51 supply exceeds the normal supply and accordingly whether controls will be applicable in
the 1951/52 season . On the basis of the crop forecast now available and last season's disappearance, such
controls would not be applicable.

In view of the present tightness in U. S. cotton supplies, and of the prospect of enlarged military and
civilian requirements, the U. S. acreage goal for 1951/52 presumably will be much higher than that for
1950/51. Some further expansion in aggregate output in other countries seems feasible. It is possible,
therefore, that world production in 1951/52 may recover to about the 1949/50 level of just over 30 million
bales. If adequate supplies are available in the 1951/52 season, a substantial rise in world cotton consumption
in that season is likely, in consequence of the expected continued rapid advance in industrial production and
consumer demand.
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Woo!

With growing military requirements superimposed on a world market already tight for civilian uses, prob-
lems of world wool supply have become a matter of serious concern. Government-held stocks, accumulated
during the war years and used for closing the gap between new supply and commercial demand during the first
five postwar years, have been virtually depleted. Stocks held in all hands as of mid-1950 were estimated to
meet little more than current working requirements. Since then, the continuing strength of civilian demand and
the greatly increased defense requirements have caused prices to rise to levels far in excess of all previous
records. Sterling quotations at London and Dominion auctions in August ranged from 100 to 150 percent above
pred,valuation levels. In terms of dollars, prices of Dominion wool in August 1950 had risen to about 60
percent above August 1949 levels for merinos and even more for crossbreds. When this report was prepared in
mid-September, the possibility of a system of international allocations for raw wool was to be reviewed by the
governments of some of the major producing and consuming countries at a London meeting later in the same
month. In the event that these discussions resulted in plans for international action, the proposals were to
be placed before a meeting of the International Wool Group tentatively scheduled for early October.

World Supp/y cm.d Distribution. In the FAO review of prospects for farm commodities issued in August
1949, it was stated that "the outlook for wool in 1950/51 appears firm in any case, and it may even be tight,
particularly if U. S. economic conditions should strengthen. "1- This statement was subsequently- supported by
developments during 1949/50, when the world apparel wool supply situation was progressively tightened by
the speedy rate of stock disposals, influenced by the upswing in the United States and continuing strong
demand in other major consuming countries. High prices prompted increased substitution of lower qualities of
apparel wool, thus leading to a more than proportionate gain of crossbred prices and restoring the prewar ratio
of merino to crossbred values. The strength of European demand was also evidenced by the large sales from
Joint Organisation stocks of inferior burry combing and carbonizing wools, which are used mainly in continent-
al Europe. Total stocks held by the Joint Organisation on 30 June 1950 were down to less than 70,000 metric
tons, greasy basis, or about one-twentieth of the quantity taken over in August 1945. Stocks held by the U.S.
Commodity Credit Corporation were also depleted, sales having been aided by the sharp advances in world
market prices which made CCC selling prices more attractive.

Thus, even before the outbreak of the Korean war, it was evident that with the virtual depletion of raw
wool reserves, consumption in 1950/51 would need to adjust itself to a level approximating the season's
current production, i.e. to about 10 or 15 percent below consumption in 1949/50. There was and still is little
prospect of any substantial increase in the 1950/51 world clip over that of the previous season. Some temporary
increase may be obtained from reduced culling and extra shearings, stimulated by high prices. On the other
hand, the moderate upward trend of production in Oceania has been adversely affected by Australian sheep
losses resulting from floods and increased epidemics in parts of Queensland and New South Wales. in South
Africa, the effects of drought losses will still be felt in 1950/51, but not the transient gain of wool from sheep
killed by the drought. Argentine sheep numbers may be slightly larger, but in North America the postwar
increase in wool prices has not been sufficient so far to halt the sharp decline in production which was
prompted mainly by high costs of wool-growing and more attractive returns from competing farm enterprises.
The 1950 wool clip in the United States was at a record low, or about 3 percent below the 1949 level.

With continuing strong pressure of demand, distribution of the limited supply of wool available for con-
sumption in 1950/51 can be considered on the basis of two alternatives. One alternative is the international
allocation of supplies, which presumably would have to be based on jointly agreed priorities for defense and
civilian uses in consuming countries participating under such an arrangement. It is not possible at this
stage to predict the outcome of intergovernmental discussions on the question of controlled international
distribution, but it is clear that the adoption of this alternative would require drastic changes in the existing
world marketing organization, which is dominated by the highly competitive bidding of individual bu-yers in free
auction sales. In some respects, the establishment of international controls superimposed on existing
virtually uncontrolled national markets would raise even more difficult administrative problems than during the
Second World War. Then, the superstructure of international raw-material control could be built on the more

IFAO, World Outlook for Individual Farm Comntodities, August 1949, pp. 12-13, "Wool."
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easily ascertainable requirements and prior ties of highly controlled internal economies equipped with govern-
mental direction of industrial output, quantitative limitations on civilian consumption, and the control of
internal price levels at different stages of manufacture and distribution. Yet, if problems of international
allocation cannot be solved, the world will be faced with the second alternative of intense competitive bidding
for a limited supply of raw wool. In that case, civilian consumption presumably will be adjusted downward by
the slower but painful process of sharply rising retail prices for wool goods. The effects of previous raw wool
price advances are already being increasingly felt, especially in the home markets of countries with devalued
currencies, where the cost structure of the wool textile industries has been seriously dislocated by the high
world price of the raw material.

' Efforts are being made to supplement the limited and costly supply of new wool by maximum use of waste
and shoddy, synthetics and other fibers. The margin for increased consumption of these materials is probably
small, however, because their use had already been stimulated by the high cost of new wool even before the
latest price advance. The price spread between wool and staple fiber was drastically widened in postdevaluation
months. While prices of staple fiber have remained relatively stable, the supply of these materials available to
the wool textile industry is limited by existing over-all capacity for staple-fiber production and by the compet-
ing needs of the cotton textile industry, where inducements to use staple fiber have also been strengthened by
relative price changes and, in a number of countries, by currency difficulties. Assuming that about one-fifth of
world production of rayon staple fiber may be available for use by the wool textile industry, the supply of these
materials available in 1950/51 may add about one-fifth to the season's wool clip, clean basis.

New supply of raw wool in 1951/52 may be somewhat larger than in the two preceding years, but, on the
whole, the response of wool production to a booming market is bound to be rather slow and indirect. Grazing
capacity in major exporting countries is limited by technical and economic factors and the downward trend in
North American sheep numbers is not likely to be sharply reversed.

Hard Fibers

Recovery in aggregate output of the three major hard fibers was interrupted in 1949 for the first time
since the end of the war. A moderate gain in sisal output was offset by decreases in the production of abaca
and henequen. Total new supply of these fibers was approximately 475,000 tons, or about 4 percent less than
in 1948 and just over nine-tenths of the 1934-38 average. The entire reduction from the prewar total was
caused by abaca output, which showed a drop of 53 percent. Loss of output in the Philippines has been much
greater than the additions resulting from the wartime development of abaca cultivation in Central America.
World output of sisal, on the other hand, reached a record high of more than 275,000 tons in 1949, or about
114 percent of the 1934-38 average. Henequen production also remained above prewar.

The expansion of world trade in hard fibers from low wartime levels has been slower than that of
production, mainly because of increased consumption in some of the major producing regions. Aggregate
exports of the three major hard fibers in 1949 showed little change from che 1948 total of just over 400,000
tons, or about four-fifths of the 1934-38 average.. The portion absorbed by North America was considerably
larger than before the war, while Europe and Japan received smaller shares of the reduced total.

Sisal is the only major hard fiber exported from soft-currency areas. Europe, formerly the world's
largest abaca-importing region, is now meeting most of its hard-fiber requirements with sisal. United States
demand for this fiber also is higher than before the war, owing in part to purchases for stockpiling. Private
trade in British East African sisal was resumed in 1949 for the first time since 1940. After devaluation,
sterling quotations rose sharply and, in 1950, dollar prices were almost back to predevaluation levels, or at
about 31/2 times the 1934-38 average.

Abaca prices were affected by declining United States purchases in the first half of 1949 and by im-
proved production later in 1949 and in the first half of 1950. The 24-percent decline from the exceptionally
high January 1949 peak still left abaca prices in mid-1950 at nearly 31/ times the prewar average.

Weakness in henequen markets developed early in 1949 and continued until late in the year, when
substantial price reductions stimulated purchases by the United States, the principal market for this fiber.
United States imports of henequen in the first quarter of 1950 were nearly twice as large as a year earlier.
During the first half of 1950 henequen sold at just over 21A times the 1934-38 average and thus was relatively
cheap in comparison with sisal, its main competitor.
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Since the outbreak in Korea, abaca prices have fluctuated widely. Unusually large purchases by the
United States cordage industry in early August produced a short-lived but very steep rise in prices of this
fiber. An almost equally sharp decline later in the month left abaca prices at the end of August about 14 per-
cent more than the June average. During the first two months after the outbreak in Korea there were price
increases of about 10 percent in sisal and 7 percent in henequen.

Outlook. Aggregate production of hard fibers is not expected to show any marked change in 1950. By
1951, howevei, the fiber potential probably will be close to the prewar level.

Benefits from postwar plantings of abaca in the Philippines are now being felt. In 1950, for the first
time since 1947, there are good prospects for a considerable improvement in world output of this fiber. Given
favorable prices of abaca as compared with those of other major export crops of the Philippines, abaca
production may show further recovery in 1951, although it will probably still remain far below the prewar
average. Central American output in 1950 and 1951 is expected to be somewhat below the 1949 level of
approximately 15,000 tons. In August 1950, the U.S. Congress enacted legislation with provisions for
doubling the area of the U.S.-financed abaca projects in this region, but a minimum of three years will be re-
quired to bring the new development into production.

The upward trend in world output of sisal is being retarded by the aftermath of severe drought in British
East Africa. Under more normal growing conditions, the effects of expanded postwar plantings in Africa and
Latin America should again become apparent. A moderate increase in Indonesian output of hard fibers is in
prospect, but apparently rehabilitation is proceeding slowly. It is unlikely that Indonesia will again be able
to contribute significantly to the world supply of hard fibers in the next two years.

Henequen output, which had been about one-fourth above prewar in 1947 and 1948, declined in 1949 and
early in 1950, owing to the depressing effect of excess stocks accumulated in Mexico in 1949. Production in
Mexico is again reviving, however, and some further recovery seems probable in 1951.

Hard fibers supply the raw material for a large share of the world's cordage, especially marine and other
heavy-duty ropes. With the prospect of larger military and civilian requirements for cordage, a substantial
increase in hard-fiber demand in the next two years may be expected. Moreover, increases in United States
purchases of abaca and sisal for stockpiling appear likely. Thus, although considerable improvement in world
output over the next two years is anticipated, there is reason to believe that a very tight position in these
fibers may develop in the near future.

J ute

The world shortage of jute, which has prevailed throughout the postwar period, was intensified in 1949/50
by the disruption of Indo-Pakistani trade following Pakistan's decision against currency devaluation. The
trade deadlock was broken in April 1950, when the two Dominions signed a trade agreement providing, inter
alia, for the exchange of Pakistani jute fiber and Indian jute manufactures during May-July 1950. By a sub-
sequent amendment to the agreement, delivery dates were extended to the end of September.

The slow rate of recovery in world jute production has been due mainly to shortage of food and high rice
prices in the subcontinent of India. Despite a moderate increase over the previous season, estimated world
jute output for 1949/50 was only about 1.5 million tons, or four-fifths of the 1934-38 average. Even before the
Indo-Pakistani trade deadlock, intercontinental trade in raw jute had recovered even less than production.
Faced with an over-all shortage of raw-material supplies, India reduced its shipments of jute fiber in order to
maintain its mill activity and exports of jute manufactures. Pakistani shipments to overseas markets were not
large enough to redress the balance. Thus, the proportions between world trade in jute fiber and jute manu-
factures were drastically changed. Exports of raw jute from the subcontinent of India in 1949 were just over
one-half the 1934-38 average, while exports of Indian jute manufactures were nearly nine-tenths of prewar.

Calcutta quotations for raw jute during the week before devaluation were nearly six times the 1934-38
average. Following the interruption of trade between the two Dominions, Palcistani jute prices broke sharply
but floor prices established by the Pakistan government in late October still left the cost of Pakistani jute,
landed Calcutta, well above the official ceilings which had been established in India at the beginning of the
month. Although dollar prices of jute in the first half of 1950 remained somewhat below the mid-September
1949 level, they were still more than 3Y2 times the 1934-38 average. Comparable series are not yet available
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for later months, but trade reports indicated little change in jute quotations in the New York market through
July and August.

Outlook. The Government of Pakistan's preliminary forecast of jute area in 1950/51 indicates an 18-
percent decline from the final estimate for 1949/50. Trade estimates of the Pakistan crop anticipate higher
production than in the previous season, but these appear to be unduly optimistic, despite the fact that growing
conditions have been much better this year. Because of the critical deficit that developed in late 1949, fol-
lowing the loss of imports from Pakistan, India accelerated its drive toward self-sufficiency in jute. Shortly
before the planting season, the production goal for 1950/51 was raised to a level about 60 percent above
estimated output in the previous season, when a gain of just over 50 percent was realized. No official
estimate of the Indian crop is yet available, but preliminary indications suggest that output will fall consider-
ably short of the goal. It is tentatively estimated that total Indo-Palcistani jute production in 1950/51 may be
about 10 percent higher than in 1949/50. Thus, the supply position is likely to remain tight in 1950/51.
Intercontinental trade in jute fiber may show a considerable improvement, however, since recent expansion in
baling-press and port facilities may enable Pakistan to increase direct shipments from Chittagong to more than
twice the 1949 rate. Total intercontinental trade in raw jute probably will still remain appreciably below pre-
war, since exports from India are likely to remain small. India's fiber reserves are depleted, and, although
domestic production is being rapidly expanded, India is still faced with a serious jute deficit.

The prolonged world scarcity and high prices of jute have stimulated the use of substitute materials.
Multiwall paper sacks are supplying a greatly increased share of total bag demand in the United States, which
is the world's largest consumer of jute goods. A similar situation exists in Canada., also an important market
for jute. North American burlap consumption has declined markedly in the past three,years, and the 1949 total is
estimated at less than 90 percent of the prewar average.. Some recovery in consumption occurred in late 1949,
however, but improvement has been retarded by difficulties in obtaining supplies from India. Scarcity of jute
is prompting a number of countries to develop or ex-pand, at considerable expense, production of long vegetable
fibers which can be used as jute substitutes, but output of the new fiber crops is still comparatively small.
With the short-run demand for jute likely to increase substantially as a result of expanding industrial and de-
fense activities, jute will probably continue in tight supply in 1950/51 and 1951/52.

FISHERIES P RODUCTS

After an upsurge which began in 1945, world landings of fish now seem to be stabilizing on the 1948
level, which FAO estimates to be in the neighborhood of 25 million metric tons. In Europe, where the returns
from the North Sea are noticeably smaller, total quantities landed in 1949 amounted to some 5.7 million metric
tons as compared with 5.9 million tons in 1948. In North America, 1949 landings were estimated at 3.6
million tons, compared with 3.2 million tons in 1948. In South America, 1949 landings have been estimated at
435,000 tons compared with 425,000 tons in 1948. In Japan, which is the only country in Asia for which com-
plete statistics have been reported, 1949 landings amounted to some 3.175 million tons against 2.45 million
tons in 1948. Prices generally declined in 1949, however, owing to larger supplies and lower prices of com-
peting foods. Lay-up of craft because of depressed markets increased somewhat, and net income of fishermen
generally declined. Great interest has been shown in the expansion of fisheries inunderdeveloped areas, but
such programs take time; no significant increase in world landings is expected during the next few years.

Reports from eight countries, which in 1949 accounted for 6.4 million metric tons or 25 percent of world
landings, indicate an over-all increase of some 16 percent for the first five or six months of 1950 over the
sane period during 1949. This, however, is basically due to a large increase of herring landings in Norway,
of which 85 percent was converted to oil and meal.. 1950 landings as percentages of 1949 landings were as follows
for the individual countries: Canada 114, Denmark 99, Iceland 103, Ireland 98, Netherlands 87, Norway 137,
United Kingdom 95, and United States 116.

The continued expansion, at high costs, of fishing fleets in many countries contrasts with relatively
moderate increases in catch, sharply rising operating costs, and slowly declining fish prices. The U.S.
monthly index of wholesale prices for fish and fisheries products (1947 = 100) shows an average for 1949 of
101.7 compared with 110.0 for 1948. The index figure for May 1950 was 94.7 compared with 100.9 in May 1949;
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in July 1950 it reached 97,5 as compared with 96.8 in July 1949. The "Consumers Price Index for Moderate-
income Families for Large Cities Combined" in the U.S.A. shows a 7-percent decrease in fish prices from May
1949 to May 1950. In the United Kingdom, where cod has been described as flooding the rather sluggish
markets, average prices for this species went down from about £38 per metric ton in January-July 1949 to about
£29 in the same period of 1950. In a few other countries a different trend is shown: Canada's wholesale
index shows an increase, and in Norway prices to fishermen during the 1950 spawning cod season went above
the fixed minimurn.

The fishing industry is in the painful process of adjusting itself to keener competition with other food-
stuffs, now available at lower prices and in greater abundance. In March 1950 Iceland, heavily dependent upon
fish exports, devalued the krona specifically to stimulate such exports. In the United Kingdom the whitefish
and herring industries are described as experiencing a serious crisis, and on 5 July 1950 subsidies were intro-
duced for six months to assist catchers of whitefish in the near and middle waters, including inshore fishermen.
Further restrictions on imports may be considered. In Portugal a great number of sardine fishing craft were
showing deficits in their operations. Increasing lay-ups of fishing craft, owing to lack of profitable markets,
have been reported.

The decline in demand for fish appeared to be primarily a result of the greater availability and often lower
prices of competing foods. In an attempt to attain a higher degree of self-sufficiency in food supply and a more
diversified economy, fisheries have been expanded in consuming countries which used to import considerable
quantities. Also, the fleets, in countries where war damage was great-, have now been reconstructed and im-
ports have been cut down.

A large increase in the quantity of salted cod produced during 1950 and a further decline in production of
the less expensive varieties of salted herring also are likely. Production of oil and meal will probably increase
further, even without the impetus of more favorable prices, because that is the best outlet when other channels
are not as favorable. Prices of fish and fisheries pr iucts might be p,-evented from slipping further to lower
levels, and be stiffened at present or even higher levels should an appreciable increase in the prices of com-
peting foodstuffs emerge. It is to be noted, however, that the changing economic pattern as influenced by the
international situation might result in sharp increases in labor and other operating costs.

Fresh and Frozen Fish

The quantities of fish marketed as fresh and frozen in 1949 were, according to reports from 15 countries,
somewhat larger than in 1948, but this situation has been changing rapidly during the first few months of 1950,
when demand from importing countries declined.

In the United Kingdom, imports of fresh and frozen fish during January-July 1950 amounted to only 62,200
metric tons as compared with 119,000 metric tons during the same period in 1949 and 137,000 metric tons during
the same period of 1948. Such changes in the supply pattern of the principal European consuming centers are
also reflected in the export statistics of the principal suppliers. Iceland's export of fresh arrl frozen fish
during January-July decreased from 94,500 metric tons in 1949 to 34,400 tons in 1950. The export statistics of
Norway show a considerable decline in the exports of fresh fisheries products excluding herring: 16,600 tons
during January-May 1950 compared with 32,800 tons during the same period of 1949.

Salted Fish

In Europe, much larger quantities of groundfish are being salted and it is likely that world production of
salted cod in 1950 will exceed 300,000 metric tons, which is expected to meet the demand. The increase is
mainly owing to the switch from fresh and frozen products which is now taking place in Iceland, dictated by
drastic cuts in the imports of fresh fish into European markets, particularly Germany and the United Kingdom.

For salted herring there will possibly be a further decline in production, owing to a relatively unfavorable
market outlook for this product. During the 1950 winter-herring season in Norway, the quantity salted was re-
duced to about half of what it was in 1949.
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Canned Fish

Production of the relatively high-priced canned sardines, such as that in the countries of Southern Europe,
hinges almost entirely on the availability of fish, which has been very low during recent years. Disruption of
the prewar marketing pattern has caused difficulties for established producers and for new producers just enter-
ing the field. There is a downward tendency in the prices of less expensive canned sardines. Canned salmon
will probably be produced in the same quantity, stimulated by a relatively good market outlook in the U.S.
However, competition from the U.S.S.R. may tend to reduce the European market for North American exports.

U.S. production of tuna, which reached a peak in 1949, is not likely to increase substantially during this
year. The U.S. market, by far the most important, may not be able to absorb much larger quantities. Domestic
producers have expressed some fear of competition from Japan and other countries where tuna packing is being
revived or initiated.

Oils and Meals

It appears likely that a relatively larger proportion of the 1950 landings of herring and allied species, and
in some countries other species as well, will be converted into oils and meals. Both body oil and liver oil
prices have dropped considerably since the war. Fish meals from soft-currency countries still move relatively
easily; in the United States and Canada, production faces competition with imports and with the synthetic
"animal protein factor." Whether fisheries which are largely based on oil and meal production can be
operated at a profit during the next year may largely depend on the extent to which recent technological im-
provements--which are being worked on diligently--can be applied to match the increasing competition from
other products.

FORESTRY PRODUCTS

Softwood Lumber

World production of softwood lumber for 1949 appears to have been about 3 percent smaller than in 1948,
although inclusion of figures from the U.S.S.R. might change this trend. World trade in 1949 was about 5 per-
cent greater in volume than in the preceding year, but still considerably below the prewar level. Consumption
of lumber declined less than 1 percent. Supplies available in 1949 were adequate for the effective demand,
which was still limited in a number of countries by currency difficulties.

During the first half of 1950 levels of production, consumption, and trade tended to rise throughout the
world as a whole.

The determining factor for the lower 1949 world production of softwood lumber was an 8-percent decline in
the United States output as compared with 1948, from 14.3 million standards to 13.2, and a 9-percent decline in
Canadian production (from 3.20 million standards in 1948 without Newfoundland to 2.92 million in 1949 with
Newfoundland). This was partly offset by increased production in Europe and Brazil. United States production
in the first half of 1950 was 15 percent above the figure for the corresponding period of 1949.

European production in 1949 was somewhat higher than in 1948. The 1948/49 felling season was favorable
in almost all producing countries, demand was strong, and firm prices stimulated output. The largest gain was
in Scandinavian countries.

World trade continued to be marked by low exports from North America and the U.S.S.R. The reduction in
ex-ports from Canada to countries other than the United States was more pronounced than ever in 1949. Exports
from North America to overseas markets dropped from 74 percent of total exports in 1947 to 47 percent in 1949.
The percentage of total European softwood exports going to markets outside the continent declined from 17 per-
cent in 1947 to 15 percent in 1949.

The total volume of European trade in softwood lumber during 1949 increased about 20 percent over the
preceding year. Total imports from European sources were 1.9 million standards, 26 percent over 1948. Sweden
and Finland together supplied over 60 percent of all imports, the rest coming principally from Austria, Czecho-
slovalcia, Poland, and Yugoslavia. Canada supplied 260,000 standards as against 295,000 in the year before,
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and a relatively small amount came from the United States. While the United Kingdom's imports, 1.09 million
standards, were 24 percent above 1948, they were still only about one-half of its 1937 imports. During the
first half of 1950 imports into the United Kingdom showed a marked decline. Imports of other European
countries, particularly the Netherlands, Denmark, and Italy rose during 1949, but those of France and Belgium
declined.

Canadian exports of 1.07 million standards were 9 percent less than in 1948. The decline resulted
principally from a decrease in the exports to Canada's principal markets, the United States and the United
Kingdom, which in 1949 took 63 percent and 22 percent respectively of total Canadian exports.

United States imports totaled 728,000 standards -- 14 percent lower than for 1948. Sharp increases
occurred late in the year and have continued. Imports during the first half of 1950 were 130 percent above
those of the corresponding period last year and were nearly equal to the total for all of 1949. Exports from the
United States in 1949 increased somewhat as compared with 1948, but were still only barely half of prewar.
Australia, Korea, Mexico, and the Union of South Africa took larger quantities of United States lumber than in
1948, while Europe, Central America, and South American countries took less.

Latin American countries had to curtail their imports from Canada and the United States considerably
during 1949 because of currency difficulties. Brazil has made new contracts for shipment of lumber to
Argentina, the United Kingdom, and Uruguay.

Except in the United States and Canada, the trend in lumber consumption continued strongly upward in
1949, as most countries tried to meet the accumulated and still accumulating demand for construction and new
housing. In Europe, where consumption had risen by 10 percent between 1947 and 1948, a further increase
took place, bringing total consumption about in line with production. This level is still considerably under
the prewar average consumption. The main reasons for this situation are a continuation of the relatively low
levels of consumption in the United Kingdom and France, and the use of costlier but more readily available
substitute materials such as hardwood, steel, and pulp products in a number of Western and Central European
countries.

In the United States, total consumption of softwood lumber during 1949 totaled 13.5 million standards, a
decline of only 5 percent from the 1948 level, despite the larger drop in production. Toward the end of the
year, demand was strong and rising.

New construction during the first half of 1950 was, in terms of new homes started, 53 percent higher than
during the same period in 1949. Consumption of softwood lumber mounted from month to month and was
estimated at some 8 million standards for the first half of 1950, a record high.

In Canada, despite reports of unprecedented building and construction activity, consumption of softwood
lumber in 1949 was lower than in 1948. Relatively important increases in consumption over the preceding
year took place in Australia, Brazil, Chile, and some other South American countries.

Prices of softwood lumber for 1949 in most countries were only slightly higher than in 1948, except in
the United States, where they increased steadily after August. In Canada, prices were stable during the year
until November and December 1949, when increases occurred as a result of devaluation. During August and
the first half of September 1950, lumber prices in the United States were steadily rising. This trend has a
direct effect on Canadian export prices and probably an indirect effect on lumber prices in Europe. In Europe,
export prices were stabilized at comparatively low le veis at the beginning of the second quarter of 1949 and
remained there until the end of the year, when they began to rise. Prices increased in the Scandinavian
countries, which supply 60 to 65 percent of total European exports. The already strong demand for lumber was
further stimulated in a number of countries by the lifting of regulations against private trading. There was an
increasing dependence of European importers on Scandinavian supplies in the absence of large U.S.S.R.
exports and because of the tight dollar situation.

Out/ook. World production of softwood lumber in the remainder of 1950 and in 1951 is expected to show a
definite increase over 1949, barring any forced shifts of production and consumption that might result from
developments touched off by the conflict in Korea. The anticipated consumption requirements of softwood
lumber will outstrip expected world production by a considerable margin during that period. Supplies available
from stocks are limited and have already been drawn upon in early 1950. Such market conditions will make for
firm or rising prices through 1950/51. The volume of trade in 1950/51 should increase compared with present
levels, particularly United States imports and Canadian exports.
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In the United States, restrictions on credit for housing, issued after the outbreak of hostilities in Korea,
are expected to have only a limited effect upon the lumber market in the second half of 1950. Increased
Canadian production is expected during the rest of 1950 and in 1951 to satisfy domestic and export markets.
Canadian demand for lumber will increase considerably over 1949 levels.

Canadian exports are expected to be considerably above the 1949 level, not only to meet the higher U.S.
demand but also to serve other traditional Canadian markets where the gap between consumption and pro-
duction has widened.

In Europe, no sizable increase over the present production level can be expected during the remainder of
1950 and 1951, as the production capacity of both the Scandinavian and Eastern European countries is limited.
Timber consumption, on the contrary, might expand considerably. Controls over the rate of construction
are limiting consumption, particularly of such important consumers as the United Kingdom and France. Further
economic improvement and changes in import policies would increase their demand for lumber within the next
few years.

German lumber requirements for the rest of this year and for 1951 will increase total European demand
considerably. Although supplies for 1950 are thought to be sufficient to meet effective demand in Europe, it appears that
in 1951 a balance between consumption and supplies can only be achieved through more imports from the
U.S.S.R., North America, and South America. Imports from the U.S.S.R.. in 1950 are expected to show some
increase as compared with the previous year.

An increase in both output and consumption during the balance of 1950 and in 1951 is foreseen for
Australia and New Zealand. Production may be 105,500 standards in 1951 in Australia, against an estimated
consumption of 242,000 standards. New Zealand expects to increase its production enough to satisfy the new
high levels of domestic demand and also to increase its exports.

Wood Pulp

In 1949, world production and consumption of wood pulp was very close to that of 1948. During the first
months of 1950 the production rate in North America and Europe was somewhat higher than a year before and
demand appeared to be growing steadily. Production in japan in 1949 rose one-third over 1948 levels. Trade
in wood pulp followed its established pattern, with the United States absorbing most of Canadian exports, with
European, mainly Scandinavian, exports supplying all world markets, and with some North American exports
going overseas. Exports in 1949 were 4.94 million tons or 5 percent greater than in 1948, despite a drop of
200,000 tons in Canadian exports. The first months of 1950 showed a rising trend, especially in U.S. imports.
United States market prices for wood pulp are followed closely in other markets. The gap, which immediately
after devaluation existed between United States prices and prices in devaluing countries, had almost completely
disappeared by mid-1950. The outbreak of hostilities in Korea upset the relatively homogeneous price pattern.
In late 1950 the trend was toward higher pulp prices with prices for individual prompt deliveries completely
out of line.

Although it was estimated that in 1949 there was well over 5 million tons of idle pulping capacity in the
world, new wood-pulp mills were being built everywhere. In North America, over 2 million tons of new capacity
have come or will soon come into operation. A number of countries in Western and Central Europe are planning
to construct new mills and modernize old ones; Australia and New Zealand are expanding their pulping capacity,
and in Asia and the Far East new pulp mills are also projected. One of the principal reasons for expansion was
the desire to make economic use of the waste materials of other woodworking industries.

United States imports in 1949, amounting to 1.6 million tons, were one-fifth less than in 1948. Of these
imports, 1.4 million tons came from Canada, 14 percent less than a year earlier. United States imports from

Sweden and Finland dropped 30 and 20 percent respectively from 1948 levels. The Canadian share in the U. S.
market has risen steadily at the expense of supplies from Europe, rising from 30 percent in 1937 to 75 percent
in 1949.

During the first seven months of 1950, imports of Canadian and Scandinavian wood pulp into the United
States showed considerable increases over 1949. Imports of most grades of Scandinavian pulp into the United
Kingdom increased during the first half of the year, as compared v.,ith the corresponding period a year ago,
while imports from Canada declined.

The total volume of European wood-pulp trade for 1949 was higher, with total exports up 14 percent and
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imports up 11 percent. Swedish exports increased over 200,000 tons, Norwegian over 100,000 tons, and
Finnish over 60,000 tons. Imports into the United Kingdom increased by 160,000 tons over 1948; imports into
Italy increased by 100,000 tons, and those into France by 80,000 tons. Imports into the Netherlands and
Switzerland each decreased by 50,000 tons.

Newsprint

Newsprint manufacture accounts for about 28 percent of the world's consumption of wood pulp.
Production of newsprint in North America reached a new high of 5.5 million tons in 1949. As compared

with 1948, Canadian output increased by 2,8 percent and U. S. output by 3.5 percent. North American mill
capacity has recently been increased and will be further increased. In practically all European newsprint-
producing countries output increased over the preceding year. The largest production gain, more than
140,000 tons, was shown by the United Kingdom. In Europe there still was much idle capacity owing to an
inadequate supply of raw material.

North America uses three-fifths of the world's production of newsprint. In 1949, newsprint consumption
in the United States exceeded all previous records with a total of 5 million tons, an increase of 56 percent
over the prewar level. Some 80 percent of U. S. consumption is now supplied by Canadian mills. Comparing
the five postwar years 1946-50 with the five prewar years 1935-39, newsprint consumption in the United
States has increased by more than 1.36 million tons a year, while consumption in the rest of the world has
shown a decrease of 1.13 million tons per year. Prices in the United States advanced from $90 to $100 per
ton during the first seven months of 1948, and held unchanged at that price through 1949 and into 1950.

In 1949, 86 percent of Canadian production of newsprint went to the United States, 7 percent to other
foreign markets, and 7 percent to domestic markets. United,States imports from Canada were in 1949 nearly
4 million tons. In Australia, Latin America, and the United Kingdom, newsprint imports from Northern Europe
have, to a great extent, replaced decreasing imports from Canada,

Outlook, Wood Pulp and Newsprint

1X'ith higher levels of general economic activity in North America particularly, it is expected that produc-
tion and consumption of xvood pulp and newsprint will continue to expand in the latter part of 1950 and in 1951.
For the next few months the situation will continue particularly tight, with most importing countries trying to
secure adequate supplies. Since the outbreak of hostilities in Korea, the building up of pulp stocks has been
very active and consumption has increased. It is not likely that Canada can step up wood-pulp exports to any
marked degree in the long run, since the requirements of the greatly expanded paper industry of the country
will have to be met. The trend in prices is strengthening. Trade in pulp and newsprint is sensitive to the
development in international politics, and changes in the import/export pattern can occur quickly.
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PART III. AGRICULTURAL DE A D CONDITIONS IN 1949/50

Summary

Domestic demand for farm products was generally well sustained in 1949/50. The farm output, of
about the' same size as a year earlier, was sold in 1949/50 at generally sustained prices and real returns. This
contrasted with the sharp fall in prices in 1948/49 from their previous high peak. Farm prices and incomes round the
world generally remained well above prewar, both absolutely and in relation to the buying power of other
groups.

In regions dependent on self-sufficient agriculture, farm and handicraft production continued expanding
slowly, with slightly rising standards of living, except where prevented by political or military disturbances.

In commercial agricultural regions, production in 1949/50 was about the same as in 1948/49, crop
volume being slightly lower and livestock output slightly larger. The physical volume of industrial production
generally increased, except for the temporary downturn in the United States, national income and incomes paid
consumers were better maintained, and expenditures for food generally were sustained or increased, providing
the basis for sustained farm income.

International trade in farm products remained at about the same volume, with less wheat but more
cotton. Trade in other products continued to expand and exceeded prewar, while trade in farm products remained
well below prewar.

The structure of international trade changed, exports from the Americas declining, and exports from
other regions rising. Some Far Eastern and Latin American countries again began to become net dollar earners
after the devaluation.

Devaluations were accompanied by increased restrictions on dollar imports. Closely following
devaluation there was a marked economiC recovery in the United States and a strengthening of world markets,
especially for a number of agricultural commodities. These combined developments have apparently (a)
improved the position of devaluing countries exporting raw materials relative to those exporting manufactured
products; (b) improved the opportunities for export from Europe to the rest of the world; (c) reduced somewhat
balance-of-payment shortages; (d) improved the terms of trade of dollar countries, but (e) made it more difficult
for them to maintain exports.

The flow of international funds in 1949 was at about the same rate as in 1948, but was concentrated
even more in gifts and grants from the U S. Government. Private capital investment increased slightly, but
was still only one-tenth of the total. The flow of funds declined in early 1950, and this decline will probably
continue in 1950 and 1951 unless new measures are developed.

Agricultural production was generally larger in 1949, and food supplies improved sharply in many countries
in 1949/50 (see Appendix, Tables A and B). Changes in supplies in 1949/50, and in the resulting food
situation, have been reported in the FAO Monthly Bulletin of Food and Agricultural Statistics and in the
recurring reports on the world food situation.1 The changes in the demand for farm products in 1949/50 and in
the economic situations underlying that demand, not previously reported, are reviewed in this section.

WORL D REVI EW

Internal Conditions

The domestic demand for farm product > was generally well sustained in the 1949/50 consumption year
(July-June). In most parts of the world, supplies of farm products of about the same size as a year earlier

1For the latest World Food Appraisal see the May 1950 issue of the FAO Monthly Bulletin of Food and Agricultural
Statis tics, Vol. III, No. 5, pp. 29-56.
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were disposed of mostly at prices which, compared to prices of other products, meant no great change in the
real income or buying power of farmers. This was in striking contrast with the conditions of the preceding
year, 1948/49, when relative prices of farm products and incomes of farmers had declined in most parts of the
world frorn their previous very high postwar level. Despite the decline in farm income and purchasing power
in the Americas in 1949/50, the relative economic position of farmers around the world generally remained
well above prewar, both absolutely and in relation to the buying power of other groups.

In the large regions dependent on self-sufficient agriculture, except in those disturbed by political or
social unrest or warfare, the production and consumption of farm products and the production of handicraft
products continued a slow expansion, with slightly improved rural standards of living.

In the regions of commercial agriculture, production was not much different from that of a year earlier.
Slightly lower crop production (see note, Table B) was offset by somewhat larger livestock output. The
physical volume of industrial production, meantime, was substantially larger than a year earlier, except in the
United States of America and a few other countries (see Charts 1 and 2). The levels of national income and
of income paid ro consumers were even better maintained, resulting in expenditures for food purchases in most
of these countries as large as or larger than those of a year earlier. In the United States, which had suffered from
a mild recession in the previous consumption year, industrial production recovered strongly and incomes
strengthened.

The 1950/51 consumption year thus began with world levels of economic activity and domestic demand
for farm products well above those of a year earlier.

In the United States, consumers' expenditures ran about as high in 1949/50 as in 1948/49, but declining
export outlets and accumulating supplies resulted in continuous pressure on farm prices and generally lower
levels of farm buying power.

In Canada, farm incomes, though helped by sustained domestic economic adtivity, were also slightly
lower in 1949.

In Europe, food supplies became somewhat easier as a result of two good crops in succession, and food
rationing and controls were further moderated or removed. The effects on farm income differed widely with the
different price-control and subsidy systems. In most European countries there was a steady increase in real
income and consun-ers' expenditures, and farm income was apparently sustained at or near the relatively high
postwar levels. In some countries, however, France for example, the real income of workers has not regained
the prewar level, and the increased supplies of livestock products could be sold only at prices materially
reduced from the previous high levels. This, combined with reduced crop output in France, probably resulted
in a somewhat lower farm income in that country.

In Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, real incomes continued to expand above their still very low per
caput levels, with substantial increases in both farm and industrial output. There were substantial readjust-
ments in pricing and rationing methods in various countries, and some sharp reductions in levels of fixed
food prices.

In Latin America, although a somewhat larger commercial farm production than a year earlier sold at
prices generally higher, prices of other products advanced even more. While the rnoney income of farmers
was generally larger, their purchasing power was about the same as in the preceding year. Exports lower
than in the preceding year offset expanding domestic demands.

In the Near East, domestic supplies of both agricultural and industrial consumer goods were more
plentiful in most countries, and declining prices through 1949 indicated a shift to a buyers' market, except in
Israel, Jordan, and Turkey.

In Asia, economic and political disturbances hampered economic activity, and farm output and dom estic
markets were about the same as a year earlier. Export demands generally improved in the soft-currency but
declined in the hard-currency countries, bringing some improvement in real farm income to the soft-currency
countries but sine decline to the hard-currency group.

In Oceania, farm output increased and prices for farm products rose, with rising export demands from
both hard- and soft-currency countries, and higher prices on advance purchase contracts. Farm income, both in
amount and in real purchasing power, showed more relative improvement in 1949/50 than in any other region.

Retail food prices remained about as high as or higher than other elements of the cost of living as
compared to the prewar relationship (except in some Latin American countries). This was generally true also
of the wholesale prices of farm products compared to the general wholesale price level. (See Charts 3 and 4.)
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Chart 3 WHOLESALE PRICE INDICES: RATIO OF AGRICULTURAL PRICES TO ALL PRICES
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International Trade

The volume of international trade in farm products in 1949 was about as large as a year earlier, decreased
exports of bread grains being balanced by increased exports of other products, notably cotton (see Appendix,
Tables C and D). Total international trade increased more rapidly than trade in farm products, however, and
exceeded prewar (1937) for the first time since the war, while agricultural trade was still below prewar (see
Appendix, Table E).

There was a substantial shift in the structure of international trade, the value of exports from North and
South America declining, and the value of exports from other areas rising, as compared to the previous year
(see Appendix, Table F). Although the value of U.S. imports during 1949 as a whole was only 6 percent lower
than in 1948, the sharp cuts in U.S. imports in the first half of 1949 and the declining prices for many of its
raw-material imports intensified the dollar shortage and helped precipitate the subsequent currency devaluations
in other countries. Both in agriculture and in industry, the expansion in world trade since the war has been less
rapid than in total world production.

World trade during 1949/50 was disturbed first by threats and later by the actuality of widespread currency
devaluation. Most of the leading commercial nations, including most major importers of food products, revalued
their currencies relative to the dollar in che fall of 1949. (See Appendix, Table G, for extent of devaluation
by countries.)

The effects of devaluation on prices, imports, and exports have been partly obscured by the concurrent
strengthening of the U.S. business situation and the consequent improved dollar demand for imports. Devalu-
ation, together with stricter import controls, has improved the position of devaluing countries exporting raw
materials relative to those exporting manufactured products, improved the opportunities for export from Europe
to the rest of the world, and reduced somewhat the balance-of-payment shortages.

One effect of devaluation was to reduce imports from hard-currency areas, as indicated by U.S. exports.
This has taken place to some extent (see Appendix, Ta'ple H), but it may have been due more to tighter contro s
on dollar imports than to devaluation. It was also expezted that countries with devalued currencies would be
able over the long run both to maintain and expand exports to hard-currency countries and to compete more
effectively for markets in countries with devalued currencies. Some increase in trade between soft-currency
countries seems to have occurred, but, as yet, there is tittle evidence of a significant expansion of exports to
hard-currency countries, other than that associated with the recovery in the United States from the early 1949
recession. The effect of devaluation in reducing dollar prices and improving the competitive position of de-
valuing countries has been partly removed for some primary commodities, particularly agricultural products
such as wool and rubber, by market conditions. Prices in devalued currencies have advanced in many countries
so much that the equivalent dollar prices are now near w, and in some cases even above, predevaluation
levels. This has meant an appreciable increase in import prices for importing countries which have also de-
valued. This price advance is less general for manufactured goods, where the dollar price level of exports from
the industrial countries which have devalued reflects most of the devaluation cut. On the other hand, compe-
tition with exports from devalued countries has not as ye c reduced the average prices of industrial exports from
the United States, as was expected by some. Freight COStS in devalued currencies have risen sharply, widen-
ing price spreads between exporting and importing countries in the non-dollar group.

The effects of devaluation on the terms of trade have 'thus been modified by the improvement in U.S.
economic activity, with the resulting increases in impott demand and in the prices of many of its raw-material
imports, including a number of farm products important in international trade. Devaluing countries exporting
raw materials to the United States have experienced little deterioration in their terms of trade. Devaluing
countries exporting industrial commodities, on the contrary, have suffered a marked deterioration in their terms
of trade both vis-a-vis the hard-currency countries and even vis-a-vis most other devaluing countries exporting
primary commodities. Devaluing countries exporting raw materials to other devaluing countries, at prices
fixed for long periods ahead by advance purchase contracts,_have suffered deterioration in their terms of trade.
Devaluation and the other economic chttnges of 1949/50 have thus had the general effect of improving the
relative economic position of most devaluing raw-material exporting countries, relative to that of devaluing
countries dependent on industrial exports. Whether this situation is likely to be maintained long enough to
affect the welfare and living standard of farmers and the general public in the several groups of countries
involved is explored more fully in the regional reviews which follow.
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International Investment

The flow of international funds was apparently maintained in 1949 at about the same rate as in 1948,
but was concentrated even more largely in gifts and grants from the U.S. Government. Private capital invest-
ment from the United States and the United Kingdom increased gradually, and so did loan commitments by the
International Bank, but these are still small compared :o the total. The flow of international funds declined
in the first quarter of 1950, and it seems likely that this decline will continue through 1950 and 1951, unless
large new measures are formulated and put into action.

Information is not yet available to estimate the world flow of international investment funds beyond 1948,
the period covered in the Report on International Investment and Financing Facilities.2 Data are, however,
available on funds from North An-erica, which has been furnishing three-fourths of all postwar international
funds.

Outflow of long-term capital, gifts, and grants from the United States and Canada was slightly increased
in 1949, running $7,100 million as compared with $6,600 million in 1948, but was much lower than the $7,900
million of 1947. In the first quarter of 1950, however, the flow decliaed to an equivalent annual rate of about
$5,800 million, and this reduced rate seems likely to continue through 1950, unless large new measures are
adopted.

Although Canada contributed substantially to the total of international dollar funds in 1946 and 1947,
since 1948 its contribution has been negligible, and practically all has come from the United States, largely
as governmental funds. The proportion of unilateral transfers (or gifts) rose in 1949 and early 1950, and the
proportion of long-term public loans fell correspondingly. The share of private long-term investment in the
U.S. total has been increasing gradually, rising from about $700 million in 1948 to $800 million in 1949, and
running at a $900-million rate in the first quarter of 1950. This may increase ftirther if the pending bill to
guarantee $250 million of private investment is approved by the Congress. Private gifts abroad from the
United States have contracted to almost an equal extent, however, leaving the total outflow of U.S. private
funds, long-term loans, and gifts at between $1,300 and $1,400 million annually in 1948, 1949, and the first
quarter of 1950.

Funds from regions other than North America continued mainly as investments of metropolitan areas in
their dependencies. The British Commonwealth has adopted a Commonwealth Aid Program of £22 million
for Southeast Asia, and East Africa borrowed £20 million in the London capital market. With increasing
export goods available from Western Europe, other loans in non-dollar currencies may also increase; the
International Bank has been exploring these possibilities.

The portion of international capital funds moving through international agencies is still small, net dis-
bursements of the International Bank and Monetary Fund in 1949 totaling only $137 million, and running at
only a $40-million net annual rate in the first quarter of 1950. Loan commitments by the International Bank
increased substantially in 1949, totaling $209 million as contrasted with $32 million in 1948.
For the first half of 1950, however, new Bank loans totaled only $72.3 million, a lower annual rate
than in 1949. Since the middle of 1949, all International Bank loans have gone to underdeveloped countries,
and a substantial portion of these loans have been for agriculture or related industries (see Appendix, Table 1).

No specific indications are yet available of any early increase in the flow of international investment,
despite the growing recognition of its importance. The matter was discussed at the summer session, 1950,
of the Economic and Social Council; this may in time lead to some new developments in this field.

DEMAND CONDITIONS IN REGIONS AND SELECTED COUNTRIES

North America

The buying power of consumers was well maintained through 1949, despite industrial recession in the
United States in the first half. Expenditures for food declined slightly and the prices of farm products and
the income of farmers were reduced further by declining export markets.

2FAO, Report on International Investment and Financing Facilities, C49/16, 20 October 1949.
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United States of America. The income of farmers continued the downward trend first established in
1948, declining during 1949 and early 1950 despite a volume of production nearly as large as in earlier post-
war years, and despite the disposable income of consumers remaining at practically the postwar peaks. Prices
of the goods farmers buy fell less than farm prices, anc -the net income of farmers was even more sharply re-
duced. Increasing supplies of automobiles and other durable goods led to some reduction in the proportion of
total consumer expenditures going for foodstuffs, while declining exports produced accumulating supplies of
some foodstuffs. Some farm prices fell temporarily even below official support levels.

The demand for newsprint and lumber expanded, _producing a sharp increase in expenditure for forest
products and in income from forestry, both in the United States and Canada.

Consumers' expenditures were sustained in 1949 despite the sharp reduction in industrial activity to mid-
1949, assisted by the subsequent recovery to mid-1950. For 1949/50 as a whole, industrial production
averaged 4 percent below the average for 1948/49, and 8 percent below the peak levels in the fall of 1948.
The decline in production in 1949 was due mainly to a sharp inventory liquidation after a long period of rising
inventories, and to a definite but mild downward trend in private investment in plant and equipment. The
recovery in 1949/50 reflected production in residential construction and in automobiles, expanding to postwar
records, a shift to replenishing inventories, and the stimulating effects of the disbursement of more than
$2,000 million of veterans' insurance dividends in the spring of 1950.

Despite the industrial recession in 1949, disposable incomes and consumers' expenditures were main-
tained by increased public expenditures, reduced tax receipts, and increases in industrial wage rates, while
living costs were falling. These more than offset the eeclining income and purchasing power of farmers. The
maintained volume of consumption and sales contributed to the subsequent recovery in production.

The industrial recession affected U.S. imports sharply, the monthly value of imports declining steadily
to mid-1949, to a level one-quarter below the 1948 average. Imports recovered stron'gly thereafter, and by early
1950 exceeded the 1948 average level. The 1949 decline in import values reflected sharp drops in prices as
well as in quantities of most imported agricultural raw materials except wool, coffee, cocoa, and sugar. After
mid-1949 quantities imported and prices both rose. By May 1950, import prices of these imported commodities
were generally as high as or higher than a year earlier.

U.S. exports, on the contrary, trended sharply down through 1949 and into 1950, considerably reducing
the net excess of exports over imports. Agricultural eyports for the first ten months of the 1949/50 year
were 12 percent below the year earlier in volume, and about 20 percent lower in value. The reduction in exports
was specially marked in wheat, while exports of cotton, tobacco, oilseeds, fats and oils increased.

U.S. agricultural exports during 1949 became even more dependent upon U.S. financing than they had been
in 1948. The proportion financed by ECA, Export-Import Bank, and civilian supply programs remained at about
50 percent for wheat, increased from 30 to 61 percent for tobacco, and for cotton it was about 75 percent in
both the 1948/49 and 1949/50 cotton marketing years (August through July).

Canada. Consumers' expenditures increased slightly in 1949/50 above those of 1948/49, with rising
industrial activity and national income. Farm production was lower than in 1948, and farm cash income in
1949/50 was slightly lower than in 1948/49. Prices of goods and services purchased by farmers increased,
reducing net farm income by about 4 percent in 1949 ani somewhat more in early 1950.

The sustained domestic buying power for farm products reflected a continued growth in labor force, in-
dustrial production, and national income in 1949/50, even though at a less rapid rate than in earlier postwar
years. Civilian employment increased slightly, but less than the growth in the labor force, and, although
unemployment increased, the number of unemployed remained quite low.

Total exports to the United States were sustained in 1949 despite the slight U.S. recession, and increased
to the United Kingdom, but were substantially reduced to other countries. Exports of farm products other than
wheat declined in volume and possibly in price. Despite the decline in prices of competing U.S. exports,
prices of Canadian farm products declined only moderately, reflecting the gradual removal of controls which
had previously held Canadian farm prices below those of the United States.

During 1949 general wholesale prices fell slightly; those of farm products dropped more sharply after mid-
1949, -especially animal products. Prices received by Canadian farmers compared to prices paid, however,
were still one-third higher than prewar. Although food prices declined a little, the cost of living rose slightly,
owing largely to increased rents.
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The better national income in 1949 was due to higher private investment and consumption expenditure,
supported by increased public expenditure without corresponding increases in public revenues, which more
than offset a decline in inventory accumulation and a fall in the export surplus. Demand and industrial
activity were generally maintained in early 1950, with increased exports to the United States nearly off-
setting, in terms of aggregate value, reduced exports to other regions. Prices remained fairly firm, while
industrial production and employment held at about the levels of the previous year.

Western Europe

In most countries, industrial output and income continued to rise in 1949/50, while farm production was
only slightly larger than the year before. Expenditures on capital formation and public activities generally
were higher in 1949 than in 1948, however, leaving a smaller proportion of total income available for con-
sumption in many countries. Farm and food prices have maintained about their previous relation to other
prices in most European countries, while the real income of farmers, measured in ability to buy, apparently
continued at about the levels of previous years. After devaluation, under varying systems of control, there
were marked differences in the changes that took place in farm prices and incomes, but che general tendency,
except in some Western European countries exporting agricultural products, was toward raising the level of
prices and incomes to European farmers and encouraging further expansion in production for domestic con-
sumption.

Effective demand for food and other products continued high in most countries during 1949, but the in-
creased food supplies helped reduce inflationary tendencies before devaluation. In most European countries,
price levels generally declined in the early part of 1949, but advanced after devaluation.

United Kingdom. Farm production and marketing increased substantially in 1949. With national income
and buying power also rising, and ration restrictions somewhat reduced, the larger farm production sold at
higher prices, raising net farm income by about 10 percent.

During 1949 farm prices rose more than prices of products purchased by farmers, largely owing to higher
prices for livestock and livestock products; farmers'net income increased about 10 percent. Farm marketing
increases ranged from 19 percent for potatoes and 27 percent for wheat to more than double for pigs. National
income, in contrast, increased about 4 percent in 1949, with continued full employment, only a slight rise in
the labor force, and a continued gain in labor productivity.

Wholesale prices appeared to be leveling off during the middle of 1949; but with continued inflationary
demands and rising material costs after devaluation, prices moved up again in the closing months of the year
and early 1950. Between September 1949 and February 1950, wholesale prices rose 6 percent. Retail prices,
relatively stable during the second half of 1948 and first quarter of 1949, in general rose steadily and by
March 1950 were 4 percent above a year earlier. Food prices rose most sharply, 12 percent between March
1949 and March 1950. Average wages increased 3 percent from October 1948 to October 1949, and the pressure
for postdevaluation wage increases is mounting.

The sustained demand for the products of 1949 was largely financed by an increase in public expenditures
on goods, not covered by higher tax collections, sufficiently large to offset the decline which occurred in
privately financed investment.

Exports expanded in 1949, under the export drive, to 11 percent above 1948, and export prices were
slightly higher, but the volume and prices of imports rose almost as much, leaving the total trade deficit almost
unchanged. British foreign trade showed little improvement in tie first four months of 1950, the value of
imports continuing to exceed that of exports by 15 percent, but in May a definite improvement in trade with the
United States was reported.

The general balance of payments showed a slight improvement in 1949 as a whole, but the dollar deficit
was hardly changed. There was a considerable improvement in the balance of payments of the sterling area
as a whole in the postdevaluation period, mostly on account of members of the area other than the United
Kingdom. U.K. terms of trade, which had improved before devaluation, worsened thereafter and in early 1950
were still lower than a year earlier.

Despite the pressure to reduce dollar imports, the United Kingdom imported from overseas a larger quan-
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tity in 1949 of bread grains, sugar, oilseeds, fats and oils, cotton, wool, hides and skins, tea, and tobacco
than in 1948, but cut imports of meat, rubber, and coarse grains, the latter almost by half. Substantially more
coarse grains, sugar, and tobacco were obtained from affiliated ateas overseas than in 1948, but for other
products, dependence on previous sources in general remained practically unchanged.

France. The demand for farm products was good in 1949, with industrial production, employment, and
incomes all continuing to rise. Farm production was about the same as in 1948, with slightly lower crop yields

but larger marketings of milk, meat, and other livestoek products. The average level of farm prices rose in
the second half of 1949, despde a decline in meat prices. Other wholesale prices rose more than farm prices,
and the net income and buying power of farmers was apparently slightly reduced. In the early months of 1950,
agricultural prices declined slightly, while industrial prices continued to rise.

The sustained increase in French industrial production lowered inflationary pressures; prices leveled off
in the first half of 1949 but advanced with devaluation and continued rising gradually into 1950. Real wages
of city workers, including living allowances, are apparently still about 5 percent below prewar in Paris, but
somewhat above prewar elsewhere, in contrast with national production of all products, which is about one-
tenth above prewar. The low real income of city workers limits their ability to buy increasing supplies of
relatively costly foods, such as milk and meat. With a larger share of production used by the Government and
for investment, real consumption is still below prewar. The total food consumed in 1949, valued at constant
prices, was 7 percent below the prewar consumption, according to official estimates.

It is difficult to measure the extent to which the inflationary price rise in the postwar years led to re-
distribution of income unfavorable to wage-earners and other low-income groups, but the decline in real pur-
chasing power of a sizable part of the population was apparently rather severe. To the extent that rationing
and price-control programs were effective, this drop in real purchasing power was alleviated. But by the end of
1949 rationing of the major foodstuffs was abolished.

French foreign trade expanded sharply in 1949. The quantity of exports increased almost 40 percent,
expanding particularly to the overseas French area and to the United Kingdom. These tendencies continued in
early 1950, with a marked increase of exports to Germany. Import volumes increased only 2 percent, with a
slightly larger percentage from the sterling area and a slightly lower percentage from the dollar area. Even so,
the total value of imports financed by the United States through the ERP ampunted to 22 percent of all French
imports and exceeded the total value of all its imports from dollar areas. Food made up 11 percent of these
ERP shipments; other agricultural products accounted for 23 percent.

Germany. Food production in the four zones was materially higher in 1949, going up to 84 percent of the
1934-38 average in Western Germany. Industrial production increased even more sharply, reaching 75 percent
of 1938 in the western zones and 72 percent in the eastern.

Wholesale prices were generally stable in Western Germany. Living costs declined in 1949 and early
1950, with food prices keeping just above the prewar relationship with other prices. Farmers' incomes in-
creased substantially both in money and real levels, but farmers were required to pay heavy Immediate As-
sistance levies.

While Eastern Germany extended its co-operation with the economies of the Soviet Union and Eastern
European countries, Western Germany continued heavily dependent upon imports, especially of foodstuffs.
With its population swollen by refugees and still rising, unemployment in Western Germany increased
steadily, despite the rise in industrial production, affecting 13 percent of the labor force in early 1950. The
quantity of imports into Western Germany increased more than 50 percent in 1949 over 1948, and exports almost
doubled. Exports are still below half of prewar, while imports are above prewar, and the trade deficit was
larger in 1949 than in 1948, amounting to one-quarter of the value of imports. The persistent trade deficit in
Western Germany is a result of necessarily larger imports of food and raw materials, because of the new
boundaries and increased population on the one hand, and of low postwar exports, especially to non-European
areas, on the other. Imports from the United States were $763 million in 1949, but exports to the United States
only $46 million.

After the monetary reform in 1948, Western Germany, assisted by the large import surplus, made a re-
markable recovery both in rehabilitation and in expansion of production, while monetary controls prevented
further inflation. Tight credits in early 1949 checked industrial expansion for a time, but relaxation of credit
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in mid-1949 contributed to the further expansion of activity, while price levels remained stable. Foreign
exchange reserves, however, declined rapidly in the last quarter of 1949.

The problem of expanding exports to pay for imports remains crucial. Much of the increased output has
gone into consumption, which reached prewar levels in the 1949/50 consumption year (or, per caput, 80 percent
of prewar). Western Germany continues a major market for overseas imports, taking from overseas large
quantities of bread and coarse grains, oilseeds, fats and oils, tobacco, wool, cotton, and other products.
Agricultural imports from overseas increased 30 percent in 1949, and were valued at more than $1,000 million

(at 1948 prices).
Total German exports to other European countries increased 62 percent in 1949, while imports doubled,

changing the net surplus of $68 million in trade with these countries in 1948 to a net deficit of $152 million
in 1949. Total German trade with Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, though expanding, showed a net
deficit in both 1948 and 1949. Western German trade, while expanding, showed increasing deficits in 1949,
both with Western Europe and with overseas countries, rather than reducing its dependence on foreign assis-
tance.

Italy. Despite increased output in 1949, farmers apparently had net incomes slightly smaller than in
1948. Farm production was about 9 percent above 1948, while industrial production averaged about 6 percent
higher. Domestic demand for farm products rose slightly and food consumption increased, despite continued heavy
unemployment, both recorded and hidden.

Foreign trade expanded in 1949, with exports rising more than imports and the volume of food exports
going up 28 percent. In the last quarter of 1949, however, after devaluation, exports fell sharply. General
price levels and retail prices of food fell through 1949 and into 1950, while wholesale prices of farm products
stiffened a little after devaluation. Italy is still finding it difficult to earn enough foreign exchange to buy
the necessary imported raw materials, but it has under way a massive investment program to increase agri-
cultural and industrial output. If Italy is to continue its large imports of grain, cotton, and other agricultural
products from overseas, it will need to expand its industrial exports. Prospects for this expansion have
worsened as a result of increased competition from other European countries following their greater degree of
devaluation.

Low Countries. Agricultural output was substantially larger in 1949. General economic conditions were
prosperous in the Netherlands, with industrial production and national output strongly increased, but in
Belgium there was little change in either. Despite the general good level of industrial production and national
income in both countries, farm income apparently reflected the general trend of economic conditions in 1949,
rising in the Netherlands but declining in Belgium.

Exports rose relative to imports in both countries, but imports actually fell in Belgium. The rise in
Dutch agricultural exports was especially marked, due to such transitory causes as drought in other countries
reducing their output, especially of root crops, while weather conditions were relatively good in the Nether-
lands. The Belgian devaluation was much smaller than that of the sterling area and the Netherlands (see
Appendix; Table G). This made it still more difficult for Belgium to expand exports and wipe out unemploy-
ment, which increased in 1949. Unemployment, though low, also increased in the Netherlands. The general
wholesale price level continued a downward trend in Belgium, but agricultural wholesale prices in Belgium, and
general and agricultural prices in the Netherlands, rose after devaluation.

Scandinavian Countries. Industrial production and agricultural output rose in 1949. The number of persons
employed remained practically unchanged. Skilled labor continued to be scarce, but among unskilled workers
in Denmark and Finalnd there was an increase in the number of unemployed during 1949. In Denmark, unem-
ployment declined after February 1950. Food consumption in general expanded slightly and, with rising
national income and exports, real agricultural income rose, except in Norway, where agricultural prices had
been fixed for the crop year.

After devaluation, internal prices of imported foods and feed-stuffs advanced sharply. As a result of this
increase and other circumstances, food prices and other prices at the wholesale level increased considerably,
except in Sweden. In Denmark the price increase was partly due to some reduction of government control over
prices and trade. Subsidies were reduced in Denmark and Norway, whereas Sweden increased food subsidies
to offset the rise in costs arising from devaluation.
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Production of wood pulp in Scandinavia declined during 1949 and the value of exports fell, reflecting
reduced export demand, but production and exports of softwood lumber increased one-quarter above 1948.

The foreign payments position in 1949 improved in Sweden and Finland, where exports increased while
imports declined. In Denmark, exports rose more than imports, but in Norway the reverse occurred. Foreign
trade values continued to expand in the first quarter of 1950 in all countries of the region, with a considerable
increase in agricultural exports but with terms of trade much less favorable. This was especially true in
Denmark, where export prices (in Danish currency) actually fell due to the decline in prices of butter, bacon,
and eggs contracted for in long-term trade agreements with the United Kingdom. A sharp increase in the trade
deficit compared with the same quarter of 1949 occurred in Denmark and Norway. Exports of wood pulp also
increased substantially in the first quarter of 1950, with renewed sales to the United States and large contracts
placed for increased lumber exports.

Eastern Europe 3

Economic and agricultural expansion continued. Total agricultural output was higher by 5 to 10 percent,
with a greater increase in livestock products than in crops, while industrial output increased more rapidly.
Real income of both city and farm people increased substantially over 1948, at a rate larger for city people
than for farmers. Farmers' buying power increased because of larger output and reduced prices for their
purchases.

Industrial employment and real income per caput were reported as higher than the very low prewar levels
in most countries of the region, and domestic demand for foodstuffs continued to grow. The increase in durable
consumer goods was relatively greater than in production goods, and prices were cut on textiles, footwear,
farm implements, and requisites. With larger supplies, consumer prices were reduced, distribution control
measures were lightened, and farmers were allowed to sell a greater variety and a greater amount of their
products on the free market. Cost-of-living indexes decreased up to 8 percent. Official prices of most foods,
except livestock products, were lowered significantly to the consumer, but controlled prices paid to farmers
for the 1949 output remained the same.

The trade of Eastern European countries among themselves showed no increase, perhaps due to the in-
creasing disruption of their trade with Yugoslavia, while their trade with the Soviet Union increased over 50
percent. Their trade with Germany (all zones), however, more than doubled in 1949.

U. S.S. R. Real incomes rose through a reduction in prices rather than through an increase in wages and
incomes. Farm production increased, and farm buying power increased from reduced prices for their purchases.
In February 1949 there were price reductions of 10 to 20 percent, and a year later further reductions of 10 to
50 percent, as well as sharp cuts in the high turnover tax. The 1950 reductions in bread, butter, and fat prices
were about 30 percent, and in meats about 25 percent. Retail sales of manufactured consumer goods increased
sharply in 1949, with shoes and clothing items up about 30 to 60 percent, and manufactures of fruits, con-
fectionery, grain products, and sausages up 20 to 40 percent. The increase in civilian consumption, however,
was apparently less than hoped for, possibly owing to stockpiling and expenditures for rearmament.

The Soviet Union's trade increased with its affiliated Eastern European countries, which now account for
two-thirds of the U.S.S.R.'s foreign trade. Its trade with Western Europe fell about one-fifth in 1949, and with
the U.S.A. to almost nothing. Unusually heavy imports were made of wool and rubber, and substantial exports
of wheat and coarse grains.

Latin America

Production generally increased in 1949/50, with industry apparently expanding more than
agriculture. The rate of increase in food supplies was not much more, however, than that of population growth.
Export surpluses were less, budget deficits were reduced, and internal investment decreased, easing infla-
tionary pressures. In some countries, such as Cuba, conditions became slightly deflationary. Price levels
and the cost of living continued Upward in many countries, however, though usually with a slowing rate of in-
crease. Total real income generally increased about in proportion to population growth. Prices of food

3The discussion on Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. is based on partial and incomplete data.
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generally fell or did not increase as much as other elements of the cost of living. With the larger output, how-
ever, the real income of farmers was generally maintained. In the noncommercial regions, gradual increases
in agricultural and handicraft production probably contributed to a real but slight rise in average levels of
living.

Prices and cost of living in most countries increased more rapidly than wages, resulting in some further
deterioration in real income of the greater number of people. In some cases, as in Chile, wages increased as
much as prices, maintaining the living standard of workers. In other cases, as in Brazil, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, and Venezuela, where retail prices of food declined and employment was maintained,
the standard of living of the workers probably improved. In the remaining countries of Latin America., the
living standard of workers possibly deteriorated. Food consumption in the lower-income groups, however,
appears to have been maintained at about the same level as in previous years.

Foreign trade declined in 1949, with exports down 15 percent in value and 9 percent in volume from 1948,
and imports down 9 percent in value. Except for continued heavy trade in coffee, export outlets for agricul-
tural products were generally lower, not only in other continents but also in regional markets of Latin
America. Exports as a whole fell much more than imports, reducing the 'export surplus to less than was needed
to cover invisible payments abroad. The contracting exports reflected lowered demands in the United States,
increasing difficulties in Europe in paying for imports from Latin America, and continued shrinkage in
Argentine production for export. Imports from the United States, however, were reduced more than exports to
the United States, improving the dollar position of many Latin American countries. This continued a trend in
evidence over several years. By early 1950, Latin America had recovered its prewar status as a net dollar
earner.

The diversity of developments in Latin America may be indicated by brief summaries of the situation in
selected countries.

Mexico. 1949 was the second year of sustained good crops, though somewhat below 1948 because of
unfavorable weather and reduced maize yields, while industrial production and real national income continued
to expand. Food imports declined, contributing to the first favorable balance of international payments since
the war. With industrial production increasing and real national income up about 5 percent, farm production
was disposed of readily at prices which trended strongly upward after the currency devaluation in June 1949.
In early 1950, prices steadied at a level about 10 percent above those of a year earlier.

Cuba. Sugar production was reduced 14 percent in 1949 and other farm production was slightly lower.
The value of total exports declined 20 percent. Industrial activity, however, continued to increase except in
building construction. Workers' real income increased, with employment and wages sustained and prices of
food and nonfood products lower. Food consumption continued high, as supplies increased through larger
imports of most kinds of foodstuffs. With reduced output and lower prices, farm income was substantially
smallerbelow the high levels of 1948 and 1947but still much above the depressed prewar average of 1935-39.

Brazil. The volume of total production expanded 4 percent in 1949, with the increase slightly larger in
farm products than in industrial. With increased food production and somewhat lower food exports (excluding
coffee), food supplies for consumption were over 4 percent larger. Exports were materially lower in both volume
and value, though there was a marked increase in coffee prices late in the year, while the value of imports was
only slightly lower. Despite declining free-market exchange rates and increased domestic buying power, whole-
sale prices advanced only gradually over 1949 and into 1950, while retail prices of food averaged 4 percent
lower in 1949 than in 1948. Total farm income apparently increased somewhat in 1949, with sharply increased
income from coffee, and about the same income from crops for domestic consumption as in 1948.

Chile. Food production levels were maintained in 1949 but exports decreased, leaving more for home
consumption. Industrial production continued to expand, but mining activity and construction fell sharply,
while exports declined as a result of reduced U. S. demand, especially for copper. Bank credits continued to
expand, however, and prices, wages, and cost of living rose markedly through 1949. Despite the decreased
export surplus and budget deficit, consumption and investment levels remained high, continuing an inflationary
pressure and expanding the demand for food and other consumer goods.
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Ecuador. Food production continued to increase, and food imports were substantially reduced. Domestic
industrial production expanded, and, with expanding buying power, farm products were readily sold. Rice
supplies accumulated, however; rice exports to the traditional markets were reduced, and over half of the
exportable surplus was still on hand at the end of 1949. Food prices, which had risen sharply in previous years,
fell during mid-1949, and ended the year lower than a year earlier. With higher real national income and demand,
farmers' income increased, except that of rice producers. At che end of the year, a system of subsidizing ex-
ports was adopted, with special subsidies for rice.

Argentina. Production of crops and livestock products for the domestic market continued to expand. The
area planted and the production of grains for export contracted further and grain exports fell from 5.6 million
tons to 3.5 million. Meat production and export, however, continued to expand in 1949. Cost of living rose
more rapidly than wages.

Consumer subsidies and price ceilings on livestock products were abolished in mid-1949, followed by
large increases in prices, public utility rates, and wages. A new price-freezing law was passed in October,
but there was widespread doubt of its effectiveness. Major export products continued to be sold through the
official monopoly, which late in 1949 lowered its export selling prices to levels fairly close to those of world
markets and to prices guaranteed to producers. The relaxation of government control over prices and distri-
bution during 1949 was not, however, sufficient to encourage production for export. The difference between
the rate at which the Central Bank buys foreign exchange from the export monopoly and sells it to importers
continued wide, and was one of the main sources of government revenue. In September 1949 a three-year plan
was announced to place major emphasis on stimulating agriculture rather than industry, and in December it was
announced that official prices to producers would be governed by production costs'rather than world markets.

Africa

Food production in 1949/50 was generally high in the Mediterranean regions, but output was ap-
parently lower in tropical areas and in South Africa. Widespread and serious droughts reduced production,
especially of maize and groundnuts, and required considerable grain imports in sections of British Africa. In
these areas special drives have been instituted to increase food production, using guaranteed prices and other
measures. Long-run schemes arz in operation to increase livestock production, but the animal population is
not growing fast enough to meet the increased demands from expanded employment of African farm people in
towns and mines and the growth of immigration from Europe. The principal cereals and oils in French Tropical
Africa and in the Belgian Congo appear adequate, however, for local needs.

Devaluation has tended to drive up prices of some export crops not affected by marketing agreements,
long-term contracts, and other price-fixing arrangements, to have an inflationary effect on food prices in towns,
and to increase prices of imported manufactures.

Trade between the United Kingdom and its territories in Africa continued in 1949/50 at about the same
levels as a year earlier, the imports received from African territories running about one-quarter above the value
of exports sent. In the case of metropolitan France, however, the value of exports to African territories in-
creased substantially while the value of imports received changed but little and fell behind the value of ex-
ports.

Union of South Africa. 1949/50 crops were generally poor, livestock losses were heavy, and the physical
volume of agricultural production declined about 10 percent. Employment, industrial and mining production,
and national income during 1949 were higher than in the preceding year, producing a rising demand. With
appreciably higher farm prices, the fall in the gross value of agricultural production was slight, about 1 percent.
Consumer expenditures appear to have increased more than supplies, and retail prices continued to rise moder-
ately but steadily throughout 1949 and early 1950, with food prices rising at about the same rate as the average
of non-food items.

Following rather strict import regulations starting in January 1950, the Union of South Africa's foreign
trade position has improved substantially. Imports fell about one-third during the first four months of 1950,
compared with a year earlier, while exports increased about one-third. In 1949, wool accounted for about 23
percent of the total value of commodity exports.

Near East

Agricultural production in 1949 was generally larger than in 1948 except in Iran and Turkey,
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where crop yields were cut by unfavorable weather. For 1949 as a whole, the volume of the region's industrial
output was also larger, but declining economic activity and general deflationary conditions prevailed in most
countries during the second half of the year. Slow exports and the contraction of internal demand resulted in
a sharp drop in agricultural prices; industrial prices declined at a slower rate, leading to lower city and farm
income.

Inflationary pressures persisted in Egypt, Israel, and Turkey. In the rest of the region there was a
slowing down of economic activity beginning with the second half of 1949 characterized by: (1) declining
private investment, accumulating inventories, and sales at distress prices; (2) sharp cuts in public expendi-
tures, especially on-development projects, and a gradual contraction of note circulation; and (3) increased
trade deficits despite strict controls over imports, plus (in some countries) new anti-inflationary programs.
Unemployrment was on the increase. Agricultural prices and the cost of living dropped sharply, while prices

-nanufactured goods showed a less significant decline.
Import values for the region as a whole totaled 9 percent higher than in 1948, while exports for the year

-lined slightly. The net trade deficit of the area increased to roughly 25 percent of the total value of im-
ts. Exports from the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Iraq, Israel, and Syria-Lebanon increased. somewhat, but re-
ined a fraction of prewar. Interregional trade, disrupted by the war, did not resume, and countries which-

Iran, Iraq, and Syria-Lebanondepend on regional export markets for their agricultural products were
rticularly affected. Exports in 1949 went somewhat less to the United States and the United Kingdom and

I-are to continental Europe and Asia, but in 1949 the region imported 30 percent more from the United States
Ld 5 percent more from the United Kingdom than in 1948.

With a qua- rter o--f a million immigrants entering Israel in 1949, requirements for food and other consumer
)ods expanded greatly; 60 percent of the food had to be imported. Farm income increased in 1949 despite low
itru.s yields and government-controlled prices (as a result of subsidies), more stable marketing conditions,

-ad increased crop areas as abandoned lands were again cultivated, while nutritional adequacy for both
atives and immigrants was assured by the new rationing program.

Responsibility for feeding the Arab refugees elsewhere was first assumed by three voluntary agencies,
Lssisted financially by UN, and more recently by a new UN agency; their position is much improved, but the
:urrent ration will hardly be adequate when winter comes. The presence of the refugees especially intensi-
fied difficulties in Hashemite Jordan, whir:b depends to a considerable extent on imports. Jordan imposed
rigid import controls late in 1949 to bridge the trade deficit, then amounting to 80 percent of import values.
Although its scarce foreign exchange is now largely allocated to purchasing farrn implements and machinery
for economic development, its means are so small that international financing will be needed if any sub-
stantial work-relief projects for refugees, such as that recommended by the UN Economic Survey Mission, are
to be developed.

Far East

Asia shoxved less progress in 1949/50 than any other region, due to continued political and
economic unrest in much of the region, open or guerrilla warfare in parts, and strained economic relations
between India and Pakistan until late in the spring. The production of rice and wheat was apparently slightly
below the previous year, but that of other crops was slightly higher. The production level in general,
however, was still somewhat below prewar. Reduced output and growing population continued to exert pressure
on food supplies. Food rationing, strict control of food procurement, and large government food imports were
continued in many countries.

Mineral and manufacturing output continued to grow, and so did handicraft production, but cotton textile
production fell. with declining demand in many raw-material export markets, as shown by falling international
prices and smaller quantities exported, total demand fell in most Asiatic countries up to devaluation.

With greatly increased urban populations and population dislocations, handicraft production may have
increased more than the records show. Real wages of industrial workers, however, continued to run below
prewar levels, and their living conditions generally continued worse than prewar, with housing, sanitation,
and other public utilities inadequate for the greatly increased numbers. Farmers, largely self-suppliers, were
relatively better off than these other gorups on the average, but in some regions they lost part of the previous
economic advantage gained from black-market sales and prices.
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Heavy expenditures on defense or military activity continued in many countries of Asia, with corres-
ponding diversion of supplies from consumption or productive investment, and with corresponding budget
deficits and inflationary pressures.

Trade developments were marked by a partial return of Japan to its prewar position and by continued
unfavorable trade balances in most countries. Rigid controls on the amount and composition of imports
helped some countries to reduce their trade deficit, and helped India to achieve a net surplus since November.
Dollar prices of some important export commodities increased, notably of tin and rubber, owing largely to the
greater demand from dollar countries; but, despite devaluation, prices of rice showed little change in the
currencies of the exporting countries. Devaluation is tending to produce a closer integration of some countries
of the region into the sterling bloc and the British Commonwealth economy.

Exeept in South Korea and Hong Kong, wholesale prices generally leveled off during 1949, and in the
Philippines they declined. Retail food prices and the cost of living either stabilized or declined in most
countries of the region in 1949, but food prices advanced in some countries after devaluation.

India. Although agricultural production was slightly larger in 1949, and food imports increased one-thi:
over 1948, food supplies continued short. Some forms of rationing continued to be necessary for nearly one-
third of the population. The dispute with Pakistan had a depressive effect on economic activity, especially
after devaluation. Industrial production declined about 3 percent, due mainly to reduced production of jute a
cotton textiles, and unemployment increased. Real wages were about the same as in 1948, but the economic
position of farmers improved slightly with relatively higher prices and heavy public investment in agriculture

Inflationary pressures persisted in 1949. Although agricultural production showed some improvement,
large imports of foodstuffs were necessary, amounting to 3.7 million tons in 1949 as against 2.8 million tons
in 1948. At the end of the year, some 112 million people were supplied through various forms of rationing.

A budget deficit, owing mostly to large expenditures on defense and public works, also exerted an upwa-
pressure on prices. The index of wholesale prices resumed its upward trend after March 1949, with industrial
raw materials, particularly of cotton and jute, showing the greatest advances. The cost-of-living index in
Bombay, based on controlled items, was slightly higher in 1949, but its food component was up 5 percent. At
the end of the year and during the first half of 195C, both wholesale prices and cost of living became more
stable, partly because of increased output and supplies and partly because of disinflationary measures.

The import surplus declined after May 1949, and from November 1949 to Nlarch 1950 has turned into an
export surplus, reflecting stricter import controls, the export drive, and devaluation. The improvement was
particularly striking in India's trade with North America. Imports from North America, both the United States
and Canada, have been reduced continuously, while exports have been increasing to the United States and
continued at a steady level to Canada. Tea exports increased sharply, both in quantity and value, in 1949/50,
both to the United Kingdom and the United States, but ex-ports of jute and its manufactures declined as a resul
of the disruption of raw jute imports from Pakistan after devaluation. The minorities agreement and the trade
agreement of April 1950 between the two countries contributed to a brighter economic situation. There was
a notable increase in India's share of Far Eastern trade with the rest of the world. In 1949 as a whole, the
percentages for India exceeded the prewar percentages for the entire Indian subcontinent (Chinese trade
excluded in both cases).

P akistan. Food supplies increased in 1949/50 and rationing was lessened. Factory production de-
clined sornev,,hat, but cottage and handicraft industries expanded, helping to sustain buying power for food.

The interruption of trade wi.th Iridia cut exports, and food prices declined slightly. With larger output, however,

farm income increased.
An excellent spring wheat crop in 1949 resulted in a substantial exportable surplus, which more than

offset some reduction in rice production. Total food supplies increased, with grain production well above
prewar. Food rationing in larger cities continued, partly because of the heavy concentration of refugees.

The earlier disruption in agricultural production in Western Pakistan, owing to the large exchange of

population, was for the most part made good. The jute industry in Eastern Pakistan r.vas cut off from jute
mills in India after the Indian devaluation, and jure prices slumped. The new m'inimum jute price fixed by
the Pakistan Government, though one-fourth below mid-September, was still above the official maximum prices
in India. The new trade agreement with India in April 1950, however, provided for a limited resumption of

uacie.
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The foreign trade balance was generally adverse through 1949, because of heavy imports and falling
exports. With sharp reductions in imports after September, however, the balance became favorable in De-
cember, and remained so through the first quarter of 1950.

Prices were apparently lower at the end of 1949 than at its beginning. Food prices dropped slightly
through the year and into 1950. Prices of cotton piece goods, the largest item in the family budget next to
food, lowered between March and September 1949. Declining prices of important export commodities after
devaluation had a deflationary effect.

Burma. Political unrest in 1949 caused a sharp fall in agricultural and industrial production and in in-
ternal and foreign trade. Prices, after reaching a postwar peak in mid-1949, began to decline. Rice production
in 1949/50 was about one-fifth lower than a year ago and about 40 percent lower than before the war (1934-38).
The exportable surplus of rice may be larger than originally estimated - it may reach a million tons or more in
1950. Per caput food supplies were below the levels of a year ago arrl much lower than before the war.

Owing to broken communications, the problem of distribution was particularly difficult. Controls were
not very effective and prices of food increased rapidly above the established ceilings until July 1949, but
declined thereafter with improvements in transport. Other major export industries have been severely impaired
on account of the general dislocation; work in the forests, mines, and plantations has remained entirely sus-
pended or greatly reduced. The fall in the already small industrial production and the limitation of imports of
industrial consumer goods resulted in low inventories and a greatly reduced volume of wholesale and retail
trade.

Despite reduced trade, Burma had a favorable balance of trade in 1949 and an export surplus vis-a-vis
the United States and the United Kingdom, mostly because of reduced imports.

The economic situation became somewhat better in 1950 as a result of progress in restoring more peace-
ful conditions and improvements in rail and water transport. By March 1950, Burma was granted financial as-
sistance from some of the Commonwealth countries to the abount of £6 million, repayable in two y-ears.

Thailand. Total production in 1949, both agricultural ancl industrial, was higher than a year before, and
apparently real farm income increased.

Rice crops reached a postwar peak, while rubber and some other minor crops were at about the 1948 level.
Mining production, particularly of tin ore, increased materially-, and manufacturing production was up. Great
progress was made in the rehabilitation of railways, following the importation of locomotives, freight cars,
and passenger cars from japan in exchange for rice, tin ore, and other products. Wholesale and retail prices
began to decline after mid-1949 and the downward trend continued into 1950, despite the 20 percent devaluation,
but internal prices of rice and rubber were maintained. The value of foreign trade reached record levels, with
exports substantially exceeding imports. Rice exports to countries within the region wet-e about 50 percent
above the 1948 level. However, Thailand's dollar position was weaker than a year ago, mainly because of the
cessation of ECA dollar purchases of rice for China. Prices of tin ore also declined after devaluation.

Indonesia. Agricultural production has not recovered from the destruction and dislocation of Japanese
occupation and hostilities since, and farm incomes are still below prewar. Production of export commodities
such as rubber, palm oil, fibers, copra, sugar, tea, and coffee, although in some cases much higher than in
1948, was far below prewar levels. Rubber export increased less, but rubber prices have advanced since late
in 1949 to record levels in 1950. Nevertheless, income from exports was insufficient to pay for imports of
essential consumer goods such as foodstuffs and textiles, or for capital goods to be used in reconstruction
and economic development. The reduced output of coffee and sugar was largely consumed within the country.
Rice imports were nearly double those of 1948.

ECA aid, which had been suspended, was resumed in the months before the transfer of sovereignty, and a
substantial import of rice and textiles was financed in that period. Despite continued shortages of food and
consumer goods, budget deficit, and monetary expansion, wholesale prices declined in early 1949 and then
stabilized at a level well below the 1948 average, but advanced substantially after devaluation. In March
1950, a currency reform was introduced with other measures to check inflation, and new exchange regulations
were established which caused very considerable increases in the price of imported products.
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Philippine Republic. Agricultural and industrial production during 1949 was at higher levels than in
194 and in some instances above the prewar levels, but the decline in value of exports caused a shrinkage
in business activity and in farm incon.e. With lower prices for most crops, such as coconut oil, abaca, leaf
tobat-co, and maguey, farmers were on the whole worse off than during the previous year.

The foreign exchange situation became very bad in 1949, as less dollars were earned and increasingly
more were spent on consumer and nonproductive imports. ECA stopped offshore procurement of copra after
1948, and Philippine exports of copra to non-dollar markets, very substantial in 1947 and 1948, almost ceased
in 1949. In spite of new import controls, the value of imports continued to increase while, because of reduced
export demand both in soft- and hard-currency countries, the value of exports declined. The disbursement by
the U.S. Government in 1949 of about $324 million largely offset the adverse balance of trade, but it is esti-
mated that these disbursements will decline to about $275 million in 1950. The balance of trade may improve
in 1950 because of still more drastic import controls and some recovery in export demand from the United
States. Devaluation elsewhere threatened to damage the position of the Philippines versus competing exporters
of copra and vegetable oils, but so far the strengthening U.S. demand and the restoration of a 2-cent increase
in the U.S. tax on copra and coconut oil from non-Philippine sources have prevented this effect.

China. Food production was reduced possibly one-eighth in China (excluding Manchuria and Taiwan) in
1949 by drought, flood, and military operations. Imports and exports were largely cut off ard famine conditions
prevailed over substantial areas. Industrial and mineral production were also sharply reduced, but began to
revive in late 1949. Prices soared with hyper-inflation. Farmers' incomes gained from high prices and black-
market sales until strict food controls were imposed in midwinter. In Taiwan (Formosa) production was better,
with rice production up 10 percent, but prices rose sharply and continued upward, despite currency reform in
June 1949-

The greatest decline in mainland production was in legumes and cereals, while rice, reduced about 4
percent, was one-tenth below prewar. Food imports were low because of short foreign exchange, blockade
of the mainland, and cessation of all ECA and relief shipments. In midwinter the mainland authorities intro-
duced strict controls, with a large portion of food handled by state-operated organizations and by rural co-
operatives. Besides making required deliveries, farmers were encouraged to consume more substitute foods
such as potatoes, vegetables, and wild fruits in order to release more rice and wheat to the cities.

Industrial and mineral production in 1949 also declined sharply as shortages of coal and electric power
continued. ECA shipments of raw cotton and gasoline stopped, and cotton yarn production fell 40 percent.
During the winter and early spring, however, some revival in industrial activity was reported.

Wholesale and retail prices soared as a result of hyper-inflation, fed by constant currency issues to
finance military operations. Prices leveled off for a short time after the introduction of People's Bank notes,
but by November they were increasing again in all local markets. The rapidly rising cost of living depressed
real wages of industrial workers and resulted in numerous labor disputes. Although no trade statistics are
available, imports and exports were apparently much reduced, but some Chinese goods, such as raw furs and
bristles, were exported to the U.S.A. via the U.S.S.R. late in 1949.

Japan. Food supplies improved, average prices received by farmers declined, and farm incomes were
apparently somewhat reduced. Inflationary pressures came to an end in 1949 and deflationary trends appeared,
resulting mostly from a budget surplus, reduced public expenditure, and a generally tight monetary situation.
Industrial producti,-.,n stabilized in 1949 at a level well above that of 1948, but still far below prewar. The
effective demand dt-::lined and city and rural unemployment rose when industrial output leveled off.

Food supplies iElproved considerably over a year ago due to the rapid increase in the volume of food
r rice imports. Prices of food declined after the second half of 1949, and

the :;f7 the family budget spent on food decreased considerably. As a result, real wages of employed
Unemployment rose, however, intensifying the difficulties of man-y industrial workers.

trds in the _Japanese economy produced a gradual decline in extra farm incorn. e frorn the
e official pric.es for farm deliveries remained pegged at re.latively low levels.

public works declined by about 13 percent. Funds for farm credit and farm
a large number of urban unemployed to the countrysi..le aggravated farro

chronic surplus of unneeded workers on farms. er,;timated at 6.5 rnillion.



Although free-market prices of industrial products also declined sharply, this was insufficient to offset a
substantial decline in farro incorne from the levels of a year ago. In spite of these unfavorabie developments,
farmers were still relatively more prosperous than other groups of the population.

O ceania

Australia. Econom;c activity continued at a high and expanding level in 1949/50. Agricultural and
industrial output increased. With larger output and higher prices, the value of agricultural production in
1949/50 reached a record level, about 15 percent above 1948/49. Net farm income apparently also rose
significantly, both in money and real terms.

With full employment conditions, the number of persons employ-ed continued to rise as rapidly as workers
became available, aided by substantial immigration.

Real wage rates may have fallen slightly, but remain substantially above prewar. On the whole, consumer
incomes rose, largely as a result of higher farm income. Consumer demand is at a high, if not inflationary,

'level.
Exports benefited from the devaluation and from the high demand for wool. After declining until de-

valuation, ex-port values increased sharply and reached record heights at the end of the first quarter of 1950,
at double the 1948 level. Volume increased 25 percent from the low point, and prices, especially of wool,
rose sharply.

Imports also increased after devaluation, with volume up about 15 percent and prices about 20 percent in
the first quarter of 1950, compared with that of 1949. The sources of imports changed little, 70 percent still
coming from the United Kingdom and other British countries. Terms of trade, which had deteriorated before
deValuation, recovered thereafter, and were more favorable in the first quarter of 1950 than a year earlier.

Inflationary pressures accompanying the rising export prices have renewed discussion of a possible re-
valuation of the Australian pound to par with the British pound (it is now 20 percent below) but a special
session of the Australian cabinet at the end of June did not reach a decision on the issue.

New Zealarwl. Livestock numbers increased in 1949, and production of meat and dairy products expanded
in 1949/50. With most export products controlled by long-term sales contracts, farmers' incomes increased only
slightly after devaluation, but further price increases are being urged by the farmers' organization. Many food
subsidies were abolished or reduced in May 1950, prices of many foods v,-ere allowed to increase, and rationing
of butter was abolished in June.
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APPENDIX

Note on Consumption and Nutritional Levels

Table A indicates the development of consumption levels in postwar years. Data on calories

available are accompanied by data on the total amount of protein and of animal protein, the latter

being of particular importance as an indicator of the quality of the diet.

The 1948/49 es published here show a number of revisions over the figures published in

the State of Food and Agriculture 1949, where provisional data was used. Since no full informa-

tion for 1949/50 is yet available, changes over 1948/49 have been indicated as percentages only.
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TABLE A. - ESTIMATED ENERGY AND PROTEIN CONTENT OF NATIONAL AVERAGE FOOD SUPPLIES PER CAPUT IN
1949/50 COMPARED WITH 1948/49 AND 1947/48.

-.No significant chango.
.... Not available.

*Stlficient data to estimate the average energy and protein content of the food simply are only available for the countries given in this tab/e (figures for which ore
derived from FAO food balance sheets). These countries represent the following percentage of the total population (mid-1949)r 76% of Europe; 90% of North and

82% of South borrical 807. of Asia; 16% of Africa; and 79% of Oceania.
bTlmis figure includes estimated unreported produc6on not shown on the FAO food balance sheet.

cReigium only_
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Countries by regions°
Calories

per person per day grams
Total protein
per person per day grams

Animal protein
per person per doy Remarks on 1949/50 chmges

947/48 1948/49 949/50 947/48 1948/49 1949/50 1947/48 1948/4v 1949

, Percent of Percent of Percent o
change from change froo change fr. .

1948/49 1948/49 1948/49

EAR EASTI

Mx-a 1 990 1 940 68 66 26 28

CeFloc._ ... 1 920 ... 46 ... 11

Chin' a ;,22 pro es) 2 120 ... ... 66 ... 4 ... Less rice and wb.mi.

Iniia ... 1 620
.

42 6 ore rice, less wheaL
IniacairLa 2 040 - 47 - - 5 - -J3 1 9600 2 050° 3 50 51 -F 4 8 8 +22 More sweet potatoes. fish, meat,

and rice.
Liza and Madura__ ....... ---- - i 840 ... ... 44 ... 3 ... ... More rice.

p,tristan. ... 2 030 + 2 54 + 3 13 More wheat.

LEE-OVE

Austria 2 400 2 640 74 72 - 22 25 + Mote meat; less cereals,
potatoes.

BeWurn - ....... _... 2 6700 2 730 - 79 81 - 34 36

Czechosi&Vaia 2 400 2 690 +10 72 82 +20 28 32 +15 More miLk, steaL, wheat-flour.

Denmark 3 050 3 060 f4 108 102 + 2 64 57 f7 More meat, milk; less potatoes.

Finland 2 620 3 070 - 91 99 41 44

France 2 360 2 740 - 76 99 - 30 39 + 5 More milk, cheese, butter.

Germany: Bizone 2 190}
1 860
1 900 '

2 530

2 110

+ 5

+ 4

75 k
68 i
61

81

68

-
+ 6

22 k

24/
14

27

14

+10

+25

More meat, oils and fats, milk,

French Zone
Soviet zone

sugar, less potvirles, cereaLs.
More cereals, meat. fat; less

potatoes, sugar.
Greece 2 270 - 2-110 - 68 75 + 5 13 l. -1-20 More milk, cheese; slightly more meat.

Iceland- 3 270 3 230 - 123 124 - 86 86 -
Ireland 3 260 3 350 I - 104 98 50 49 -
IL-Ay 2 250 2 340 - 71 76 16 19 +5 iore meat and fats; less pulses

d potatoes.

-lands ..... --- ---- - .......... 2 690 2 880 ; +3 78 83 f2 35 40 f5 More meat, faLS; Jess potatces.

r-tay

_ d

2 900

2 360

2 970

2 620

i + 5

+ 7

90

66

101

74

-
+ 5

48

17

52

21

+ 5

f4
llore meat, milk, fats; less potatoes,

vegetables, fruit, cereals(sligW.y).
More fish, sugar, vegetables;

less potatoes, cere.als.

Sweden 2 870 3 070 + 3 92 95 + 3 59 60 + 6 More milk, meat, sugar, less
potatoes.

Switzerland 3 050 3 100 - 93 94 - 46 49 -
United Kingdom 2 970 3 030 + 2 89 90 46 45 +10 More meat. butter; less cereals.

OCEANIA and NORTH AMERICA

Australia

New Zealar- id-

3 260

3 210

3 160

3 250

+ 1

+ 1

105

100

95

96

+ 1

+ 1

67

64

64

65

+ 1

+ 1

Slightly more meat, cheese,
butter.

Slightly more meal; cheese, butter.

Oinada

United States 3 220

3 210 3 060

3 130

+ 3 98

97

92 + 2

90 -
59

61

57

60

+ 2 More cereals, pork; less beef,
veal, and mutton

LATEN AMERICA

Central America and Caribbean
Oita -----____ ......_
Mexico

2 680
2 010

2 730
2 050

-
1- 5

67
56

67
56

-f4 26
16

25
16 - More wheat, rice, sugar:.

Stia Amafica
Arzeatina. 3 190 3 190 + 1 110 102 + 1 66 66

More wheat. rice, and meat; less
Potatoes and sugar.

ilradi 2 240 2 340 + 6 64 63 + 3 27 25 More wheat, rice, manioc, sugar.

: Chile_ 2 350 2 360 - 73 71 -3 24 23 -9 More wheat, rice, sugar; less meat_

. Colombia- 2 22z) 2 280 - 55 56 - 26 26

L.:rag/ray_ 2 490 2 580 + 5 94 94 +10 63 62 fn. More meat and sugar; less wheat
and rice.

. ....A.R. EAST
2 500 - ... 69 13

r.'7,te.7

2 360

2 170

2 480

2 606

- 2

- 6

68

68

72

79 -6
9

12

11

13 - 5

More wheat, pulses; iess bar ley,
maize, rice, sugar.

Less cereals and livestock products.

AFTL' CA

urifius 2 OGO 2 240 + 3 45 49 + 2 12 11 + 1 More sugar and wheat.

-Ca. 2 420 2 580 - 74 72 + 1 27 f2 More wheat, pork; less maize.



TABLE B. -INDEX OF VOLUME OF PRODUCTION FO CROPS AND
FOOD AND NATURAL FIBER CROPS

aIndex numbers are based on the production of wheat, rye, baley, oats, maize, rice, potatoes, sugar, and fats ami oils. Uniform price
weights are applied to total output without deduction for quantities fed to livestock.

Includes production of cotton, wool, jute, and hard fibers, plus coverage of food crops as indicated infootnote a.

TA3LE C. - INDEX OF VOLUME OF TRADE IN FOOD CROPS AND MEAT, AND
FOOD CROPS, MEAT, AND NATURAL FlaERS

Region

1948/49 I 1949/50
Exports

Food crops and meat' Food crops, meat, and natural fibersb

1948/49
mports Ex

86

75

or

alndex numbers are based on the trade of wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize, rice, potatoes, sugar, fats and oils, and meat. The trade data
for grains, except rice, refer to July-June 1948/49 and 1949/50, and represent shipments from principal exporters, to which known move-
ments from other sources and reported exports of grain products from importing countries have been added. Rice trade excludes re-
exports. Nleat exports relate only to 10 European noporters and the U.S.A. Uniform price weights are applied in calculating these
indexe s.

aIncludes trade of cotton, wool, jute, and hard fibers, plus coverage o f food crops and meat as indicated in footnote .

----- --

Region

-- - - -

Food crops' Food and natural fibersb
1948/49 1 1949/50 948/49 I 1949/50

( Base: 1934-38 = 100..... ......... )

Far East 98 96 95 93

Europe (excl. U.S.S.R.) 93 91 93 91

North America 168 150 155 143

Latin America 114 110 113 112

Oceania 116 129 111 118

Africa and Near East 114 107 112 106

WORLD (excl. U.S.S.R.) 109 1105 108 104

Far East 33 36 84

Europe (excl. U.S.S.R.) 47 62 83

North America 290 248 91

Latin America 86 79 112

Oceania 120 114 146

Africa and Near East 81 95 132

WORLD (excl. U.S.S.R.) 88 85 88

1949/50 1948/49
ase: 1934 - 38 = 100

81

82 48

90 157

125 95

122 131

121 86

35 65 65

61 80 85

163 126 104

82 123 134

133 162 115

96 134 129

86 86 87

949/50 1948/49 949/50



TABLE D. - INDEX OF VOLUME OF PRODUCTIONAND OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE
OF ALL FIBERS COMBINED, NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC

alndex numbers on tonnage basis; includes cotton, wool (clean basis), raw silk, rayon, nylon, flax, hemp, jute, abaca, sisal, and
henequem

bIndex numbers on a tonnage basis include cotton, wool (clean basis), raw silk, rayon, jute, abaca, sisal, and henequen.

TABLE E. -1I'ADEX kAUMBERS OF VOLUME AND VALUE OF

WORLD EXPORTS OF ALL PROD'oCTS
(1937:100)

Source: Statistical Office of the United Notions.
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Period

Volume
Value

(in U. S. dollars)
Average

unit valueIndex
Increase weer

preceding period
Annual Quarterly Annual Quarterly Annual Quarterly Annual Quarterly

(..... Percent.... )

Total World

1947 90 21.6 186 206

1948 95 5.5 211 223

1949 103 8.4 216 211

1st quarter 101 - 1.0 226 223
2nd quarter 103 2.0 227 219

3rd quarter 98 - 4.9 210 216
4th quarter 109 11.2 202 186

1950 1st quarter 109 0 197 182

World (excl. U.S.A.)

1947 67 147 220

1948 80 16.2 187 234

1949 88 10.0 196 222

1st quarter 85 - 3.4 203 238

2nd quarter 86 1.2 202 234
3rd quarter 85 - 1.2 194 229

1th quarter 98 15.3 185 190

1950 1st quarter 100 2.0 185 186

Region Production a Exportsb Importsb

1948/49 1949/50 1948/49 J 1949/50 I 1948/49 1949/50
Base: 1934-38 z 100.

Far East. 63 66 44 40 53 52

Europe (excl. U.S.S.R.) 128 145 176 165 78 85

North America 129 137 84 94 147 122

atin America 118 133 114 135 197 185

Oceania 108 113 142 151 206 210

Africa and Near East 107 108 110 113 380 500

WORLD (excl. U.S.S.R.) 98 104 82 86 81
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TABLE G-1 - CHANGES C,J;7-",NCY VALUES BETWEEN 18 SEPTEMBER 1949 AND 31 MARCH 1950*

SOUrces: National Advisory Council on tnrem.tionet Monetary and Finandal Problems, Second Special Report to the President and
to the Congress of the United States, (May 1950).
Note on ilexico taken froto International Monetary Fund, lrzternationcl Financial Statistics.

aAll of the British territorial currencies, except that of British Honduras, were lilcewise devalued by 30.5 percent. The latter currency
was devalued 30.0 percent, effective 31 December 1949.

bRepresents two separate devaluations of the lucíaa.. The.first, occurring on 20,September 1949, represented a reduction of 30.5 percent
(from 15.4 11 to 10.705 U.S. cents per króna). The seconddevaluation of 42.6 percent (effective 20 March 1950) brought the new par
value of the Icrerta to 6.14 U.S. cents.

ern November- j949 the Austrian Government increased its basic rate to 14.40 schillings to the dollar, with a premium rate of 26
schillings (used for invisibles and certain other transactions), and a "retention quota" of 60 percent for exports, yielding an effective
rate of 21.36 schillings for exports. Subsequently the reter.tion quotas ..verc modified for various classes of transactions.

dThe Belgian Congo franc remains at par with the Belgian frenc.
eThe Finnish change shown here followed -closely an earlier devaluation ((roto 0.735 to 0.625 cents per knarkka) on 4 July 1949, and
thus represents a total devalualion of 41 percent during recent months.

fThe old rate shol.vn is for hade transactions. Under the official free-market system used in France, the rates referred to here are
technically flexible, though they may be held steady for relatively long periods. The new rate shown is as of 31 March 1950. All
currencies of French dependencies are_peggeu.to the French-franc, except: (1) the rupee of French possessions in India, which is
maintained at par with the Indian rupee; and (2) the Djibouti franc, which retains its old dollar parity of 0.47 cents.

gUnder the exchange certificate system used in Greece, the rates referred to here are technically flexible, but for over a year before
the current devaluation, fluctuations in the old rete had been held to less than 1 percent in either direction.

hUnder the official free market system used in Italy, the rates referred to here are technically flexible, though they Inay be held steady
for relatively long periods. The new rete shown is as of 3 1 March 1950.

i The change shown here followed closely a minor adjustment (froto 4.0 124 to 4,0 cents per escudo) on 3 August 1940. Portugal is not
a member of the International Monetary Fumed and the escudo has no par value. Rates shown are mid-rates between the official buying
and selling rates.

¡Sweden is not a member of the Fruid and its krona has no par value. Rates shown are an average, between the official buying and
selling retes.

kFree market rate for imports.
1
Effective 20 September 1949. However, on 13 March 1950, further devaluation of the guilder was effected by means of the introduction
of the certificate type of exchange control in the flexible buying and selling rates. On 31 /larch 1950, the latter rates were quoted al
one-half to one-third that of the official rate, which remained unchanged at 26.316 U. S. cents per guilder.
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Country
Monetary

Unit
Curren cy value Reduction in

01 d NI e w value

( U. S. cents per unit of currency) (» ercent)

TERLLNG AREA*
United Kingdoma Pound 403.000 280. 000 30.5
Iceland Króna 15. 411 6. 140 60. 2b
Ireland Pound 403. 000 280. 000 30. 5
Burma Rupee 30. 225 21. 000 30.5
CesIon Rupee 30. 225 21. 000 30. 5
India Rupee 30. 225 21. 000 30. 5.
Iraq Dinar 403. 000 280. 000 30. 5
Australia Pound 322. 400 224. 000 30. 5
New Zealand Pound 403. 000 280. 000 30. 5
Union of South Africa Pound 403. 000 280. 000 30_5

ROPE*
Austria` Schilling 10. 000 6. 944 306
Belgium-Luxembouret F-ranc 2. 282 2. 000 12. 3
Denmark Krone 20. 838 14. 478 30. 5,
Finlande Markka 0. 625 0. 4348 30.4
Francef Franc 0..3669 0. 0360 22. 9
Germany (Western) Deutsche mark 30. 000 2&810-10 206
Greeceg Drachma 0.01 0. 00 67 33. 3
ItalYh Lira 0. 17 39 0. 160 1 7. 9
Netherlands Guilder 37.695 26. 316 30. 2
Norway Krone 20. 150 14. 000 30. 5
Portugali Escudo 4: 000 3. 478 13. 0
Swedeni Krona 27. 8 16 19. 33 30. 5

OTHER COUNTRIES*
Canada Dollar 100. 000 90. 909 9. 1
Egypt Pound 413. 300 287. 156 30. 5
Israel Pound

Importsk 30 2. 000 1 of 7. 3
Exports 40 3. 000 ) 280. 000

1 30. 5
Jordan Pound 403.000 280. 000 30. 5
Thailand Baht 10:075 8.000 20. 6
Indonesia,- Guilder 37.695- 26. 316 30. 21



TABLE G-2 CHANGES IN CURRENCY VALUES BETWEEN 18 SEDTE 1949 AND 31 MARCH 1950

(REPRESENTATIVE EXCHANGE RATES)

In the months immediately following the currency devaluations by the other countries shown in this table, a number of Latirt American
countries made changes in their exchange-rate systems. The extent of devaluation cannot exactly be determined, but the representa-
tive old and new exchange rates give some indication of the order of magnitude involved. Specifically, the changes in individual coun-
tries were as follows:
Argentina: On 1 October 1949, Argentina announced extensive changes in the existing multiple exchange-rate system, but left un-
changed the basic export rate in tenns of dollars. Argentina is not a member of the Fund and its peso has no par value. The basic
buying rate for the peso is 29.77 U. S. cents. Bolivia: In February 1950, two of the three existing rates were altered, but there was
no change in the par value of 2.38 U.S. cents per boliviano. On 8 April the 2.38 rate was abandoned. One of the remaining two
rates, 1.667 U.S. cents per boliviano, became the new parity. Several additional effective rates result from the sale of varying propor-
tions of export proceeds at the two specified rates. Chile: On 10 January 1950, the Ftvid announced that Chile had introduced a new
temporary rate of 1.667 U. S. cents per peso. Although this action, with Fund concurrence, did not constitute a formal revaluation of
the peso, it was regarded as the first step in a program of unifying Chile's complex multiple-rate structure and of establishing a new
par value. Costa Rica: On 1 April 1950, without objeCtion by the Fund, Costa Rica modified its multiple exchange-rate system. No
change was made in the par value (17.8 cents per colón) or in the official buying rate, but the was some effective depreciation of
ti/e selling rates by requiring imports in the tInee least favored of the four import categories to be financed in the free market and by
increasing the exchange surcharges which apply at various rates. Four effective selling rates are thus established, and a fifth
effective rate may be established by the creation of a fifth import category to which a particularly high surcharge rate would apply.
Ecuador: In December 1949, without the approval of the Fund, Ecuador discontinued the use of its establighed par value (7.4 1 U.S.
cents per sucre), as a buying rate for export proceeds. The par value of the sucre was not formally revalued, although it is now used
only for a few nontrade transactions. There exist three effective selling rates for merchandise knports, resulting from taxes applied
to the par value. Mexico: Because of its proximity in time to the period of general currency devaluations, the devaluation of the
-.lexican peso on 17 June 1949 is listed here. On that date the par value of the peso was changed to 8.65 pesos per U. S. dollar. The
old par value of 4.855 pesos had technically been in existence until this time, but the Bank of I/lexica discontinued swport of the
peso at this rate on 22July 1948. Nicaragua: In December 1949, without the approval of the Fund, Nicaragua introduced changes
in its exchange rate structure involving an indeterminate amount of effective devaluation and some increase in the degree of rate
multiplicity. These revisions did not amount to a formal revaluation of the córdoba, a.-hich remained at 20 U.S. cents per córdoba,
Paraguay: On 7 November 1949, the Fund announced that Paraguay had introduced certain modifications in its multiple exchartge-rate
system. These changes, although not representing a formal revaluation of the guarani' involve some simplification of a previously
highly complex structure of rates. The par value of the guaranl is 32.3625 U.S. cents per guarani. Peru: On 15 November 1949, the
Fund announced that Peru had suspended the former par value of the sol (15.335 U-S- cents). Peru has since permitted the exchange
rate to be determined in an exchange certificate market. The step was taken as a temporary tueastne looking toward the establishment
of a mitary rate system at a new par value. Uruguay: On 6 October 1949, Uruguay-introduced modifications in its multiple exchange-
rate system. The Fund expressed no objection to these temporary ne asures, with the understanding that consultation would continue
for the purpose of unifying the rate structure and ultimately agreeing on a par value. Probably the most important of Uruguay's three
official buying rates is 65.83 U. S. cents per peso.

Country
Monetary

Unit
U. S. cents per unit of currency Type of

Old e exchange rate

LATIN AMERICA
Argentina Peso 23.641 16. 420 Basic rate for goods not in

preferred categories.
Bolivia Boliviano 2. 357 1.650 Official selling rate.
Chile Peso 2. 326 1. 667 Old offi.cial rate and new

interim rate.
Costa Rica Colón 10. 6 27 9. 276 Unweighted average of free

rates (old two, new five).
Ecuador Sucre 7. 407 6. 142 Old offi.cial rate and new

average of 3 official rates
with varying taxes and
surcharges.

Mexico Peso 20. 576 ( 1948) 11.561 Official selling rate.
12. 407 ( 19 49)

Nicaragua Córdoba 18.904 18.000 Old offi.cial rate plus tax,
new 80% official rate and
29% rate of exchange
certificates.

Paraguay Guarani 32. 041 17. 989 0 d official rate, new un-
weighted average of
official and 2 special
import rates.

Peru Sol 7. 806 6. 443 Old average of official and
certificate rate, new
average of certificate and
free rate.

Uruguay Peso 58.823 48. 426 Average of three buying
rates.



BLE H. - UNITED STATES GENERAL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS FOR SIX MONTHS' PERIODS BEFORE AND AFTER
DEVALUATION TO AND FROM VARIOUS REGIONS BY EXTENT OF DEVALUATION
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Change betweer

Extent of devaluation Oct.'48-March 1949 April-Sept. 1949 Oct. '49-Mar. 1950 Oct.'48-t Oct.'49- Apr.'49- Oct.'
iar.'49 ° Mar.'50

t
Sept.'49 ° Mar.'5

imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports

( Thousand dollars ( P ercent

ore than 30% - Total

ritish Commonwealth
(excl. Canada, inchIreland

849 783 1 647 572

670 503 993 681

668 920 1 528 212

499 063 982 851

807 330 1 228 474

600 650 767 321

5.0 -25.5 ]-20. 7 -19. 6

;e1and 1 500 5 300 700 3 700 2 000 3 200
ustria 6 300 85 815 4 400 63 715 5 400 76 369
enmarlt 3 100 50 191 2 100 40 344 5 500 38 319
inland 11 196 14 726 12 746 14 277 18 700 9 758
reece 8 654 117 561 7 167 98 941 8 659 65 023
etherlands 25 399 171 613 31 297 138 454 26 793 130 216
orway 25 201 49 570 11 332 49 402 16 380 30 203
weden 28 396, 46 114 25 121 45 333 37 510 42 135
urma 1 600 2 300 200 600 100 700
.aq 5 500 5 400 1 300 8 300 4 200 4 100
gypt 1 731 28 660 7 894 25 495 24 858 15 507
;rael. and Palestine (Imports) 2 600 3 500 3 000
3rdan 1 400 900 600
tdonesia 57 903 75 241 62 100 55 900 53 580 44 928

) - 30% - Total 109 864 790 357 77 640 732 507 100 169 561 515 - 8.8 -29.0 +29.0 -23. 3

rance and Possessions 53 702 349 034 37 035 314 299 54 200 254 500
ermany 26 944 425 834 18 692 404 398 24 974 292 217
hailand 29 218 15 489 21 913 13 810 20 995 14 798

3 - 29% - Total 100 051 221 159 55 944 212 335 77 380 180 890 -22. 7 -18. 2 +38. 3 -14. 8

.eigium-Luxembourg 70 521 160 971 35 839 160 911 51 013 143 573
ortugal 8 327 34 797 5 700 24 809 7 918 17 434
elgian Congo 21 203 25 391 14 405 25 615 18 449 19 883

ess than 10% - Total 890 252 1 257 010 762 719 1 303 605 885 108 1 072 670 -0.6 -14.7 +16.0 -17.7

aly 51 229 254 314 31 198 221 898 40 153 181 619
anada 839 023 983 234 731 521 1 043 788 844 955 839 266
>rael and Palestine(Exports) 19 462 37 919 51 785

Latin American countries 250 888 304 304 204 944 258 810 244 236 214 341 - 2.7 -29. 6 . -17. 2

7gentina. 57 288 99 799 36 219 63 225 86 961 66 357
olivia 26 427 21 771 24 956 17 234 17 003 12 273
hile 95 905 75 781 76 304 76 719 55 016 50 780
osta Rica 11 500 15 506 11 400 12 900 12 900 12 600
:cuador 10 500 15 900 7 400 16 200 10 000 14 700
icaragua 2 200 9 600 4 400 7 000 6 300 9 600
araguay 2 500 3 400 3 000 4 600 2 700 2 200
eru 20 580 40 769 20 472 44 637 17 911 30 838
ruguay 23 988 21 784 20 793 16 295 35 425 14 953

11 Other Countries 1 463 718 2 266 663 1 Ma 677 2 010 550 1528 354 1 751 996 + 4.4 -22.7 +16.8 -12.9

TOTAL 664 556 6 487 065 3078844 6 046 019 3642577 5 009 886 -0.6 -22.8 -17.2



TABLE I - INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT LOANS,

SOURCE: I.B.R.D. Fi fth Annual Report , 1949/50

aThrough 30 June 1950.

bl. Materials and equipment for agricultural production (including flood control).
Transportation and communication.
Power.
Equipment for other industries.

5 Agricultural raw materials for industry.
6. Other raw materials for industry.

cThrough 31March 1950; disbursements in tne second quarter of 1950, for which a breakdown by recipients is not yet available,
amounted to $19.2 million.

dlncludes loans to private industries under government guarantee.
eIncludes $2.3 million for equipment for the food-processing industry.

fbifference accounted for by repayments and/or cancellations.
5$10 million dcducted; to be refunded out of 1950 loan.

Loan net effective as of 30 June 1950
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1947 to 1950, by Purpose

Countries
Total s authorized Specified purpos

1947 1948 1949 a19 2 3 4 5 6

Million U. S. dollars

DEVELOPED:

Belgium 16. 0 - 5.7 10. 3

Denmark 40. 0 7.5 4.8 6. 8 4.0 16. 9

France 250. 0 2.3. 33.3 0.9 11. 0 28. 0 174. 5

Luxembourg 12. 0 4.5 7. 5

Netherlands 191.0 16. Od 15. 0 33. 1 78. 1 50. 8 60.0

TOTAL 493. 0 16. 0 31.0 42.9 120.7 6. 86. 4 32.0 251. 4

LESS DEVF_LOP ED:

Brazil 75. 0 15. 37.0 53. 0

Chile 16. 0 2. 5 13. 5

Colombia 5. 0 5. 0

Finland 14. 8 2. 8 2.0 10. 0

India 44. 0 18. 5h 28. 5 34.0

Iraq 12. 811 12. 8

Mexico 24. 1g 26. 0 50. 1

Yugoslavia 2.7 2. 7

El Salvador 12. 5h 12. 5

TOTAL 16. 0 178. 1 72. 3 54. 3 71.0 10.0

GRAND TOTAL .0 32. 0 209. 1 72. 3 97. 2 191 .7 7.7 96.4 32.0 251.4




